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4 PREFACE

This Lecture Series is sponsored by the Guidance and Control Panel and the Consultant andExchange Program.

New tactical missile requirements are so stringent that weapon subsystem technology must be
utilized at the highest possible level consistant with cost, reliability and performance. This is
particularly true with the guidance and control subsystems - the "nerve center" of the weapon.
As a result of this, there is a continuing requirement for more and better tools for analyzing
performance, predicting requirements, determining error sources and selecting suitable concepts.

Due to the extremely high cost of developing and testing prototype concepts for each of
the very large number of possible guidance and control concept combinations, the use of
simulation through mathenmatical techniques has become an absolute necessity.

The Lecture Series provides an opportunity for an examination of the utility of modern
analysis and evaluation tools and techniques associated with the several commonly used control
and guidance concepts. It examines the techniques which are normally employed for error
source determination, performance specification, and the use of digital and analogue compeers
for system performance prediction.

A round table discussion with the participation of all the speakers concludes the Lecture
Series presented in three different NATO nations (Norway, Greece and Italy) from 29 May to
6 June 1972.

C.T.Maney
Lecture Series Director

S~iii
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I. SOME ASPECTS OF THE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROBLEM

C. T. Maney
"Assistant DCS/Development Plans

Armament Development & Test Center
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542

Gentlemen

It is a real pleasure for us to be here today to discuss some of our views on tactical weapon
system development. We plan to discuss in particular, the guidance and control aspects of tactical
missiles, We shall anialyze how we bound and define problems and how we develop solutions. We will talk
primarily methodology; that is, how we..identify problems and how we develop solution methodology.

Design engineers must have perYormance specifications toward which they work to develop designs.
The lectures you will hear today and tomorrow will be devoted to discussions of mathematical and laboratory
techniques which can be used to determine these performance specifications and to predict whether or not
a given design will meet a set of specifications.

Let us begin by reviewing the problem of selection of technology appropriate for a new weapon
development and the creation of the preliminary or concept-ial design as this is the type of problem
normally approached by development planning organizations. Development planners' and design engineers
labor under a multitude of diverging and sometime violent forces which are related to the general "collapse
of time" factor associated with the accelerating technology of 20th century living--I am referring to the
ever increasing sophistication of potential enemy threat capability; the growing number of possible
applicable technologies; the generally voiced concern over inventory proliferation; and associated
increased operator and maintenance personnel training requirements; and above all, the skyrocketing cost
of hardware development. Whether we have faced up to it in the past or not, it is now imperative that we
in the entire weapon development community devote our primary energies toward the development of quality
weapons at lower costs. The demands upon national resources are so great and so diverse that we would
be foolish to take any other course. This does not necessarily mean, however, that we have to build
cheap systems. What it does mean is that we have to be absolutely sure that the systems we design and
develop represent not only the maximum performance for the motney invested but also that the type of
performance obtained is really needed by the armed forces.

With these constraints upon us then, let us examine the preliminary analysis and review procedures
that are often followed in the U. S. leading towards the creation of a new weapon capability.

The operational weapon requirements process begins with identification and assessment of an
operational deficiericy or need, The primary goals of the initial assessment of an operational need are
to establish a clear understanding of the need and to determine its urgency and importance. An operational
requirement is normally generated by one of the using Commands and is forwarded to HQ USAF In a document
called a Required Operational Capability ROC). Additionally, a ROC can be generated within the Air Staff
itself.

HQ USAF/Research Development (RD) receives the ROC and circulates it within the Air Staff and
other agencies for review. Study and analysis efforts consider the mission, threat, operational concepts,
constraints, resources, and potential alternative proposals. Air Force Systemis Command (AFSC) and Air
Force Logistics Command (AFLC) are asked to provide inputs regarding technical feasibility, costs, and
potential alternative solutions.

Offiers.The proposal (ROC) is then reviewed by the Requirements Review Group (RRG) comprised of General
Officers. The RRG reviews the need for the proposed system or equipment taking into consideration the
threat, alternative means of satisfying the ROC, cost estimates, impact on force structure and technical
feasibility.

If the ROC is approved at this point, it is considered to be formally validated. A Program
Management Directive (PMD) is written by HQ USAF/RD, which represents USAF decision to procoed with system
development, The proposal then enters another period of formal study and refinement. AFSC and AFLC are
tasked to provide possible alternative proposals, evaluate cost and feasibility and make recommendations.

Though the weapon development procoss involves extensive additional study, review, hardware
prototype building and testing, we, in this short course, are going to concentrate our efforts entirely
on an in-depth discussion of the methodology which is used to examine and prepare alternative design
solution options during the conceptual phase of development.

Basically what we do in the initial phase of a weapon concept study is to first review the
technical and tactical aspects of the immediate threat and then attempt to develop a reasonable prognos-
tication of the particular threat associated with the time frame and mission under investigation. Next
we review the present operational capability and prepare an inventory of the available off-the-shelf
technology which has potential application to the problem at hand. We also attempt to make an estimation
of the required or desired 'jerformance parameters which the weapon concept should have. A conceptual
design team then is charged with the responsibility for developing a preliminary design with performance
"capabilities reasonably close to those requested. An operational analysis team is simultaneously charged
with ascertaining the effectiveness or utility, i.e. worth, of the performance levels estimated for the
preliminary design. An iteration process is thus initiated in which performance goals are modified as
preliminary designs are iterated and design effectiveness is estimated. And, of course, by effectiveness
I am also including cost; so that really we mean cost effectiveness. The iteration continues until the
development planning management concludes that the study has developed the best series of alternative
designs that can be accomplished in the time provided. The results of studies of this type become the
nucleus of new and quantified specifications for either new weapons or for ,odifications to existing



weapons. The resulting data and rationale are continuously reviewed and examined by appropriate higher
level authority until decisions are made for program go ahead or cancellation.

When a tactical missile or other weapon program is approved for development of hardware test
itelms, the system specifications are rather well defined. The several subsystem specifications, however,
are less precisely defined. Successively increased definitization of these specifications evolve as
tradeoffs are made between performance, cost, risk availability, manufacturing difficulty, environmental
limits, and reliability.

Now let us consider our primary interest for this seminar; namely, the conceptual development
of tactical missile designs. The several subsystems as usually defined in this weapon include propulsion,
warhead, flight control, guidance, and airframe. The guidance system is often further subdivided into
mid-course and terminal. This additional subdivision occurs if the device is to be used as a precision
type of weapon. An interesting point wl .h will be developed in different ways by later speakers is the
tradeoff that is made between mid-course navigation systems and terminal guidance systems.

Another point which will be explored in depth by my colleagues include an evaluation of the types
of guidance error and the mathematical tools which exist to evaluate and minimize these errors. We will
discuss control system synthesis and design, and mathematical methods for predicting stability and proper
system response. We will address methods for determining the sensitivity to overall system performance
of various parameters. We plar, to discuss guidance analysis methodology and the development of guidance
or navigation laws.

Though the real proving ground for theory is the field test, It is well known that the laboratory
and the analog/digital computer offer splendid opportunities for testing guidance and control system ideas
and designs. We shall examine these tools in depth.

Let me now most briefly summarize what you are about to hear. Our first speaker is Mr Philip
Gregory, Manager of Guidance Systems at Martin Marietta Company. He will discuss the evolution of general
guidance and control subsystem requirements. He will also be the last speaker this afternoon when he
reviews the laboratory evaluation tools used by his engineers.

Our next speaker will be Dr Robert Goodstein of the Boeing Corporation. He is Manager of
Guidance & Control Development there. Dr Goodstein will analyze the methodology of development of control
system requirements. Dr Goodstein will then return for the opaning session tomorrow and present a paper
on guidance law applications.

The next member of our team is Mr Duncan Pitman, Senior Staff Engineer for McDonald Douglas
Corporation. Mr Pitman will present two papers. The first one on classical control theory and the second
on modern theory.

Following Mr Pitman will be Mr E. Heap of the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough.
Mr Heap will present a paper today on numerical analysis and simulation. Tomorrow, he will present another
topic; namely, research methodology into certain non-inertial guidance systems.

Tomorrow, in addition to the speakers I have referenced, you will hear Mr Acus, a control system
engineer for the U. S. Air Force and Mr Zuerndorfer, Manager of Tacticel Systems for the Raytheon Company.
Mr Acus will discuss two papers on self-contained guidance systems and Mr Zuerndorfer will review certain
aspects of radar guidance.

We would like to encourage all members of the audience to participate with us in this review of
design and analysis techniques for the guidance and control of tactical missiles. Ir order to maximize
the efficiancy of this participation, I would like to suggest that you write your questions as they occur
to you. We shall collect the questions and present answers to them during the round table discussion
tomorrow.

I would like now to introduce to you our first lecturer today--Mr Philip Gregory, Manager of
Guidance Systems for the Martin Marietta Company.

K
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II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN GUIDANCE AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

by

Philip C. Gregory
Deputy Director, Research and Technology

Martin Marietta Corporation, Box 5837
Orlando, Florida

United States of America

SUMMARY/

This paper describes a particular set of mission requirements for an air-to-air missile and an

automated design process to synthesize these requirements into the preliminary design of a missile end guid-
ance system. This process makes use of the CAMS (Computer Aided Missile Synthesis) digital computer program
which was developed to: synthesize missile configurations including the guidance, controls, secondary power,
warhead, and propulsion subsystems; furnish resulting flight performance including trajectories and miss dis-
tance; and estimate unit costs.

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ANALYSIS

The guidance and control analyst in a key figure in the process of developing new tactical mis-
siles. First, the operations analyst studies the battle tacticr of opposing forces and poses scenarios which
relate the timing and geometry of expected encounters. The guidance and control analyst then interrelates
all state-of-the-art missile technologies to synthesize candidate weapons and evaluate their performance.
This process is repeated at auccessive levels of detail each time a successful set of tradeoffs ate made, or
redone with modified paraueters when a failure occurs. A failure is eLtablished when state-of-the-art tech-
nologies do not satisfy the mission requirements. The process is valuable for identifying areas of research
and development requirements, but this is of little solace or comfort to the engineer who is required to
solve an immediate problem,

The process of interrelating state-of-the-art missile technologies into candidate systems is both
time consuming and coatly. It requires the support of specialists in aerodynamics, propulsion, structures,
secondary power, flight control, and guidance hardwave. In addition, many different combinations are poe-
sible requiring the evaluation of a large number of candidate systems.

Computer programs have the potential of reducing the time and cost of this preliminary design
process. The Computer Aided Missile Synthesis (CAMS) program has been developed by Martin Marietta under
contract F33615*10-C-1753 to the United States Air Force Deputy for Development Planning (ASS), Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio as a missile synthesis and performance prediction tool to aid in rapidly de-
veloping large numbers of missile design concepts and in assessing their performance potential and cost.
This program permits two functions to be performed during the concept 3nd formulation study phase of any new
missile design program: system and subsystem concept evaluation, and subsystem design point tradeoffs.

Without a program such as CAMS, there is normally a problem in effecting integrated missile de-
sign (i.e., one where all subsystem interactions are reflected). The CAMS program is constructed so that the
system design constraints must be satisfied by all subsystems. This implies a compatible missile design
where the various engineering disciplines are matched. In performing design point trades without a CANS pro-
gram, normal practice is to isolate a particular subsyi..em and vary its desigr parameters to achieve the op-
timum performance, minimum weight, length, etc. The integrated aspects of the CAMS program ensures a more
cost effective answer since the impact on the total system performance may be ascertained by adjusting a
single parameter, with design compatibility assured.

All computer programs, however, make use of approximations and the final output should be consid-
ered only a preliminary design to be completed in detail if and when the missile program continues.

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the CAMS modules, it will be useful to define a
typical mission as it might be presented to the guidance analyst.

MISSION SCENARIO

It is desired to develop a more effective weapon for fighter type aircraft to perform dogfights
during air superiority, escort, and interdiction missions in the 1975-1985 time frame,

Air superiority missions penetrate hostile territory and seek to engage enemy fighters, inflict-
ing a sufficiently high loss rate to allow subsequent penetration by friendly aircraft. Escort missions pro-
vide cover for relatively vulnerable attack or reconnaissance aircraft. The friendly aircraft is assumed to
be autonomous, or on his own, whereas the enemy can be either autonomous or ground controlled. Interdiction
missions are directed primarily against ground targets. Attack by enemy fighters is gusw.illy 1L .hoIr con-
venience.

Figures 1 through 3 depict the engagement modes desired in the new weapon system, In Figure Ithe friendly aircraft performs a maximum g turn to avoid the enemy's tail attack while launching a weapon,
In Figure 2 both aircraft attempt to get in position for a tail attack while the weapon is launched. In

Figure 3 the weapon performs in the conventional aggressor role.

1 1II "ti i -' l l, ,. ..
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Note that in both Figures 1 and 2 the angle correction capability of the missile would be its

most valued feature. If a kill is not achieved on the first pass, then a turn-counterturn dogfight ensues. !
The participants generally will nut be separated by more than their combined turn diameters (about 4 miles at

0,000 feet). A number of passes usually occur before one attains a superior position over the other. This
superior position As classically definud as being on the tail of the opponent, and results in shots of the
tMpe depicted in Figure 3.

The friendly and enemy aircraft should he assumed to have the design characteristics shown in
Figure 4.

To establish missile requirements, some capability must be given to the enemy's weapons. bf each
side's weapons are equally effective no advantage can tie gained. For this example, assunt e that in one lim-
iTing case the enemy must close in a tail chase to 2 omi to use his weapons effedtively. Giben that the new
missile wll have a 40g axial and lateral acceleration capability, Figure 5 summarizes from geometric consid-
erstiens the potential tradeoff between missile angular capability and detection range to permit launch and
kill before the aggressor closes to within 2 nmi. The friendly aircraft detects the target at the specified
detection range, then makes a 3g turn until thh missile angular cbpsitilutv can he tLilised. If the aircraftf
dues not turn, then 180 degree capability is required.

In a second limiting case thn e aircraft meat head on, or on swighnly displaced trajectories. Fig-
ure w summarizes the angular requirements for this situation for tle idealized candidate missile as a func-
tion of time from n initial slant range of 2 nmil.

From a review of thses gomties and general praclyaities associated with carrying defensive
missiles on aircraft, a list of desired system characteristics can be assembled (TablF 1). The new missile

will require innovations in guidance, propulsion, and control moments as a minimum, It would now he useful
to define the CAMS program in more detail and then use it to evolve a solution to this problem (if one
exists).
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•J TABLE I

Missile Parameters

Altitude Sea level to 100,000 ft

Launch velocity 0,5 to 2.7 mach

Maximum range 6 nmi

Ia c Minimum range I Kit (Vperf U p tet)
i, 4 Xit (VCT 3,000 ft/s)

Angle correction 180*

t e rweight (maximum) 250 ib
Probability of kill 0.9

Length (maximum) 120 in

Diameter (maximum) 7 in

Axial acceleration 40g

Normal acceleration 40g

I ). CAMS DEFINITION

In any computet pvogram that evaluates system performance, all pertinent subsystems must be con-
sidered in sufficient detail to reflect practical nonlinearities. Figure 7 pictorially presents the subsys-
tem= and engineering disciplines that are considered in the CAMS design and evaluation process. In general,

the subsystem design programs perform the computations and analyses normally performed by the preliminary
design engineer either at his desk or through computer programs unique to his discipline. The goal Un devel-
opment of this program ia that, at least through the major component levelp the design is synthesized based
on the physics of the particular design situation, as opposed to an estimate based upon correlation of his-
torical observations of previous systems. This approach enables the user to inspect new technology such as
advanced materials properties which could only be addressed subjectively if an observation technique were
employed.

In identifying the scope of a program, it is often essential to identify its limitations. From
an overall applicability viewpoint, the program encompasses vehicles of from approximately 5 to 30 inches in
diameter, and with length to diameter ratio of 3 to 30; these vehicles are single stage, having a single pro-
pulsion system (air breathing systems are defined to include the booster) and are bar4ically cylindrical
bodies with an ogive forebody. The missiles are assumed to be air launched, although the solution is also
generally applicable to ground launched missiles.

It should be emphasized that CAMS is basically a design (synthesis) program and does not provide
an optimum denign. An optimum design is the result of many perturbations using the integrated designs re-
sulting from the CAMS program and detailed individual analysis.
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The program may be used in two modes: a missile design mode, or as stand-alone disciplinary sub-
programs. In the latter, it would be employed to screen candidates for a given system against coarse indi-catras such as weight or volume, or to evaluate the best design conditions to be employed in the missile de-
sign mode. The impact of each subsystem on the total vehicle configuration and performance can then be
asseqsed. The results of a guidance tradeoff in the stand-alone mode is shown in Figure 8 which reflects the
impact of chai.ging antenna diameter in an active radar system on the performance of an air breathing missile.
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Figure 8. Antenna/Missile Performance Trade

It is possible to evaluate a mix of existing and new subsystems in the study of flight demonstra-
tion vehicles, modifications to operational systems, etc. This is accomplished through a by-pass arrangement
which permits insertion of the data for an eXistLing subsystem.

In addition, an easily operatpil stacked-runs capability exists which permits variation of any de-
sign parameter so that the most sensitive parameters can be identified when the user is designing a missile

Awhich is outside his experience.

The general computation flow is shown in Figure 9. The program starts with the definition of the
* payload by the guidance, warhead, and pakaging subprograms. rie propulsion system is then designed followed
by the pizing of the control st;rfaces aod the design of the structure and controe systems. The weights of

Inadtoanesl prae tce-un aaiiy xsswihpemt aitJno n e
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the components are summed and compared with the weight at the start of the program; the problem is iterated
until there is a satisfactory agreement; performance is ascertained; thermal response is computed; and the
airframe material frequencies required to achieve the miss distances are determined. When the desired per-
formance parameters are achieved, the cost evaluation phase is entered with inputs (not shown) from each of
the other modules.

The output is derived from the subprograms run during the computation process and from addi-
tional subprogram computations. For example, aero data required to perform the computations are limited to
drag, lift, and pitching moment coefficients. During the output phase, additional derivatives are computed.
In addition, the 'linear analysis of the autopilot is conducted, the missile cost is estimated, and addi-
tional trajectory computations are performed. Selected data are placed on tape for subsequent plotting on
off-line devices. Examples are .rajectory maps, aerodynamic coefficients, and linear analysis root locus
plots. certain multidimensional results such as the aerodynamic data shown in Figure 10 can be presented as
plots; other parameters such as packaging data are pri..ted out in tabular form (Table II).
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TABLE II

Packaging Data

Computer-Aided Missile Synthesis Program
CAMS Design Review Sample Run

Packaging Data
22.46.08 Tue 06.22,71

Radome length 17.01
Seeker section length 8.93
Electronics section length 7.00
Warhead section length 11.20
Wing control section length 0.0
Roll control section length 0.0

Total non-propulsion length 44.13

Nose bluntness length (XBLUNT) 18.25
Radome length (XRDOME) 17.01
Seeker length (SEEKL) 7.93
Antenna thickness (TDISH) 2.06
Antenna gimbal arm (GLOC) 2.56
Antenna radius (RANTEN) 6.61
Bulkhead thicknsss (TBLKHD) 1.00
Seeker clearance length (CLSEEK) 1.00
Electronics plus battery length (GL) 6.00
Guidance clearance (CLGL) 1.00
Delta warhead clearance (DLCLWH) 0.0
Warhead length (WHL) 10.20
Warhead aft clearance (CLWH) 1.00
Warhead diameter (DWH) 13.00
Nose bluntness radius (RNOSE) 6.00
Radome thickness (TRDOM) 0.60
Redome weight (WRDOME) 38.08
Bulkhead weight (WBLKHD) 27.80
Missile forebody diameter (DFORE) 16.00
Nose fineness ratio (FINE) 3.00
Warhead volume (VW-H) 2000.00
Electronics volume (VOLEL) 895.08
Guidance insulation (TTNSG) 0.20
Warhead insulation (TINSW) 0.10
Total missile length (TL) 170.00
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Table III presents the subsystem design options available. The user designates the options de-
aired and specifies several trajectories (Figure 11) to start the iterative process. One trajectory, desig-
nated the design trajectory, is utilized to establish performance measures and guidance demands and possible
axial loading conditions, autopilot design, and thermal environment. The next trajectory is constructed to
represent the worst thermal environment, and to generate data for use in the thermal mode. The last three
trajectories are optimal and are worst case, used to determitie the design conditions for the autopilot and
loads. The trajectories shown are representative; the user must input the trajectories for individual prob-
lems. If only the design trajectory is input, it will serve as the thermal, load, and autopilot design also.

It is important for the user to appreciate both the size of the program and its running time.
In line with the practice of denoting size by the number of boxes of statement cards, CAMS is a 30 box pro-
gram. It operates with 89 segments on the IBM 360/65 at a core high water mark of 410k bytes. Run times
are dependent upon the trajectories employed and so are only indicative. Typical values for a solid rocket
are 6 minutes of central processing unit (CPU) time while an air breathina design will take approximately
10 minutes,

The guidance system subroutine will be examined next for a more complete understanding of the

operation of the program.

TABLE III

CAMS Subsystem Options

Guidance System Secondary Power Propulsion

Active Radar Control Actuation Rocket
Semi-Active Radar Hydraulic Turbo Pump Solid
Active Laser Hydraulic Motor Pump Liquid
Semi-Active Laser Hydraulic Gas Blowdown
Electro-Optical Pneumatic Cold Gas Air Breathers
Tnfrared Electro-Mechanical (Podded, Integral)
Ultraviolet D. C, Torquer Ramjet
Comand Solid Ducted
Inertial Guidance Electrical Power
ARH/HOJ Battery Thrust Vector
Correlator Turbine Alternator Movable Nozzle

Shaft Extraction Liquid Injection
Hot Gas Injection
Jat Tabs

Control Aero-Configuration

Autopilot or Torque Balance Nose Shape (Ogive, Cone, Haack, Power, Hemisphere)
TAIL/body Nose Blunting
TAIL/wing Boattail
CANARD/wing Surface Arrangement
TVC/TAIL/body Surface Planform
WING/tail Surface Section (Wedge, Convex, Diamond)
TVC/TAIL/wing End Plates

Autopilot
TVC/body

A

2 Win q)

F u -

Figure 11. Trajectories •



GUIDANCE INFORMATION PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

This program provides a self-sufficient subprogram for synthesis and trade-off analysis of ac-
tive, semi-active, passive, and autonomous guidance information systems. These candidates are shown in

* Table III.

[The program also includes dual mode guidance of the respective mid-course terminal guidance[•candidates. 1

The terminal guidance information subprograms provide three basic options: one to calculate
aperture; one to compute threshold, detection, end acquisition ranges; or one to compute transmitter or
scene power required. In addition, the program will supply the tracking characteristics, signal-to-noise
for detection and acquisition, weight and volume of the guidance system, as well as other guidance charac-
teristics peculiar to each guidance technology.

The midcourse guidance candidates are used to determine the range capability, accuracy, and
guidance characteristics of this type guidance when used either as a stand-alone or dual mode system. They
also provide the miss distance computation for this type system.

* The laser semiactive guidance program is a typical subroutine. The guidance system consists of
a laser illuminator which is operative on the ground or in an aircraft and a proportional navigation, laser
missile using semiactive guidance. Figure 12 is a block diagram of the basic components of this type of
concept divided into two parts: the missile guidance and the laser illuminator.

The missile, its optical seeker head, ahd electronics constitute a conventional homing missile
incorporating proportional navigation. The detector for the seeker would be a solid state device, optimized
and spectrally filtered for laser radiation. It could be a four-quadrant type, producing bang-bang or pos-
sibly semiproportional error signals. The detector and its associated vptics are mounted in a two-axis,
gyro-stabilized gimbil system in the nose of the missile. The gimbaled optics and detectors are driven by
the torque motors ating in each axis to null out any error signals from the detector.

For the four-quadrant detector, four low-noise solid state video preamplifiers, with optimized
input impedance and bandwidth, pro-ide signal amplification prior to the threshold detectors. Four level
detector threshold circuits for the four quadrants of the detector establish the seeker's operating sensi-
tivity. The levels of these detectors are adjusted to trigger on signal-to-noise ratio levels which will
provide a good probability of detection with a low false alarm rate. Signals which exceed the system
threshold are fed to the digital tracker and gating circuit. This circuit provides time correlation gating
of the signals to eliminate false alarms due to laser backscatter and background. In performing this func-
tion the circuit allows only those signals from the threshold rietectors which occur at the laser repetition
rate to pass through to the error generators. Synchronizing pulses from the laser illuminator are provided
to the missile prior to launch to establish timing of these gating pulses and ensure lock-on to the target
only. The tise correlation technique increases the immunity to enemy countermeasures.

EnrgOpic ndDeecoraplifier Detetor

and Generator Traeolr

iT Torquer

Aira Illuminator aPowr Supply
Fiur 1 l arcl andControl Regulators

.Pafr systruemo |

S ! Aircraft or Ground illuminator

• • Figure 12. Block Diagram of Semtacttve Laser Guidance Technique
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Signals from the tracker circuitry are processed in the digital error generators to provide a
dc correction signal to the torque motors, thus maintaining the target in the center of the seeker field of
view. The digital error generators also sample the position of the gimbaled optics with respect to the mis-
sile airframe, and generate correction signals to the missile control section.

The basic components required for illuminating the target are: 1) a Q-switched crystal laser
operating in a pulsed mode, to serve as the laser illuminator; 2) a power supply, consisting of either re-
chargeable batteries or a motor-generator set, to provide the operating power for the laser; 3) the laser
electrical equipment, containing the electronic circuitry (storage capacitors, timing circuits, etc.) nec-
essary for controlling the laser's operation; and 4) cooling equipment to provide the necessary cooling
(circulated water) for the laser heed during its operation.

The laser semi-active subroutine provides a calf-sufficient tool for synthesis and tradeoff anal-
ysis of a semi-active laser guidance system. The program, at the user's option, will compute the range at
which the signal-to-noise ratio is one (1.0), the range at which a probability of tracking is 50 percent, the
range at which tracking or acquisition is obtained, and the range at which the system can acquire the target
when the detector/seeker is boresighted; the aperture size required 'or three types of optical systems to ob-
tain a user specified tracking range; or the laser power required to obtain the user's specified range and a
given aperture size. In addition, tracking characteristics such as maximum tracking rate, tracking loop time
constant, and noise characteristic can be determined. The threshold signal-to-noise ratio and acquisition
signal-to-noise is computed based on given illuminatoT characteristics and false alarm rate, Lastly, the
weight, volume, and power requirements representative of this type of hardware are calculated.

The user also has the option of selecting the type of target reflectivity. The material that
makes up the target may be such that it acts like a diffuse re~lector, a semispecular reflector, or a semi-
diffuse reflector.

The program performs a tradeoff analysis for a given acquisition range and optical aperture to
show the effects of field of view on signal to noise, scan rate, optical T:No, and probability of detection.

The user has the option of selecting one of three basic optical systems. The first is a reflec-
tive system; for example, a Cassegrainian optical system. The second is a reflective-refractive optical sys-
tem which has a refractive primary lens and a reflective secondary element. The third optical system contains
purely refractive elements.

Next, the user can select an sir-to-air or an air-to-ground mission, which aftactu the scan rates
of the system.

GUIDAN4CE PROGRAM OUTPUTS

The performance and seeker characteristics are transferred (Figure 13) to other modules, as wall
as serving as user information.

The guidance volume requirement is divided into seeker voW.ume and electronics volume; however,
these two are added to yield the guidance volume, which is sent to the packaging module. The seeker length
and dome diameter for the semiactive laser optics system are also transferred to packaging. The dome diameter
is used to determine the point on the tangent ogive to place a hemispherical nose.

The guidance weight is transferred to the weights module; however, for user benefit, the guidance
write-out specifies the seeker weight and electronics weight. The electronics weight includes the weight of
the power supply and regulators; therefore, average power requirements for the guidance system include the
alectronics/power supply; gimbaled spin motors and torquers; and detector power. These values are transferred
to the secondary power module. The field of view, gimbal limit, and maximum tracking rate are used in the
trajectory-navigation module as limits which are continuously monitored, and appropriate messages are printed
when these limits are exceeded. For example, during the terminal guidance portion of the missile trajectory
run, the gimbal angle of the seeker is compared to the limit. If this limit is exceeded, thee: a mesgage is
printed stating so and the program is continued.

The miss distAnce module assays the accuracy of the missile based on such parameters as guidance
bandwidth, reference ranpe, acquisition range, and guidance one-sigma error sources. The reference range is
that range at which the b0gnal to noise equals one.

The cost module assesses the type of guidance and optics and prices the semi- active laser system.

To illustrate the program operation, assume a semi-active lease guidance system is desired for the
air-to-air;missle requirement defined earlier. The system would use an illuminator on the launch aircraft to
perform midcourse guidance through the high angle turn using a beamrider technique and conventional terminal

* guidance. The beamrider alone has very poor acruracy at long ranges, whereas the terminal guidance system
cannot be designed to make large angle corrections with a lock-on before launch system,

To achieve the high turning rates, a tail controlled aerodynamic configuration with dual level
thrust control is defined (Figure 14) with jet vanes to give the effect of thrust vector control. During the
first phase of the flight, for an enemy on tail engagement, the missile is required to turn as fast as per-
mitted. The maro capability is limited to approximately a 30 degree angle of attack. Thp effect of the jet
vanes is to increase the angle of attack to approximately 45 degrees. To assist in turning the missile as
fast as possible, the thrust is kept at a low level to keep the missile velocity low during the turn. The
vanes tend to erode due to the high temperature exposure; however, they last for approximately 3 to 4 seconds,
which is sufficient to allow a 180 degree maneuver. The aero capability of the missile is sufficitnt with the
high thrust level to allow it tc 7vertake the target of interest here.
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User Inputs (Bandwidth, Pulsawidth, Trans Power, Detect Range, Radar Cross section)

uId W/ll Pkglg Prop cI Td

Guidance Vol

'Guidance Weight a Cg

i.:

Guidane Power Requirement Ir

STracking Rate Limit# Max Field of View, Seeker Angle Limit Tra

i av

Heat

:)Guidance Bandwidth, Time Constant a Errors miss

Dis

Figure 13. CAMS Guidance Module Interface

Weight 145 lbs

Advantages/Disadvantages

1. Improved Range

2. Good turn oapability (cat 45*)

3. Poor A/C missile interface due to wing span

4. Improved spherical coverage

Beamr ider/Semi-Ative Sustain/Boost Tail Control
eBlast/Frg. Propellnt Systekr

Battery and Warhead
['Nose LsrGold. El.
S'J omem

-!. ,Nome Seeks n~ Warhead Motor
Controlsand Battery I5.0",

I I IDiameter
0 7.03 12.88 22.61 42.52 92.0 101

Figure 14. Conceptual Missile System

The missile is launched with the lower thrust profile for the rear hemisphere engagement and com.
mended to a large angle of attack until the terminal guidance system picks up the reflected energy from the
"target- then the terminal guidance signal is used to trigger the dual area actuation system which closes the
nozzle area and yields a high thrust level. Thus, the propulsion is utilized in the direction of the target
end yields an excellent protection footprint.

For the head-on .gagaement, it is most important that the enemy be killed as soon as possible to
prevent him from launching his missile on the friendly aircraft. 1hus, if the target is within the terminal
field of view at the time of launch, the high thrust level is commanded immediately.
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Before ascertaining the detailed characteristics of the guidance system, the CAMS program should be
used to develop several trajectory runs with no restrictions upon field of view or gimbal rates to approximate
the missile performance and establish that this configuration is in the correct performance range. Figures 15
and 16 illustrate the resulting trajectories which satisfy the original requirements. Table IV summarizes the
inputs required for this guidance option of CAMS. All of the values shown are stored in the program and will
be used to determine performance unless changed by a new input card. Table V furnishes the output data to
establish if the iterative numbers fed to other subroutines have consistent values and that the mission re-
quirements are satisfied.

The output indicates that the signal-to-noise ratio is satisfactory. The optical dome (called
RADOHE for purposes of common program output) can be built, the acquisition and detection ranges are slightly
under those desired, while weight, power, size, etc. are within acceptable limits,

This iteration (conveniently chosen) may convince the guidance analyst of the feasibility of the
new missile concept; however, everyone is not so pleased. A great many problems have been transferred from the
miosile to the aircraft fire control system, Specifically, what is going to keep the laser pointed at the
right geometric position in space to provide tho beamrider midcourse guidance and then hold it on target for
the terminal phase in the face of aircraft motions and maneuvers? Will the propulsion man smile about a dual
level thrust system? Truly, our guidance analyst is assisting these technologies by pointing out areas for
their research and development. Our guidance analyst has accomplished the first iteration in weapon system
evolvementJ he has thrown the problem to someone else. If he is part of a systems team, the problem will
shortly come back to him with instructions to use single level propulsion and a different guidance technology.
Then, back to the drawing board, cops, computer.

"Xnitial Position
X * 4 nmi• Y - 1000 Ft

Enemy A/C velocity 900 ft/s

Inmpact

Launch at 10,000 Feet

Boost Burnout Launch A/C Final Position

All rarke (X, -,.) are
I second apart.

LaunchX/C Velocity - 900 ft/s

Launch Point

Figure 15. Head-on Enge~ament (Kill Before Launch)
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N

End of Beamrider 
VIJ

Beginning Launch A/C Velocity
of g oo ft/a

STerminal •Maeuver

ii ~Guidance 6

.6g

.Boost Burn Ali marks (X, -, .) are

Sout I second apart.

Launoh Altitude

1.0,000 feet

Enemy on Tail

Engagement

(Kill Before Launch)

initial Range Enemy Velocity

S3.27 nxi 1500 ft/a

Figure 16. Turn-Counterturn Kill

TABLE IV

* Computer Aided Missile Synt'esis Program
Semi-Active Laser Guidance

19,21,19 Thu 11.18.71

Input Summary
Air-Air Case

SRefractive-Reflective Optics

Diffuse Reflective Target

Air-Air Case
collocated Semi-Active Laser

ArDetector quantum efficiency 0.30000',Acquisition range (-1n.00 aeagt mtr) 0.10600E.05

Detector dark current Xmicro amp) .0000 avel th meters)0. 0005
t Faie alarm rate 0,10000E-O0 Video bandvidth (Hz) 0.11700E'0S

6,0000 Height of target %Kft' 10.000
Preamplifier noise X0les Height of receiver zxft4 10.000
Solar irradianoe 2w/sq M/a) O,•O O Ler pulee ider 0.150DOt-0i

Heteorological range Xnmit 15,000 Laser pulse width Go) 0.20000
Target normal to LOS angle %des< 60.000 Bore ight error %mr4 (tracking) 0.20000

* Aiming error Zmra (trackiln laser) 0.20000 Target velocity rel to LOS (ft/sec) 900.00

Thickness of dome glass (in) 0.25000 Length from optics to pivot (in) 0,50000

illuminatorpeak power (Watts) 0 10000E-08 Height of illuminator SKit) 10.000

illuminator peekser ts ) 1.0000 Aperture %eq in< 6.2500
illumidtor Zr (traeckin) 0.20000 Optical transmission 0.69000

Optical filter bandwidth n Ag 1100.0 ReflectivitY of background 0.1OOZ-00
tflectlvilty of target 0,70000 Detector diameter Uin< 0.75000

Seeker aft bulkhead diameter (in) 5.00000 Velocity of aircraft/miasile UftfsecW 0,90 1-q3

Detection probability 0.90000 Electrotaos density (lbs/in
3 ) 0.2175000 01

1/2 scan anle Xdesc 30:000 Mlinimsu guidance range (nmi) 4.50000E0'

Pulse rate frequency (C0S) 10.000 No. of quadrant cells 4.0000
iDesitad field of view (deg) 30.000 Effective area of the tetgaS (ft

2
) 10.000

No of quadrant summed beors detection 1.0000
Compute R•Age



TABLE V

Computer-Aided Missile Synthesis Program
LAAM Design Case

Semi-Active Laser Guidance
19.21.19 Thu 11.18.71

Output Summary

Signal/Noise

Signal/noise ratio (dE) 8.722 Threshold/noise ratio 6.177
Noise bandwidth ZHe< 0.2933E-08 Fluctuating signal to noise (dB) 0,0
Total signal to noise (ratio) 7.452

Radome Sizing

Aperture length (inches) 2.9610 Aperture (inches squared) 6.2500
Focal length (optics/antenna) In 1.3995 Thickness of radome 0.25000
Dish length 0.0 Length from pivot to front of dish 0.75000
Gimbal freedom (degrees) 30.0 1/2 scan angle (degrees) 30.0

Range at S/N-I for Given Aperture

Signal current (amps) 0.18790E-07 Internal noise current (amps) 0.60000E-08
Solar shot noise current (amps) 0.17335E-07 Aperture diameter (in) 2.8209
Aperture (in

2
) 6.2500 Actual signal/noise ratio 1.019

Range at S/N - 1 (Kft) 91.61

Range at Detection

Signal current (amps) 0.11353E-06 Internal noise current (amps) 0.60000E-08
Solar shot noise current (amps) 0.17335E-07 Aperture diameter (in) 2.8209
Aperture (in 2 ) 6.2500 Actual signal/noise ratio 6.155

Detection Range at PD ý 0.5 (Kft) 48.94

Acquisition Range
Signal current (amps) 0.13771E-06 Internal noise current (amps) 0.60000E-08

Solar shot noise current (amps) 0.17335E-07 Aperture diameter (in) 2.8209
Aperture (in

2
) 6.2500 Actual signal/noise ratio 7.466

Acquisition Range Off Boresight (Kft) 45.94

Boresight Acquisition Range

Signal current (amps) 0.13768E-06 Internal noise current (amps) 0.60000E-08
Solar shot noise current (amps) (1,17335E-07 Aperture diameter (in) 2.8209
Aperture (in

2
) 6.2500 Actual signal/noise ratio 7.464

Boresight Acquisition Range (Kft) 29.94

Guidance System Parameters

Solution of FUV versus PD for 29.94 Aperture (sq in) 6.250
range (Kft)

Alpha Signal/ Focal Scan Probability of
FOV RMS Noise T number Length Rate Detection

2.00 21.480 9.1683 21.484 10.000 1.0000
4.00 20.498 4.5828 10.739 20.000 1.0000
6.•10 19.125 3.0536 7.1554 30.000 1.0000
8.00 17.596 2.2886 5.3628 40.000 1,0000

10.00 16.081 1.8292 4.2863 50.000 1.0000
15.00 12.828 1.2156 2.8484 75.000 1.0000
2y.00 10.446 0.90760 2.1267 100.000 0.91101
30.00 7.4643 0.59726 1.3995 150.00 0.90107

*40.00 5.7589 0.43969 1.0303 200.00 0,33808
*50.00 4.6787 0.34319 0.80419 250.00 0,67071E-01
37.55 6.1026 0.47076 1.1031 187.75 0.50000

Guidance

Seeker line of sight (deg) 0.0 Threshold noise ratio 6.17662
Acquisition seeker power (w/in

2
) 0.70326E-06 Width of scan XKft< 1816.41846

Effective beamwidth MR< 0.52510E-03 Circle of equal probability (ft) 9.2590
Seeker dynamic range req 10532. System false alarm (fa/sec) 0.14207E-01
Blind probability 0.36000E-01 Seeker bandwidth (rad/sec) 20.00
Seeker time constant (see) 0.5000E-01 Detector responRivity (amp/watt) 0.4540E-01
Maximum tracking rate (deg/see) 75.000 Maximum scan rate (deg/sec) 150.00
Ratio of the energy that falls 0.27867 Seeker weight (lb) 5.6500

on the target Electronics volume (in
3

) 180.00
Seeker volume (in

3
) 113.51 Detector power req (watts) 1.0000

Seeker length (in) (reflect- 4.948 Electronics power req (watts) 10.000
refract) Guidance weight (lb) 9.565

Electronics weight (lb) 3.9150 Seeker white noise PSD (rad
2

/Hz) 0.31831E-07
Seeker power req (watts) 2.0000 Glint noise (ft sq/rad/sec) 5.508

Guidance volume (cubic inches) 293.5 Drift rate noise (rad2/Hz) 0.10OOE-11
Dome diameter (in) 4.734 Seeker dome error slope 0.3000E-01
Bandwidth to glint (red/sec) 12.00 No roll rate requirements
Gimbal freedom (deg) 22.50
Bandwidth of drift (rmd/Hz) 8.000
Range noise power ap den (rad

2
/ 0.0

rad/sec)
Hemispheric nose section required
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DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

by

Dr. Robert Goodstein
Manager, Guidance & Control

The Boeing Company
Aerospace Group
P. 0. Box 3999

Seattle, Washington 981.24 USA

SUMMARY

The control system engineer must be apprised of all mission requirements and
the alternate solutions proposed by all subsystem engineers. He must conceive preliminary
control system concepts which are compatible with the mission requirements. He then
participates in preliminary analytical work which leads to the establishment of increas-
ingly firm control system requirements and the tolerance of the control system parameters

4 to changes in other subsystem parameters.

Examples of the process and the different levels of control system requirements

definition are given for representative tactical missile situations,

1. INTRODUCTION

During the life cycle of a tactical weapon system, the requirements for the
control system are set in the early design phases. From then on, it becomes increasingly
more difficult to change the requirements. The difficulty is a matter of cost, schedule,
capability, or combinations. The first topic treated below will describe the timing of
control system requirements establishment sn6 who sets the requirements.

Following the description of when and who typically sets the requirements,
three examples will be presented which show the variety of issues% candidate solutions,
and selections of control systems to meet requirements.

The examples are hypothetical in that no actual weapon sybtems or their require-
ments and schedule are cited. The ranges of parameter values and the types of control
system implementations are, however, realistic. All are covered in text book and open
literature sources. The type of weapon system requirement, process of analysis, reasoning
on concept selection, are intended to provide, by example, assistance in current and
future tactical weapon control system selection,

2. WHEN AND WHO SETS CONTROL REQUIREMENTS?

Market survey studies reveal that many tactical weapon systems are conceived
and identified, but few go all the way through production and deployment. For those
which do, the time span is on the order of 7 to 10 years for all the events to be
completed.

During this lengthy period, the subsystems, including the control subsystem,
undergo their development to maturity. With the aid of Figure 1, the period during which
the control requirement is established will be identified.

For a typical tactical weapon system, a ten-year span between first identifi-
cation as a concept, an acronym, or a budget item is postulated. Figure I displays
typical times associated with Concept Formulation, Design Development and Competition
among interested companies or agencies, the Development and Test of weapon system proto-
types, and finally the Production and Deployment of the weapon system.

In the Concept Formulation phase, the pace of weapon system and threat
definitions is fast. Calculations and analyses are mode for feasibility and performance

goals, without complete, thorough coverage of flight regimes. All engineering disciplinesde

propulsion, structures, guidance, system analyses, etc., - need some inputs with which
to carry on their own preliminary work. Therefore, the control system engineer can
change his ideas in a few minutes in response to desired weapon system characteristics.

After sufficient iterations and more formal specification of the weapon syotem
requirements and threat definition, favored configurations begin to develop. Each
engineering discipline engineer becomes more conicious of his design establishment effect
on the other engineers. The control subsystem is one of the last to respond to the
desires and requirements of the others, who are reaching and homing on the targets assuming
perfect control of the vehicle. In the Design Development phase, a few minutes of dis-
cussion will now stretch to hours of trade-off activity, and the beginnings of written
commitment records concerning control system requirements and design.

A go-ahead on a weapon system to Development and Test, followed by Production

and Deployment, brings about formal, contractual, performance requirements and official
documentation. As these phases proceed, the length of time to change a requirement or
design feature grows very long, Paperwork must be channeled, boards must meet, approvals
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* Imust be obtained, funds must be made available. The control system requirements selected
in the latter part of Design Development and committed in early Development and Test must
stand firm to be considered successful. The times shaded in Figure 1 show the period
considered most critical fov the control system engineer in establishing the control
requirements and design for a major tactical missile. The activity during this period
will be emphasized in the examples.

The number and type of control system engineers vary in the weapon system
time cycle. A typical variation is to start and maintain a very small number of analysis
oriented engineers through the concept and design definition phases. These engineers
should have some hardware experience. Their main forte should be synthesis and analysis
of control concepts, and simulation of complex systems capability. In the later phases
of the weapon system, larger numbers of engineers are required to handle hardware flow,
formal paperwork, test and field activity, manufacturing, and field delivery activity.
Typical numbers of personnel with engineering degrees and control system specialization
are shown in Figure 2 for different phases of weapon system development. The shaded area
shown between Design Development and Development and Test signifies that during that time
period, one to three engineers make the binding, long-term decisions on requirements to
be met and a configuration to meet them.

TYPICAL TIMELINE NUMBER OF CONTROL SYSTEM ENGINEERS
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Figure 1 Figure 2

3. EXAMPLES

To illustiate the types of decisions required at the critical time of control
system requirement selection, three examples are presented. The relationship between the
three situations is that they are different in technical detail but similar in that an
engineer, fairly early in the total life of the system, made decisions which were very
difficult, from then on, to modify.

3.1 EXAMPLE 1, SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSION, S-A

The control system for a defensive, surface-to-air mission is considered as the
first example. Figure 3 shows the general features, and the example is referred to es
S-A, for surface-to-air. The total height and range envelope are such that ground commando
to the missile are required between launch and acquisition by a terminal homing sensor.
The target spectrum is broad, including high and low flying aircraft assumed to be capable
of sensing the missile's presence and performing evasive maneuvers, and formation flights
designed to counter a one-on-one firm lock-on and track.

In the early phaseo of study, control system desired features come to light.
Simulations show that a midcourse speed loss due to an over-responsive control system
inducing too much drag limits the range. High response is required after lock-on to cope
with maneuvers. With bo)th midcourse and terminal phases, considerable avionics will be
on board, end sharing computing functions is desired. Finally, even though the threat
is considered advanced, techniques and hardware proven in the past are desired to minimize
program risk. These conflicting desires are indicated pictorially in Figure 4.

These mission desires lead the control i,, {neer to consider alternate solutions
to the major control system aspects. Three of t" ,,.ejor aspects are tabulated, along
with contrasting solutions and their pros and cons, In Figure 5. A roll-to-steer con-
figuration is slower but simpler than a cruciform coi i1guration in carrying out heading
change commands. Providing control system gain changes over the wide dynamic pressure
regime can be accomplished by ground observation and ttanamission or by sensing in each
missile. Providing the hardware in the missile allows for intermittent ground link loss
and increased missile handling capability. The uplink for steering commands places
digital equipment in each missile. Therefore the use of digital devices in a computer
for rutopilot calculations becomes an obvious considerst as an alternate to using
conventional analog computing elements. The question (- alcg versus digital autopilot
calculations becomes one of the major trades, with at.' "y and cost considerations.



The control system engineer now has to do his analyses, interpretations,
and coordination with the other engineers on the program,

EXAMPLE S-A, SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSION MISSION DESIRES AND CONSTRAINTS, EXAMPLE S-A
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Figure 3 Figure 4

For the issue of roll-to-steer versus a cruciform configuration, a response
time requirement needs to be established. The change in miss distance as a function of
missile response time is determined from simulation and plotted in the upper left part of
Figure 6. A. highly responsive missile has small misa distances for 2S maneuvering targets,
and has increasing miss distance as the response time increases and the missile becomes
sluggish. For l0g maneuvering targets, if the missile is too responsive it loaes speed
and misses badly. If it is too slow in response, it also misses badly. A regime of best
response tin* is observed. If the roll-to-steer missile response cannot be brought down
to this regime, the cruciform configuration will be selected,

SIMULATION RESULTS, EXAMPLE S-A
MAJOR CONTROL SYSTEM TRADES, EXAMPLE S-A
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To asee whether the control system gain changes should be computed on the ground
and transmitted, or should be implemented in each missile, an analysic is performed. The

number of gain levels incorporated is varied as the missile passes through the spectrum
of dynamic pressures of midcourse flight. The velocity lost due to missile controlW activity, and the power required to produce this activity, are highest for a small number
(near-optimal). Tolerable velocity losses and power levels are marked on the upper right
data of Figure 6. The number og! gain level changes can be picked. A small number can be
implemented easily in each missile; a large number will be too costly to Implement in each
missile.

The establishment of a nominal response time fc~r tho missile assists in deter-
stat-oftheartcomputer capabilities, so that development risk is low, then the cost

traes n aioncsharwar faorthe all-digital computing system. The lower curve of
Figue 6shos cmputr ieraionrate required for analog-like performance as a function
of rspose ime Fo raidnear-zera, response times, the computer speeds cannot be
Met Fo slw msaiek ~spnse orlong response time, the computer speedo are well

within the state-of-the-art.

The major decisions made by the control system engineer are arrived at after
considering the data and the situations. They are, as summarized in Figure 7, 1) roll-to-
steer is too slow; go with a cruciform configuration even though the complexity of sorting
out the commands to the four actuators is complicated: 2) use the up-link for the numerous



gain change commands and give up the ability to ride smoothly through an up-link lose;
3)use the less familiar digital autopilot, since computation rates are within the state-
of-the-art sad a cost saving can result from advances in digital circuit components.

The final stop of the major commitment by the control system engineer is to
sat down and formalize the control system requirements. He establishes these in the
accepted media of the program. Figure 8 illustrates a tabular summary of the typical
Items to which he commits. The double-ended arrow signifies that, from this point on,
changes in any of the subsystems on the right could influence one or more of the control
system values and cause possible major impacts. Similarly, if the control system imple-
mentation dots not meet the committed values, one or more of the subsystems may be
impacted in a major way.

CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, EXAMPLE S-A
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3.2 EXAMPLE 2, SURFACE-TO-SURFACE, S-3

In the second example, some of the same and some different considerations are
involved for the control system engineer. The example considered is a rail launched
missile, boosted to flying speed, and then powered by a cruise engine on a relatively
long subsonic flight. The flight is programmed so that a long high altitude midcourse
flight is followed by a low level dash and homing on a specified target. The altitude -
range and altitude - speed regimes are shown in Figure 9; and the example is referred to
as S-S for surface-to-surface.

Some of the major mission issues which the control system engineer is faced
with are shown in Figure 10. Control of the time of arrival at the target is required,
for overall mission effectiveness. This requires speed control as an additional loop.
A mission requirement which dominates many control system requirements is for terrain
clearance. A probability of clobber at a particular average altitude is desired by
mission analysts and presented to the control system engineer. The mission planners want
no restrictions on their ability to plan and execute flights from weather or geographical
location. Finally, the propulsion, aerodynamics, and structure preliminary designs
co•verge on a few possibilities which look favorable provided the nontrol system limits
the angles of attack and sideslip so that sufficient air is available to the engine inlets.

MISSION DESIRES AND CONSTRAINTS, EXAMPLE S-S
EXAMPLE S-S, SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSION
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The major trades and decisions required of the control system engineer are
brought out by the mission requirements. If speed control, terrain clearance, and no
masking of the inlets, can be implemented with two axes of control elements rather than
three, a cost savings results. If pre-launch time can be allotted to inputting gain
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changes to each missile, then the world-wide operation can be effected without an adaptive
autopilot. Fast acting hydraulic actuation is more costly than using bleed air from the
engines for rotating the control surfaces. A mechanical clutch, powered from the engine,
is a risky development but low weight approach. Finally, the trade between an independent
control subsystem with analog computing elements versus an integrated coutrol subsystem
using a central digital processor appears as an issue. These trades and their pros and
cons are displayed in Figure 11.

Decisions are sought by analysis, simulation, and discussion with the other
subsystem engineers. The decisions on the major trade items are interrelated with one
another and greatly influenced by the other mission constraints, particularly the low
altitude and range requirements,

To help decide whether a two axis roll-to-stear configuration can be used, the
1' data of the upper curve of Figure 12 are generated, The ability to recover from sub-

stantial gusts inducing sideslip is evaluated for a nominal configuration with two axes
and three axes of control. At 50 of induced sideslip, inlet air begins to fall off
rapidly. The sideslip angle is determined as a function of yaw axis Etatic stability,
which increases as the tail surface increases. Since drag increases with tail surface
area, reducing range, a limit is set at which the drag is considered excessive. D;aigns
which hold sideslip below 50 and tail area below the value corresponding to 0.007 are
considered acceptable.

MAJOR CONTROL SYSTEM TRADES, EXAMPLE S-S ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS, EXAMPLE S-S
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The issue of the autopilot loop gain change implementation is decided by con-
sidering mission convenience versus cost. Both adaptive systems and programmed systems
will work. The adaptive system, once implemented, is simpler to use than the programmed
system for which the pre-lounch required program changes with weather and profile.

The actuation system selection is dependent primarily on the low altitude require-
ment. Missile flight at altitude in mid-course and in the homing phase do not call for
large accelerations or rapid response, The lower left curve of Figure 12 shows the
variation of irinimum altitude with short period frequency for differcnt maximum missile
acceleration levels. The higher the frequency the fewer the g's required for terrain
avoidance. However, at too high a frequency control surface actuators cannot be obtained.
The solid Iurve in the lower right portion of Figure 12 shows the surface rates required
for terrain following as a function of control surface area. Since control surface area
is proportional to hinge moment, the peak power required can be determined at each
possible operating point. By trial, an operating point can be found at which, for the
same peak power, less than the maximum. surface rate required for terrain following
results. Therefore, the dashed curve of constant actuator power suggests operation at
about 25% of the wing area.

The considerations on analog versus digital equipment for the on-board calcula-
tions are similar to the adaptive versus programmed autopilot issue. The system will
work both ways. Analog is more familiar. Digital is more flexible and can be incorporated
into other computing hardware.

A set of configuration decisions is reached and is listed in Figure 13. It is
decided to go to the lower cost two-axis control system since sufficient margin appears
available to handle the gust problem. With an edge in low cost from the two axin
decision, the mission planning convenience of an adaptive system is selected. The rigid
body mode, g level selection is made to hold wing area down with a 3g maximum acceleration
at about 8 rad/sec. When the peak power required is calculated, it is found that bleed
air from the engine can provide sufficient torque at high enough frequency to une pneumatic
actuation. Finally, with low cost hardware for the control and actuation devices, the
flexibility of digital operation is chosen over the lower risk analog computing elements
which are less expensive at the stnrt but very difficult to ihange.

With the major design decisions made, the control system engineer can now
establish a set of requirementsi to design and build to, similar to the listing of Pigure: 8
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for the surface-to-air missile. An in that case, it becomeis very difficult to change the
design values of the control subsystem or react to changes in the other subsystems once
the requirements are set.

3.3 EXAMPLE 3, AIR-TO-SURFACE, A-S

The third example to be discussed is an air-to-surface miscion, referred to as
A-S. The mission flight phases include launch over a wide range of airplane speed and
altitude conditions, missile midcourse flight over a. wide range of speed and altitude
conditions, and terminal homing on ground targets. Tite homing phase does not dominate
the flight control design; launch safety and the wide dynamic range of flight conditions
are the key items. The mission is illustrated in Figure 14.

EXAMPLE A-S, AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSION

CONTROL SYSTEM SELECTION, EXAMPLE S-S
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The considerations which the mission systems engineers have great concern for
in their discussions with the control system engineers are shown in Figure 15. Missile
storage internal to carrier aircraft will be required, so the number and size of the fins,
and whether a folding mechanism is required, become key questions. Ihe issue of launch
safety combined with the requirement to have the missile fly high, low, to the side, and
to the rear, cause a great variety of flight condition stability analyses and simulations
to be performed.

The choices for the control surfaces and the data which assist in making the
selections and setting the requirements are shown in Figure 16. Folding fins can be
larger and provide less risk of unstable flight regimes. Fixed fins provide a simpler,
cheaper, design. The upper curve of Figure 16 is basically a drag versus increasing
control surface area curve, with the fin %pan of a three fin configuration used as the
parameter. Three fins will be more difficult to store than four, The mission planners
and aerodynamicists set a desired upper limit on drag, beyond which range and velocity
penalties become too large and can only be allowed if the missile cannot be stabilized.
The fixed !in configuration is clearly desirable, pending stability considerations. To
decide whether three fins, with less hardware, can be used, the stability of the missile
critical flight regimes needs to be assessed for an assumed autopilot capability. Plots
similar to the lower one of Figure 16 are made for all the critical conditions. The one
shown, for a supersonic turning condition, shows the static stability in yaw as a function
of angle of attack. For three fins and high angles of attack, the body masks the fin
which is to provide the lateral stabilizing force. The nominal autopilot cannot overcome
the de-stabilizing effects with three fins.

CONTROL SURFACE TRADES AND DATA, EXAMPLE A-SMISSION DESIRES AND CONSTRAINTS. EXAMPLE A•-S
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The particulars of the autopilot design must now be set, with nominal autopilot
performance used in the control surface trades. The autopilot choices and data are
displayed in Figure 17.

3i@ ~~AUTOPILOT TRADES AND DATA, EXAMPLE A-S/ -'-
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The flight conditions for which pitch axis motion are investigated include
launch with controls lockee, high altitude with high angle of attack, and terrain avoidance
with high vertical acceleration requirements. The use of a minimum of flight hardware
is always a prime consideration. The use of an attitude autopilot, with no vertical
acceleration limit, is easy to implement and does not need accelerometers. The flight
condition which is most critical turns out to be the terrain avoidance mode in which rough
terrain produces signals calling for high vertical accelerations and high augles of attack.
Simulations show that without acceloration sensing leading to angle of attack limiting,
the missile will go unstable over rough terrain. The data are shown in the upper curve
of Figure 17. Over the full range of dynamic pressure, the use of analog filter elements
versus digital computations is investigated. The digital autopilot is more flexible and
simpler to change, but the analog autopilot is faster and more capable. The middle curves
of Figure 17, showing the capability of each as a function of dynamic pressure, show that
the digital autopilot cannot provide the desired stability at high dynamic pressures.
Finally, fixed gain scheduling prior to launch would suffice if the velocity-time history
was predictable to a certain tolerance. Cain margin as a function of thrust uncertainty
is plotted in the lower curves of Figure 17. As the uncertainty increases, the fixed
gain technique cannot handle the high dyramic pressure condition of the curves. A gain
scheduling technique ,ased on sensed dynamic pressure is not affected by engine thrust
variations.

Thus, the main configuration features are formulated by analyses of the
sensitivity of key control system items to weapon system parameters. Figure 18 summarizes
the choices made ia the air-to-surface mission. The data curves used to make the decisions
set the values to which the control system engineers c.ommit to numerical requirements, in
a format similar to the one of Figure 8 of the surface-to-air, or S-A, example.

In this example, with its exceptional range of dynamic pressure, the presente4
sequence of trades, data, and selection, represents a great simplification of the design
activity. iteration after iteration was required as aerodynamic data were refined, weight
statements made complete, simulations expanded and, most significant, compromises reached
between desired and feasible technical goals.

4. CONCLUSION

The last two decades have brought rmich of the same and a few different aspects
of control system configuration and requirement establishment. Every design looks like
some thing between DaVinci and some thing in someone's brochure. Any claim to a new idea
can be invalidated in someone's archives. Some things which have changed significantly
are the analytical ability of our young engineers, the simulation tools now available, and
the sensor and computing elements available for on-board missile use. The role of the
control system engineer, even with these advances, will continue to be to hear the desires
of the mission analysts, the uncertainties of the aerodynamicists, the limitations of the
avionics engineers, and the wails of the weights engineers, and then make the missile fly
properly.
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ADJOINT SOLUTIONS TO INTERCEPT GUIDANCE

by

D. L. Pitman
Senior. Technical Staff

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
5301 Bolsa Avenue

i-Huntington Beach, California, USA, 92647

SUMMARY

The adjoint equations yielding the error sensitivitee of a linear system are explained. The
Laplace transforms representing the solutions of the adjoint equations of a linear interceptor guidance sys-
tern are developed. The solutions for an interceptor, represented by a first-order lag and utilizing pro-
portional navigation, are derived.

ADJOINT SYSTEMS

To approach the solution of a set of linear differential equations

SAX +U

which may be diagrammed as

U

let us introduce an as -yet -undefined vector Z and form y, the single-valued inner product of Z and X:

y = zTx

Differentiating, we obtain

I @ = iTx + ZTx

zTx + ZT (AX + U)

(iT + ZTA)X + ZTU

If we find a Z that makes

iT+ ZTA = 0

ther.

S•zTu
fZTU

is a set of integrals giving y.

If we have solved for Z such that at some time T all values of Z are zero except for ZK, then y(T) z XK(T).

Solution for Z

The differential equations defining Z

Tj+zTA = 0

which might also be written

Z• .ATz
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are to be solved for boundary conditions defined at some future time, T. Let us, therefore, start the

system with these conditions and solve backward in time by changing the independent variable from t to
V = T-t.

Comparing the diagrams of this equation with that of the equation in X, it may be noticed
that, apart from the deletion of the inputs U, the transposition of A changes aij from being the gain of
the connection between the output of the jth integrator and the input of the ith integrator to being the gain
between the output of the ith integrator and the input of the jth integrator.

The diagram of the differential system describing X may, therefore, be changed to that
describing Z by deleting all external inputs and reversing all integrators.

The components of Z are referred to most commonly as adjoint solutions, sensitivity
coefficients, convolution kernels, Green's functions, or canonical conjugates of X, depending on the
"use and the user.

INTERCEPT ADJOINT FUNCTIONS

To describe the guidance loop, where acceleration normal to t.. ine of sight is commanded
to be some function of the line of sight rate, consider the relationships already discovered:

-- tU(ti-t)

SM
-R(tit)2

U rs

where F(s) includes missile filter and guidance gain. Choosing our unit of length to be to simplify,
the system ti represented as

* ~Nu
c . ....

If F(s) is assumed to have constant coefficients, the adjoint system that yields the convolu-
tion kernel giving the miss generated by information noise and target acceleration is

i' •Ma-

s -

The equation described by the diagrami id (M) _M

may be expanded to

I dt(M)/M M

Ft t

which may be rearranged as

tdtrM . _- = -M
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In the Laplace transform convention, this becomes

0M M -M

which develops into

d SM M
"sTiT" F-s-) -M

which solves to

de
F(s) ezp

M(s) I -
Z

Particular Cases

1. Simple Lag Representation of Missile
x

•, ~F(s) = T-T

5 4S

M(s) =

e.g., for = 3

M T =Zt (t-3T) e

2. Critically Damped Second-Order Missile

F(s) "-
(s+l)2

M(s) -•"

which may be solved as a series of integrals of

cos h Zst
t

"multiplied by e-t

3, Constant True Bearing or Propellant Utilization

M(s) 8- 3 (s+l) e" 8

For integral values of X, this represents the function,

For half integral values of K , it represents the function:

r., dt-z,.5 dt,-1. 5] Ttos •
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Other Error Sensitivities of a First-Order Missile

1. Angle Rate Error

As previously derived, the miss of a proportional navigation system involving a first-order
missile, due to an impulse of line of eight rate, at time t, is

OM; (tt)

which is the inverse Laplace transform of

L[,M•] =(+i)+

2. Angle Error

An angle error is differentiated to obtain the angle rate error; therefore, we obtain the
relationship:

d

L[ýM,] X s:1 + 1

+/

3. Target Maneuver

Referring back to the adjoint diagram, we notice

4'M a = F(s) 40M i

Therefore

L [Ma] = (s+ l)2

4. Initial Heading Error

A unit impulse of target acceleration generates a unit of crossing velocity, which would
result in a miss of (tj - t,) if no action were taken. The effect is the same as an initial unit-heading
error; therefore:

MIo0  T Ma

The following table presents results of applying some of the above functions.



ADJOINT FUNCTIONS (ERROR SENSITIVITIES)
OF A PROPORTIONAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM INCLUDING A FIRST-ORDER LAG

L~e ~ x~3 X= 4

t t t

'_-Rtt-ZT).e" it(t 2 - 6t*Ti+6T2) i-t(t3 _lZtZT+36tTZ-Z4T
3 )e-T

(8+1) X+I T2  2T

S•,t t t
."N X-2 ]"ktz 0- -.. t a t - 3T.) e"T" ktZ (tZ.- 8tT + IZT') e"T

_, F T z T
•' ••t t t

X,. •-2 TT -- 2
S-t(t--ZT t (t2 -6t-T+6T)ea

T ST
i (a 1 + I)X T T"2T3

Miss due to- t -- t

Stop rate error -A[ZT2 .(t2 +itT+ZTZ)o Ti t3I e-"
ZT 6T 3

Maximum 21kT 0. 67iT 0. 36kT
value 7

X pplied at t 3T 2 '

Random angle 4

Glint 016WL08W1.7

Acceleration

(target ,

maneuver or L' 4 et3T)
autopilot bias) &T + -T / t2 T)0 6T

SMaximum2 Mvalue aT 2  0. 27 aT2 0. 13 aT 2

if

' Applied at t =T 1. Z7T

... t t
Initial heading A t t -- (t2 - 6tT + 6T2)
error 6T

Maximum 0. 37kT (-y - )0. ZIiRT (V 0. 17kT (-y-
value 0 0 0 0 0

If guidance
initiation at T 0. 83T 0. 41T

N = Power spectral density per cps.
W =Effective width of tavget.
T = Lumped missile and filter time constants.



OPTIMIZATION

by
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SUMMARY

The procedure for optimizing a linear system against a quadratic cost function is developed
by the method of completing a square. The optimal intercept guidance law against a nonmaneuvering
target when the cost is energy lost to drag is shown to be proportional navigation with a gain of 3.

QUADRATIC COST MINIMUM

The cost of an interceptor missile is, to a considerable degree, associated with its weight.
The greater part of the system expenses in effort, equipment, and risk of life is expended in delivery to
the point of launch so that the smaller and lighter the vehicle, the more can be launched for the same
cost (assuming, of course, equal reliability and effectiveness),

The weight of an interceptor missile and, therefore, its cost is dependent on the site of the
warhead it In required to deliver and the amount of propellant required to effect its delivery to the tar-
get. The size of warhead required is proportional to the square of the expected miss while the amount
of propellant must be sufficient to accelerate the vehicle to an acceptable closing velocity and make up
the velocity lost to aerodynamic drag. The cost chargeable to the guidance system designer is, there-
for*, proportional to the square of the final miss plus the integral of that part of the aerodynamic drag
resulting from guidance maneuvers.

To state this cost in the form of an equation, let us define some reasonable descriptors of
the intercept geometry:

v M

X
__________R ___ T

where

T is a target

I is an interceptor

V is the velocity of I relative to T

Line IT is line of sight (LOS)

The coordinate system (R, X) is set up so that tho initial value of x is small

V ý

Defining tj as the time at which R goes to zero assuming V to be conutant, we get

R - V (ti-t)

M = x+J(ti-t)

24 (t 1 - t)

i. e. , miss can be reduced by application of acceleration.If



i is a small angle *.x

R/

x xR
RR

S(ti - t) + x

"V(tjt)

M MS~V (t, - t)Z

i. e. , gives a measure of the present predicted miss, and acceleration U k normal to IT provides a
means of reducing it.

Remembering that aerodynan-ic drag has a component that in proportional to the square of
the lift acceleration U, it is now possible to mathematically express the cost attributable to guidance-
commanded maneuvers:

ti

J KiM(tp 2 + f K 2 X dt

t
o

J = KIM(t) 2 + . K2 u 2 dt

t0

Considering that the first part of the expression looks like the terminal value of an integral,

t

0

with

P(ti) = K2

and

d - [pM2] PM2 + ZPIMM = PMZ + 2PMU(t -t)

and wishing to bring into consideration the second part of the cost function, we first add, and then sub-
tract, the integrand from the above:

d PM2 = PM 2 + aPMu(ti-t) + K2 u2 - K2 uz

This may be rewritten as

2 rPM(ti-t) + K2

dpM R [- z K 2 ] 2

provided

P K (t02

K 2
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dP (t _t)2

- i dt

-PT - ÷C"

P 2

3

Knowing that

P(t1 1 = K1

C-

f.i the solution to the equation may then be restated as

, p 1
t .

K 3K

Placing this value of P into the integral, we obtain

f ~[~ti t~ K2 - K2t
ttoK

d K1  [M(t1 ) Pt 0 ) (t
St o t0 0

K; fI KM2a(ti) , l(to)M 2(to0)

Rearranging terms, we get

ti tiZ

(KM2 (t1 ) + K2  u2 P(to)M2 l(t) + K j [PM(ti t) + K 2 u

t to

We thus obtain a new expression for the cost. The first term is established at to as being
the minimal cost. The integral, having a non-negative integrand, has a minimum possible value of
zero, which may be achieved by holding the integrand equal to zero:

u PM(ti-t)

2

V •Considering that KI, the cost of warhead, is much greater than KZ, and that the cost of maneuver when
(ti-t) is small may be ignored, it is possible to closely approximate P:

3Ki 7

The optimum maneuver can be represented by

3M
,I;.' = - 3M -3V C

• opt 
3

"4"t
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GENERAL CASE

Given a system defined by x Ax + Bu and a quadratic cost function

S= px(tl) + fxTcx+uTRu,

we desired to find the action u, which minimizes the cost.

If we consider the nonintegral term to be the terminal value of an integral, the equation is

-[ t xTpx + 1TATp. + uTBTpx + TpA,

+ XTpBu + J ,+ TaU _- o - uT Ru

which may be written

ti

x :T J f (RIB TPx+ U)TR(R*IB u)- f xTQ + uT u

to

provided

PBR'IBTP PT + ATp + PA + Q

which may be written as

-P = ATP + PA + Q - PBR IBTP

(the Ricatti equation encountered in filter design),

The cost function is represented by

J = xTpX(ti) + fxTQx + uT Ru

= xTpx(to) + f(R'lBTI x + u) TR(RlIBTpx + u)

Because the'constant term is established at to, the cost of guidance is felt only in the integral, which
may be reduced to its minimum, 0, by making

u -R-= IRDBTPx
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KALMAN FILTER

by

D. L, Pitman
Senior Technical Staff

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
5301 Bolsa Avenue

Huntington Beach, California, USA, 9Z647

SUMMARY

The Kalman filter Is developed as a rational application of Gauss' method of least-mean-
square error summing, which adds together independent measurements and estimates proportionally to
the inverse of the variances of expected errors. The discrete measurement summer is developed into
the continuous filter by shortening the time between measurements.

FILTER DESIGN

The decision to apply a filter to a data source must be based upon a knowledge that the data
cannot be accepted as a true and exact measure of the system being observed. Implicit in the decision,
therefore, is information about the system in addition to that contained in the data.

The design of the filter, then, Is based on the question of how best to combine the information
content of the observations with the a priori information on how the system should behave.

Gaussian Surnmring

CGiven two sources of data on a given quantity X, each containing some expected error, the
data may be weighted separately and added together:

D X +X+NI

tE
L (W +WZ)X+WINi +WaN 2

Since the required output is X, we choose W, + W? 1, denoting

W 1 W

W2  I1- W

The diagram may be rearranged as

___ X+N + W(N1 I "Y

If N1 and NZ are uncorrelated, they may be considered as vector quantities at right angles:

A-.v

N2L N

N1

L_.
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N will be minimal if W is chosen to make N perpendicular to N 1 - N2 , in which case we get

W(NI - N2 ) N2

N2  = N I N2

or

N 2 2
• N2  N2 .

W2
(NI - N2 )2 NZ + N2

2 2 2 2Since the expected values of N1 + N2 are cl and s2, the best choice of W is

2

W - 2r
•2

KALMAN FILTER

A measurement on a system is a measurement of some, all, or combinations of the compo-
nents of the state vector plus errors:

D = MX+N 1

The apriori knowledge of the state of the system may be considered as stored in an analog simulation of
the •s•tem;

Inputs, TJ + N H~

2 X

-A

We now have a set of readings and a set of values of what we think these readings should be.
These can be summed by Oauss' criterion to get the beat combined estimate of the measured quantities:

•2

W

(Gauss' summation criterion)

Where the system state is an array of variables (state vector,, 2 represents the expected
mean products of all components with all components:

Z H THT -T HT

where

' nl 'o2nn

in11  ý`n

"which is ca'led the covariance matrbc P. r1 is a similar matrix of averaged products NINlT R



Applyin amause'm criterion to the mumming of the measured and known state of a system pro

The complete data summing system may be pictured as

Measurement IVC + N

X~H + IN

HX + N

_ H

A VPHT[R+HPHT)"

xx

PH[R

For convenience, we will replace PHT [R + PT]-with W.
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If the output of the H multiplier is the best possible estimate of -X, the input must be the best estimate
of X. Let us, therefore, replace the state of the estimator with this value:

X = X+W(Y-HX)

Our diagram now becomes

Measurement HXK + N1

S (NT)

K (NT +6)

where

X+N +W(N 1 -HN 2 ).

X4-N
1

NI = W + (1 - WH)N 2

•, P, = N1 z- wN WT 4- (1 -wH) (• 1 - wI.T

W(HN2 H T + NZ WT

N2 T wT-. N• HT WT
2

(1 - WH)

If, between samples, the state vector changes from X to 8X, where e = •AT then

t+AT

"Jn+l ORn + NZ e(Xn+N 2,n) +ANz

and

P- ePnOT + C = o [1 .. WHI] p 0 T + C

Summary

Pn is the matrix of correlations of estimation uncertainties of the components of the system
state, Rn is the matrix of correlations of expected measurement errors.

The weighting to be given the difference between a measurement and the expected value of
the measurement is

W = nHT [n HPnHT "I
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Pn = el (I -WH) P nO
T + C

where 8 is the matrix defining the expected evolution of the system between measui ernents, and C is the
expected increase in P due to error in the model.

CONTINUOUS FILTERING

As the sampling period approaches zero, the covariance matrix P. approaches a continuous
function of time, and the above iterative processes approach the differential equations defining it. If the
error on the reading R is considered to be the result of a white noise that has been filtered over the
sampling time T, then R is inversely proportional to T:

R
"i.e., R T--

oIf the model error is considered to be the result of a white noise on the integrator inputs and
if T is considerably snialler than any time constant of the mnodel, the increase in P due to the noise over

one sampling period T is proportional to T:

i. e., AP CT

If we let T -0, then

PH o TT + HPH PHT 1 T

AT
n8 e • I +-AT

and

P+ = 8 [1 - WH] PT + APN

[11+ AT] P-WHP] [I + ATT] + CT

-P + APT + PA TT - PHTR - HPT + CT

which can be rearranged as

AP- AP + PAT PHTR -lHP + CT
0

A P 1- AP + PAT pHTR HP + C
T o

This equation is called a Ricatti equ-tion, and is solved to give P, which in turn, gives the optimal
weighting coefficients W = PHTR-I T.

"The correction to the estimate W [M - HX] may be added to the estimate in the infinitesimal
time T by placing it continuously on the inputs to the integrators with a gain I/T. The diagram of the
continuous filter is then

01-

.1.
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!! ~SOLVING RICATTI'S EQUATION ,

The equation P = AP + PAT - pHTRc0HP + C may be reduced to a form more amenable to

solution by introducing as-yet-undefined matrices Z and Yz

Z -= PY

z= P.' + iPY

- P + APY + PATy PHTIRL. HIPY + CY

SP 1Y+ A T y- H T R IHZ + AZ + CY

Equating the expression in parentheses to zero results in two equation.:

Z = AZ + CY
= ATY + " OR HZ

whlich, when solved, yield

P Zr 1
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NUIM ICAL ANALYSIS AND SINULATION ZVOLUTION

z Reap
Royal Aircraft Etablishmant

FarUborough Nants UK

SUIKARY

A review is given of the quantitative advantages and disadvantages of digital end analogue
omputker technique@ for the simulation of missile guidance and control, and a methodology of using hybrid
simulation is developed. It in shown how a hybrid computer can be used to aid the choice of an acceptable
missile system within a wide spectrum of complexity, partioularly when man non-linsar faotors and
statistical aspects are involved. Using this facility, mathematical modelling not only helps specific
project. in their R & D phoseS, but it can contribute to management docimiona in feasibility studies, eg
in the choice of miselle Instrument combinations and in the speoifi•ation of their desired standard of
performance. It can also safeguard against ocmplex systems being over-designed to the detriment of
"their w0at.

1 . INITROUITION

It has been the practice for many years to simulate complex prosemmes which are not osae.ly
amenable to analytic solutions. Especially In the asio-spaes field, the use of simulators has now become
widespread. They ar indispensable tools of research, both as hardware simulation facilities, eg in
aircraft flight simulators, or as computer simulations in theoretical systems studies, eg in missile design
work. Simulation studies of the latter type, using mathematical models, ar the subject of this review.
They are normally used throughout the whole range of aerospace industry where dynamic problems involving
large numbers of parameters have to be solved. Right at the start of a now ooneept, simple studies ar
cmried out wsing computr simulation techniques in order to establish the feasibility of the idea. During
the development phase theme studies require more sophisticated aimulations in order to investigate and
clarify the so-called 'grey reas' so that managements can make decisions. Later, in the production phase,
and test periode of the completed product, the simulator is used to assist in the final assessment of the
device, examining, for inetsnoe, the reliability aspects in the presence of environmental disturbances and
engineering tolerances. The use and evalustion of statistical methods constitute an important part of any
investigation. In systems of this kind the inherent noise of the system, mainly coming from the sensors,
gives rise to inaccuracies. Problems of this nature require statistical treatments and therefore a high
number of runs. A mathematical model, therefore, can be used with great advantage as an aid to understanding
a complex dynamical system. Ouided missile systems, in particular, can be studied, evaluated and developed
in this manner.

This paper is aimed, therefore, at highlighting modern techniques of numerical analysis and
computer simulation, when applied to the research and development of tactical missiles. It compares current
techniques of digital and analogue computer simulations on a quantitative basis, and develops a methodology
of using hybrid (is digitel/analogsn) computers which can combine the benefits of both these separate
approaches. It is also shown how hybrid computer simulation aids the parallel development of now hardware.
An szsmplo is given of a laser guided missile study in an air-to-ground mode, showing how simple guidance
and control factors can be aseesed aocc•ding to their contributing offects.

2. NOWL OONPL=TT

The degree of complexity in a mathematical model of a missile system depends on the stage of
development •f the project. In pilot studies, for osmple, a very simplified model may be acceptable,
teking into account only the most relevant psarmeterm. In somo of these circumstances, and at a very early
step, analytical solutions may be acceptable snd may be obtained fairly cheaply. At the other extreme,
however, 9g in flight trials analysie or at the Service acceptance stage, a complex mathematical model
using realistic representations of each of the subsystems involved is usually necessary for a more detailed
understanding of the performance of the missile. The cost of evaluating this performance by means of a
mathematical model generally increases rapidly with the model complexity. The two extremes therefore
require different methodologis. Neither of these extremes are considered here, however, but rather an
in-between modelling technique associated with either feasibility studies or the research and development
phase of a missile projeot. In these stages the missile designer desires to make the best use of his
computer facilitiem in order to aid him with critical decisions such as the choice of equipment and its
quality, and the selection of good missile design characteristics, e*t. Nunerical solutions of a
comprehensive mathematical model of the system can help him with these decisions. Basically two methods
of simulation are available, digital or analogue computing, but they have different advantages and
disadvanitages when considered for this task. Digital computers can provide, inter alia, good socurac•,

erea a og computers are easier to programe, but each have different time scalss and running costsdepending on the numbers of runs eventua-lly required. T~hem aspects or coverod in more detail below.

There are also other factors having an impact on computer requirements. Por erample, there is an
increasing emphasis on providing cheaper missile systems to meet future operational requirements. This
leoas to considerations of sub-optimal designs and simpler guidance and control systems. Sub-optimal
considertion deand the study of a wide opotr of solutions. This might impose a penalty because both
the number of mathematicl model@ required increases and, by necessity, the quantity of numerical solutions.
• Simple devies can also load to a greater omputing complexity, because a system which has beooms "simple"
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"•y igenio engineering may be •0oe diffioult to describe in mathematicel termu. Typical examples ae &
bang-beng control coupared with a proportional control or complex oros.-ooupling phenomenon often met with
in simple systems. A linmar dynamical system of high order can be represented by a struightforward
differential equation, but two or more non-linear factors in a systes soon require evaluation by numerical
analysis end simulation. The tendency isi therefore, towards greater mathematical ecopleot•y, even when
"considering simple non-linear, or sub-optimal deviose aeperately. A ocmbined requirement for sub-optimal
solutions of non-linear system.ansercises an even more stringent methodological requirement on the
evaluation of future mathematical models. It will be shown that neither analogue nor digital simulations
alone can most this requirement since each simulation has a limited ospability, either in degree of
representation, acouracy or running time. At this stgep the need for hybrid simulation techniques
therefore begins to arise, but lot us look first of all at the two separste approaches in more detail.

3. OOKPM?1U TOOIa

The following are some of the advantage* and disadvanteges of analoge and digital computers.

3.1 Analogue Computers

Advantages

a) The mathematical model io easy to sot up, especially for non-linear systems.

b) Design changes ae Wlr simple to execute by switching to alternative analogue cirouits.

a) Separate blocks in the simulation can be developed to amy desired deogee of sophistication.

d) It in easy to check component performance by theoretical analysis.

o) Past running times of up to 100i I on real time arse possible.

f) Hardware inclusion is possible and model matching is relatively emay.

Disadvantages

a) The change of parameter values takes time, and each tlie a change taken place the
6alculation should be checked.

b) The analogue computer has limited acouracy within the specified scaling of the problem.

c) The computer is subjeot to drifts.

3.2 Digital Computers

Advantag•s

a) Almost any desired acouracy can be obtained, drift free, provided that the correct word
length is chosen and computing time is not at a premium.

b) Parameter changes can be programmed easily for extenaive numbers of rune.

o) Simulation languages have been developed so an to make programming easy and quick to develop.

Disadvantages

a) it can be difficult to change a digital programe to incorporate design changs. Programme
changeae am also necessary if extra print-out@ are required to give further insight.

b) stop lengths of integration processes have to be reduced in stages until an acceptable
repeatability is obtained before production runs aee possible.

o) The step length changes of (b) are neoessary every time a parameter value in changed.

d) Multiple discontinuities and non-linear aspects an difficult to programe*.

e) Existing simulation languages can introduce hidden Inaccuracies which are diffioult to
trace when dimcontinuities have to be simulated.

f) Extensive simulation programes have long running times and are therefore costly to run.

3.3 Comparison between Digital and Analogue Simulation

Let us now compare the relative costs of analogue and digital simulation. Figure I
shows diagrsumatioally how the costs of simulating a typioal missile system vary according to the
number of oomputer runs. Digital programing is generally cheaper and quicker to develop
than analogue proglimnms (eg typically 1 man, 3 months, £1500 digitally, compared with 2 men,
6 months, C6000, for an analogue approach; those figures oonstitute the starting numbers on
Pig 1). For large numbers of runs analogue simulation is favoured because the faster running
capability makes the cost per run nearly negligible. The ratio of running costs, or the slopes
of the cures, is of the order of 50011 in favour of analogue modelling, using figures of
£30/hrp 3 runs/hr which give £10 per digital run, and C60/hr, 3000 rune/hr which give £0.02
per analogue run. In the chosen example the cross-over oours at about 4-500 runs.
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end digital control of a=alogae changes. Before
carring the argument farther it would be advisable
toa consider the overall advantages and disadvantages
of hybrid computser when used for simulation purposes.

3.4 flybrid Computers

Advantages

a) All the above advantages in 3.1 of analogue aomputation, ane available in a, hybrid compater,
together withs-

b) Increamed modelling aocuracrl where necelssary, 'by means of digital computation.
o) Parameter cabanges oan be programmed as in purely digital simulations.
d) Statistical iamlymes of answers Clan proceed digitally for the reduction of large numbers

of quantitative results..
e) Subsystem. can be allocated to either digital or analogue aomputation according to

preference, sui-kability or applicability.

Disadvantages

a) Increased complexity of developing a bybrid computer model implies longer development times.
b) Specialised programmsing staff are also required for efficient hybrid operation.
o) Analogue components are still subject to computational drifts, but statistical techniques

can be used (i) to detect, them and Iii) to evaluate the significance of differences between
subsystems in the presence of residual computing inaccuracies.

It can be envisaged that the disadvantages as listed will become loes important in the
future. The increased development time will be reduced by software developments already under

conideatinand -the increasing use of hybrid computers will ameliorate the staffing difficulty
sentioned under item (b). In our experience the advantages outweigh the disadvantages heavily,
even at this stage of usage.

4. VALIDATION

4.1 Matching with current Systems

Many engineers and managers ane justifiably suspioiouui of the usags of extensive
mathematical models, no it is necessary to buildL up a working confidence that the models are truly
representative. Strictly speaking a mathematical model, which in thes first place was set up to
give answers to problems not senable to be solved ty amy other method (eg analytical), has no
yardstick by which it can be checked. Otherwise this yardstick would haves been used in the first
place for the study. To model, on the other hand, every detail of a Complsx machine is a
superhuman task mand could be uneconomical. Certain assmumptions, simplifications and abstractions
hae" to be made, therefore, in writing the programe*. The question arises as to how adequate the
mathematical model in for the purpose of the envisaged study and its objectives. The user should
be aware, therefore, of the iittnsof his model, but nevertheless hae" sufficient confidence
in it. The process of establishing this high level of confidence is referred to as modal
validation. It is most important that any mo-del is acceptably validated before it in used ase a
v'.eagement tool. There are a number of methods of carrying cut this validation process up to a
certain degree. The model might, for example, be matched with test flight results of current
missile systems. Alternatively physical laboratory experiments sight be conceived which are
themselves models of the real world but which are the nearest accessible physical representations.
Model calculations can also be ahecked out bly analytical solutions if suitable simplification*
can be made. One of the most important methods of validating a model is b7 relating it to current
hardware developments, evan to the extent of including a hardware subsystem in the simulation

itself.
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4.2 Hardwae Inclusion

The inclusion of now hardware developments in hybrid simulations oerves four purposes
(a) to vorify parts of the model, (b) to help the design engineer to make component improvesi-ts
early in the development period, (a) to obtain an indication of the relative merits of variout
har&wae demigms sad (d) to highlight Important factors, introduced 1W the Individual devicse.
which significantly affect the perfo•omoe. When this is done, however, the compultations have
to be run in real time and the mavantags of running faster ars lost. This in also true if a
human operator is included in real time aimulations. It it an advantage to rovert to speeded up
rune when confidence ham been established, and the "elevant factors revealed by hardware
investigations ea• included in the simulation, so that no faosto~of the hardware are being lost.

We have, so far, sketched out a skeleton for a simulation mothodology which i@ most
easily met by hybrid meom. This methodology will now be considered further and shown to be
sultable for both non-linear missile systoem sad sub-optimal evaluations. J

5. SIMULATION MEM!ODOL4GY
figurs 2 show, the simulation programme from which the techniques of numeriaal analysis and

oceuter simulation om provide a spootrum of aynstema o De nunderstanding. .50 Model Development

Experience has shown that it io
expeditious to build up the model gradually

ESTIMATED rather than to attempt a comprehensive
AERODYNAMICS, version at the outset. The more likelySINGLE PLANE SINGLE PLANE ACTUATOR RKasNGh , course of action in arriving at an acceptableDIGITAL ANALOGUE AND EQUIPMENT

SIMULATIONS SIMULATIOMS STANDARDS. soltion in a f0low. he dlopment of
SIMPLIFIED a typio4a missile simulation progremmMATHEMATICAL starts with either simple digital computer
MODEL, progras*e@ or analogue rum of simplified

versions of the mathematical model. At this
DIGITAL THREE LABORATORY stapg the missile representation may be voe7SACK-UP DIMENSIONAL PERFORMANCE
To ACALOGUP AMALOGUE of EQUIPMENT much simplifiod, with only estimated
W0RANAL IMUE ATNSL.U PROTOTYPES. aerodnamics, actuator responses and
HONK. SIMULATIONS. WIND TUNNEL autopilot characteristics, and it may be
MAINLY SIAS AERODYNAMICS, that only single plane flight dynamics are
TRAJECTORY STUDIES. MATHEMATICAL repre•lented by the model. A careful note
EVALUATIONS THRU DIMENSIONAL I MODEL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL NCREASING should be made at this sage. It might be
EFFECTS TATISTICAL STUCIES IN COMPLEXITY obvious that the system is characterined b'

STATISTICAL STUDIES a high degree of oross coupling, and the
4, effects of, say, a spinning movement, might

HYNRID POSSIBLE FINkL heavily affect the single plane dynmnics.COMPUTER HARDWVARE[nti o n oldhv osatofi
SIMULATION COMPONENTS I
SIUATO OMPUTNR HRDWAR this case oe D wou~ld have to star~t off in

STUDIES. AVAILABLE, three dimensions, although the parameters
PARAMETRIC MATHEMATICAL mentioned earlier could still be of on
EVALUATIONS. MODEL elementary ntu.
SYSICM FINALISED.
CONPAnISIONS. Only & few digtal computer us
PRE-FLIGHI am possible becaume the cost of run•t.min
SIMULATIONS. them rises rapidly em the modml develops.

P011-FLIGHT FLIGHT When the model complexity has inoreased
MODEL MATCMING, T(STS, significantlv to include non-linear effects

_the ufulness of an analogue omputer
beoomen more ovident. A greater return in

FIG. 2 SIMULATION PROGRAMME understanding follows faster runan:g, which
is particularly useful in studies of biases
in the parameters represented in the model.
As the number of rune is increased the

dominant factors and parameters begin to emerge, together with some knowledge of their independence
or otherwise. The degree of correlation can be judged on the basis of further computer rune in
which two or more parameters are varied. Finally statistical studies can proceed in which combined
and interacting variations of many variables c" be evaluated, ag in Monte Carlo type sampled
simulations. The statistical response of a system in the presence of noise can also be determined.
When the msathematical model is finalised, numerical solutions are evaluated most efficiently on
a hybrid computer. Non-linear aspects are more suited to analogue evaluation, but oaoe has to be
exeroised in structuring the model in analogue form so an not to exceed the complement of analogue
equipment. It is probably generally true that in complex guidanoe end control modelling the
computer snalogue complement is soon used up and a compromise becomes necessary in the system
modelling. A good balance needs to be maintained so that all important aspects ar modelled to an
acceptable depth of understanding. The correct talano can only be learned through hard experience
on the job, and by continuous contact with real hardwar.

If a missilo system is sufficiently well developed and if it is planned to go forward to
full socle flight tests then hybrid computations can assist in assessing the many effects of
environmental factors in extensive pro-flight simulations, including malfunctions. Autopilot gain
settings in feedback controls can be determined to ensure good stability characteristics. Instrument
combinations can be selooted together with their manufacturing standards. The nominal performance
and likely deviations due to statistical uncertainties can be predicted for specific trials
conditions. Finallr' if sufficient roor4ds are taken as the flight tests take place, it beocmes
possible to carry out post flight siculations for model matching purposes. Adjustments can be made,
for example, to modify the aerodynamice based on wind tunnel data, if those are inadequate to
describe the actual behaviour. Sometimes only minor cang•es have to be made. The post flight
mathematioal model then represomets the fullest possible theoretical understanding of the weapon
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tolol which can contribute to the success of a Research and Development project. This applies

We have so far discussed the
development of a model but we come now to
oonsider how the model is actually used in
the most efficient manner. An indicated
before, one of the aims of a missile designer
is to gain an understanding of simple systems.

lOCA PERORHAICEOne method of designing simple mimmile

Figure 3 illustrates this situation
PERFORMANCE sceatcll.11sow ha s h sse

INDEX * SOLUIOM oomplexity increases, may ty increasing the
KFRLFULLY degree of sophistication in guidance loop

SYSTEMM filtering, then the performance criterion
SYSTIM generally follow, a cumv of diminishing

AD Hoc return. The camv in shown incomplete in
D11LO¶o lot the upper diagram of Figure 3 to emphaIsis

I that ad hoc Investigations and developments,
indicated at1 the lower end of the diagram,
must be considered to be merely attempts to
obtain significant improvements, without
necessarily succeedin&. At the other
etrerme of ocomplexity a theoretically
optimum sol.ution, may a Kalman filter in the

SYSTEM guidance loop, can provide the Ideal
COST performance. There in, however, an

associated ooat ourvu related to this
complexity spectrum, which is shown in the
lower part of Figure 3. It indicates that

INCRASIN SYSEM CMPLEITYthe ideal performance might only be achieved
IMCRASI@ SSTE COPLIITYat a premium which is -too high for the user,

eg the computational costs associated with
the Kalman filter could be great. in such

F16.3 SUB -OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS a situation it becomes necessary to study
the spectrum of sub-optimal solutions which
contribute to the upper curv. The bulk of
the work is concerned with a withdrawal
from the optimum to find a working compromise
between acceptable cost and performance
degradation due to the departure from the

L ideal.

TUe point -to be mad" here is -that the simulation techniques being described in this
paper enable nort-only the fully optimum solution to be evaluated technically, but also the
exchanges which result from withdrawing from the optimum. Computer technique* now being
developed allow the work load to be expanded to cover a wide spectrum of sui-ooptimel conditions,
rather than merely evaluate the design and perforamanc of a fully optimum system.

6. K18811, ODCJXhAN3hD O01lROL EXAMPLE

An exemple will be given now which, although being treated Ui this paper in a generaliusd fcr'i,
could be considared to be typical of problems encountered In missile studies.

6.1 The Problem end Results

The simulation technique will be demonstrated using a mathematical model of non-linear
complexity representing a wide spectrum of misailes from a freely falling bomb without either
guidance and control, to a laser guided air-to-surface missile of hypothetical design. The
first order effects of Including simple guidance on a freely falling bomb will be shown. Then
the effects of having either continuous or pulsed guidance inforantion available from the sensor
are demonstrated. Various degrees of complexity in roll control, from freely rolling weapons to
roll rate and roll position stabilisation are added also. Finally a rocket motor is rAded to
show what Improved performance arises from increased speed and aerodynamic response in the asse
considered. An AM4/INI 1130 hybrid computer was used for this study in which the digital pert of
the computer was used to control the antalogas.

SaFigure 4 illusltrtesf a laser guided missile attack in which the target in illuminated
byalaser source. The reflection of -this radiation in detected by a sensor in the head of the

missile, and semi-active honing can take place, provided that the missile Is fitted with control
devices for manoeuvra. A numnber of non-.linear factors have been included in the simulation
and the degree of complexity can be jud~ged from the Inclusion ofta-
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a) a laser guidance source, which, in the
simulation, can be either continuous or
sampled.

b) & laser detector homing head.
c) a proportional navigation homing guidance

law.
d) a signal hold device for retaining & laser

signal between pulses.
a) a pulse width moduator.
f) variable aeroyasmio conditions (non-linear).
r) either bangbang or proportional control

actuation.
*h) a segmented roll resolver for transferring

demands in space an$s to Smilsil actuators
for a rolling mIssile.

i) gravity omepensation in'the vertical ocomand.

----- ---- --- ---- ----

Consider first the freely falling bomb from
~ LASE 4U ~release oonditions giving a mine distance of aboutfro.4LAMA UNK0 AU20 arbitraz7 units, (arbitrary units being used

since only relative merits are being investigated).
TNypical strike points of this magnitude are shown In
the cestral part of Figure 5. "ah dispersion Of the
sixteen impact points shown arises from imposed
variationa in altitude van oroes-traok at release.

(teaimaile Lisql i ocp The central part of Figure 5 also shows what, m~l*in oncptimprovemet amn te Obtained when guidanc, is
with to autopilot (merodynmmia Introduced, pulsed in the first Instance, together

atabliatio 2.y leno atewith Un-bang control. The first order improvemet
ales, acele6rometemora shap~in is to about 50 units radial miss distance. Further
aetworkes, ad am target is potential improvements are offered bv the introduction
assumed to0 be atationasT.) of either continuous guidance data, or proportional

control. If bang-bang control Is still Used, but the
guidance is continuous in fora, then the mins distance
can be reduced to -the order of 40 units- Continuous
guidance with proportional control produces better
performance. k amis distance of about 15 unite cen
be achieved with a freely rolling missile. A further

Improvement to 10 units can be obtained when it is roll position stabilised, (see the left bond
picture of Figure 5), but it will be noticed that the ballistic travel of unguided roll position
stabilised rounds can be greater then Awhn freely rolling, the above figures apply to an
unpowered guided weapon whereas in this case the addition of a rocket motor, to increase the speed
end marokanmic response, showed that miss distances of the order of 5 units could bv achieved with
palsed guidance, bang-bang controls and a freely rolling missile compared with the 50 units given
above for en unpowered version. Yhs exohaage rates given above are, however, for illustrative
parposes only, to show the value. of the systematic approach. TMe results are not Intended to show
general cazarateristics because a complete missile system depends on so many parameters and the
interactions between then. For instance they relate to specific aerodynamic properties which
have rmmained unchangsd throughout.* It could be that significant improvaemet might also be
forthcoming from aerodynamic redesign, an investigation which could also be carried out by byarid
computer simulation to determine theoretically the beat aerodynamio properties required.

5.2 Computational Implications

The previous paragraph was intendsd only to serve "s an indication of the problem. In
actual fact extensive hybrid computing ham been completed with this model. This Includid multi-
parameeter change. and statistical runs of the order of a few hundred thousand. Blocks o*' 100
nomina~ll repeated runs were used on a basis for comparison to cover analogue computing
Innaccuracies. For each ran the oot-ordinat~m of miss distance were recordedl together with approach
angles at the target. The digital part of the computer then calculated meaws, standard deviations
and nw radial siss distances for each block of runs, and the results were printed out immediately.
Arrays of bleck@, typically 5 z 5, were then computed automatically by digital controlled analogue
simmilation, for a range of values of eoak of two parameeters, is a total of 2500 rans (namely
5:z 5: x 10) in each typicel array. Some of the perametere covered were the homing head gains,
friaticasý aod biasess, the navigation constant of the proportional navigation law, the gravity
compensation factor and aerodynammic parameeters. Oane of the arrays of 2500 runm took only about
I hour of hybrid computing time. If this number of runs had been completed hyr purely mannually
Operated ana~logue computation, with the snee results being recorded by hand, and potentiometer
values being set %W hand between blocks, it is estimated that the time on the computer would have
been increased at least ten fold, moat of the tine being taken up b7 documentation. Considerable
additional time would also have been required for off-line analysis of results.
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A purely digital simulation of the s.ms problem waa alga developed in parallel, but it

ran into Signifloant difficulties bemuse of the many non-linearitioe included. It used a
conventional simulation language ands when completed, took about 25 sins per run. A five 17 five
array of only on* run per block would have taken about 10 hours.

flybrid oomputation, therefore, provided the most useful quantitative results in a readily
aasdmnilabe form. Parameter dynamics were recorded on paper traces, and displayed on oscilloscopes
as required. Purther software available included sub-routines for statistical analyses of variance
of results. Significant mavings in both time and effort therefore resulted from operating the
model in hybrid form. With imposed and controlled noise studies in the system modal, statistical
studios are a necesnity• thus enhancing the hybrid approach.

7. COWCLIAZoII8

It haa been shown that either digital or analogue computer techniques alone do not meet all the
requirements for obtaining a full understanding of the performance of a complex system using a mathematical
modal approach. A methodolog of using a hybrid computer for simulation purposes haa therefore been
developed and applied to the study of a missile guidance and control problem.

Using a hybrid computer to esmulate rapidly varying, wide bandwidth missile systes components it
is possible to (a) compamr alternative solutions to a given tactical requirement, (b) include many non-linear
factors, (c) study sub-optimal solutions, (d) perform large numbers of runs, (e) ocmpute trajectories 100
time faster than real time, (f) explore the effects of manufacturing tolerances and instrument standards,
(C) check out parallel hardware davelopments and (h) develop 4L mismile to meet a cost-effective requirement.

This thoroug method of evaluating a future system can include a very elaborate simulation of any
part of the system requiring deeper investigation, and it is possible to validate the model by the inclusion
of actual developed hardware in the simulation itself4

The example given of a laser guidad missile study, in the air-to-surfaoo model indicates how this

methodolog can be applied to safeguard against future tactical missiles being over-doaignsd with expensive
J sub-systems. Furthermore, the methodology developed is suited to other complex and dynamic technologies,

by utilising eztensive numerical evaluations of either detexulnistio parameter vartations or statistical
uncertainties in a representative mathematical model.
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LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

by

Philip C. Gregory
Deputy Director, Research and Technology

Martin Marietta Corporation, Box 5837
Orlando, Florida

United States of America

S SUMMRY

A discussion of the characteristics of typical electro-optical terminal guidance subsystems in-
eluding area correletor and gated trackers are furnished to define those parameters (aim and lock-on capabil-

ity, tracking accuracy, tracking bandwidth, aspect angle capability, sensitivity to target and light level
variations, acquisition envelope, and range closure effects) which are important to the system user.

The Guidance Development Center (GD.), a laboratory designed to repeatably measure these proper-

ties, is described and a movie shown which illustrates its operation.

Typical area correlator tracker characteristics are furnished and a run schedule defined to oval-
uate the performance parameters described above. An economic analysis is presented to illustrate the poten-
tial cost savings over flight test.

Tactical weapon systems demand increased accuracies at longer ranges and low cost systems to

permit virtually unlimited use in combat situations. If these high accuracy (small miss distances) demands
are met, the dynamic effects and performance limitations of both the missile and seeker must be taken into
account to well as the static characteristics. For affecting low cost and high performance, cost tradeoff
studies must be made of the component parts, delineating performance characteristics versus cost.

* " TERMINAL GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEMS

. Terminally guided electro-optic weapons (Figure 1) provide a cout effective solution to point tar-
* get destruction. Such weapons can be broadly divided into two categories: those which are aimed and locked

on the target (ALT) by a pilot and those which search and acquire a target (SAT) after launch. Either system
may lock on the signature of the target itself or the signature of the area surrounding it.

IPV TORl III".

0,

Figure 1. Electro-Optic Weapuns

,I,
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The basic components of a guidance system which can perform L' either mode (Figure 2) incluae a
sot of optics, gimbals, and ?hotomultiplier tube which has been suitably d•aigned by subsystem tradeoffs to
permit acquisition, withstand body motions, and yet furnish end game accur y, . TV camera to permit pilot
aiming (ALT) and/or a memory device for lock on after launch (SAT), and an •lectronic chassis for signal pro-
ceasing, logic functions and power regulation and distribution.

Various modes of release (Figure 3) are important for a SAT guidan e system since aircraft sur-
vival is improved by maneuvers during delivery and lack of fixed delivery geom ric constraints, In all SAT
modes the attack is against a prebriefed target with the image of the target ar; or target stored in memory.
The pilot navigates over an initialization point and flies any one of several pr determined maneuvers to
launch the weapon so that it will pass through 4n acquisiticn basket, acquire the target, and maneuver to it,
The SAT guided missile can also be retained on the aircraft, flown through the acq isition basket and then
released in the event that the target is not defended, All launch modes are denig d to provide a high mis-
silo approach angle to the target since this trajectory minimizes signal attenuatio in the optical path pro-
vided a cloud-free line-of-sight to the target can be established. This trajectory lso assists in providing
a high warhead function angle which minimizes the effects of aimpoint bias, fuzing he ght, and bomblet tra-
jectory after burst in the case of dispersion weapons. The warhead function angle ca also be improved by
biasing the trajectory (Figure 4) using intermediate prestored target views called upd es which have been
selected and stored in the guidance system, As the missile closes with the target, the reference scene is
changed forcing the missile to fly a lofted trajectory to acquire the new scene.

Flexibility of delivery is also important for an ALT guidance system (Figure since targets of
opportunity may appear from many geometries. In this system the pilot acquires the target by viewing it
through the missile optics and manually positioning the guidance head on tha point of inter at. In addition
to the obvious advantage of quick response, thit system is usually less costly than an SAT ance there are
little if any memory requirements.

TV CAMERA ELECTRONIC CHASSIS

I o

OPTICS
•OTOMt ILE

TUBE MEMORY DRUM

Figure 2. Multi-Mode Guidance System
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Figure 5. ALT Trajectories

TESTING REQUIREMENTS

By reviewing the above missions, it is possible to define a number of system parameters which must
be demonstrated by test to establish that a specific set of guidance hardware will operate in a broad and use-
ful set of tactical conditions:

1. Initial Aiming and Lock-On Accuracy

This test consists of pointing at a target across a range of illuminations from 100 to 10,000 foot-
candles and measuring the jump that occurs when the lock on switch is engaged. A typical run schedule (Figure
6) would be repeated at each light level to determine if the effect is statistical in nature and accomplished
against two or more targets of varying contrast at different approach trajectory angles. It should be per-
formed at the acquisition range desired, usually about 50,000 feet and some intermediate range.

Video Signature
Slant Depression Light and Light Level

Run No. Target Range (Ft) Angle (Deg) Level Threshold Test
1-1 A 20K 25 Max X
1-2 25 Min
1-3 45 Max
1-4 45 Min
1-5 48K 25 Max
"1-6 Iin
1-7 13 Max

1-9 20 Max
1-10 20K 25 Min

1-11 45 Max1 12 I45 Mih
1-13 25 Max K
1-14 . 25 Min
1 5 45 Max
1-16 45 Man
.1-17 48K 25 Max
1:- 18 48K 25 Min

Figure 6. Initial Aiming Run Schedule

2. ASPECT ANGLE SENSITIVITY

In this test the system should be locked on to the target and then translated vertically and hori-
zontally a distance of -25,000 feet to establish the point where lock on is broken, The test should be re-
peated against different contrast targets,
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3. STATIC TRACKING ACCURACY

This test consists of locking the guidance head on the target at acquisition range and measuring
the guidance head drift with time in the three rotational degrees of freedom. This test is performed to
determine whether fixed biases such as gimbal mass unbalance will disturb dynamic tracking results. The time
duration should be typical of that expected in missile flighas.

4. TRACKING BANDWIDTH NEASUREMENTS

During this test the guidance head is locked on to a target while the head is rotated in a sinus-
oldal motion in each axis at a fixed amplitude with the frequency increasing until lose of lock occurs.
Range, lightinr, and trajectory parameters should also be varied.

5. ACQUISITION ENVELOPE

This test is useful for all SAT systems and some types of ALT devices. It consists of inserting
a scene into memory, then moving "X' degrees away from the perpendicular line of eight to establish when the
device fails to acquire the target. Again the other significant signature parameters should be varied to
establish sensitivity.

6. OPEN LOOP RANGE CLOSURE

In this test the guidance unit is moved along the direct line of sight from acquisition (50,000
feet) to loss of lock (usually less than 5,000 feet). The usual parameters are varied in addition to closing
speed,

7. CLOSED LOOP RANGE LLOSURE

For final verification of weapon system accuracy, the tracker must be evaluated in a dynamic simu-
lation. In these tests everything is put together and the missile should be flown through the complete range
of expected variations.

Approximately 6,000 runs are required to complete the above program. To accomplish all of these
tests in •he real world would require the development of new test tools, take a long time, and require the
expenditure of many missiles, Fortunately, a test chamber, a Guidance Development Center, has been defined
which will satisfy these requirements at a reasonable cost.

SIMULATION FACILITY AND CAPABILITIES

To simulate missile problems and test optical tracking techniques, four elements are required.

a) A target against which the missile can fly;

b) Translational and rotational systems to aimulate the spatial relationships of the missile rela-
tive to the target;

c) Provisions for mounting the guidance seeker;

d) Computers to implement the mathematical models of the missile aerodynamics, kinematics, actua-
tors, and autopilot as well as numerical calculations of accelerations and velocities.

These basic elements properly integrated will provide a laboratory for the development and evalua-
tion of advanced electro-optical guidance systems. ft will also provide the resources and capabilities neces-
sary for developing and evaluating missile systems, subsystems and components throughout the RDT&E development
cycle.

To provide the first three capabilities, the Guidance Development Center (GDC) has six degrees of
freedom, three degrees of translation and three degrees of rotation. The three degrees of rotation are pro-
vided by a three axiq gimballed flight table (Figure 7, Item 1) in which the seeker can be mounted to the in-
ner roll gimbaled houving (Figure 8). This provides all of the body angular displacements, body rates, and
accelerations required for open or closed loop tests. The three degrees of translation are provided by three
transport systems, The lateral transport moves the flight table in a horizontal direction through a carriage/
rail system (Item 2) mounted on a horizontal beam assembly (Item 3) and in a vertical direction through an end
box/rack and rail vertical column system (Item 4) inside the vertical column housing structure. This transla-
tion provides all vertical or altitude displacements, rates, and accelerations. These five degrees of freedom
are so hardware interfaced that they can be considered as comprising a five degree of freedom assembly. The
longitudinal transporter system (Item 5) moves the terrain model through a carriage interfaced rack and rail
system toward the flight table. This longitudinal travel provides range closure displacements, rates, and
accelerations. The dynamic range ratio of 1000:1 on all drives provides large capability for scaling options.
The longitudinal system transports the three dimensional terrain model which provides three dimensional static
and dynamic signatures to the seeker. The terrain model (Figure 9) is transported on the longitudinal system
and provides a series of straight line contrast areas, bland topography with various contrast targets, and
servo-controlled moving target models. The straight line contrast areas with a target located closely to the
contrast line exercises the closure shift dritt problem experienced in most correlators. The bland area with
various contrast targets exercises the acquisition and hold lock capability under different lighting and con-
trast ratios. The moving targets provide dynamic tracking capability against changing background scenes, The
target model can be tilted to an infinite number of positions from 0 to 25 degrees from the horizontal so that
various geometries and altitudes can be accommodated. When the target model is horizontal, It can be rotated
in azimuth and secured at 90 degree points for presenting different aspect angles to the seeker. The target
model and transport system are operable from inside the laboratory under controlled artificial lighting condi-
tions from 10-2 to 200 footcanules as well as outside for bright sunshine and natural lighting conditions
(Figure 10).
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.Figure 9. Terrain Model

Figure 10. Terrain Model Outside

To accommodate the long focal length lenses (250 mm) on the optical guidance seekers, an auto-
focusing lens system (Figure 11) must be used for collimating the light in the near field. For the task to
be accomplished, the lens system must be essentially a zoom lens working backwards. Hence, as the target
model closes range toward the seeker, the focal length changes. The autnfocuser transforms light from a
scaled model to the seeker optics in the same manner as the light from the same scene in the real world is
reflected to the seeker optics.

The control room (Figure 7, Item 6) is the nerve center of the GOC, since all equipment is op-
erated from this point, all data collected and labnratory conditions are mon!'ored here. The control rcom
houses the control consoles (Item 7) from which all rotational and translational drives are opereted. The
closed circuit television and lens drives are also controlled from consoles in this room. The inatrumenta-
tinn lines from the seeker are brought into an Instrumentation console from subsequent rerouting to consoles
And data handling and recording equipment.

This physical equipment provides the system geometry and dynamics and when properly driven by
a computer simuistion provides the system cqpability shown in Table 1. Other simulations can be accommo-
dated by changing the scale factor of the terrain model. Removable features permit variations between 300:1
and 1200:1.
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Figure 11. Infinite Focus Lens System

TABLE I

Optical Guidance Simulation
Area Flight Parameters (600:1 scale)

Slant range - 50,000 ft
"Altitude - 24,000 ft
Lateral range - to 24,000 ft
Horizontal velocity - to 6,000 ft/s
Vertical velocity - to 3,600 ft/s
Lateral velocity - to 2,400 ft/l
Pitch velocity - to 200 deg/a
Yaw velocity - to 200 deg/s
Roll velocity - to 800 deg/s
Pitch position - ±120 deg
Yaw position - ±45 deg
Roll position - continuous
Sensor system weight - 50 pounds
Sensor system size - 14 in dia

The fourth element required is the computers, which are also located In the control room. The

elements of a typical seeker/missile/target simulation relationship are show, in Figure 12 wherel

X is the angle between the seeker axis and the missile centerline;

c is the angle between the line-of-sight and the seeker axis;

0 is the missile attitude angle reference inertially to the x coordinate;

y is the missile flight path angle.

The missile and seeker angles must be considered as having been derived from vector quantities since all
have components in both the x-y and x-z planes. Since the missile roll angle affects the missile error
angle, three degrees of rotational freedom between the missile and the reference frame are necessary. In
addition, the seeker may have two degrees of freedom with respect to the airframe. If the seeker's third
degree of freedom (roll) is activated, a means must be provided to resolve pitch and yaw error components
back to the missile pitch and yaw frame of reference. This resolution must be built into the seeker head
and after processing, the error signals are the same as though this additional degree of freedom did not
exist, For some cases of simulation, where the seeker gimbal hardware is not available, the flight table
must have the capability to perform this task. The resolution can be effected through a combination of re-
solvers on the flight table or computer and computer program for controlling the candards for induced roll.I!

'I 1
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Figure 12. Missile/Seeker/Target Relationship

A blouk diagram depicting the overall simulation of a missile in flight is shown in Figure 13.
It is divided into computer performed simulation, translational and rotational degrees of freedom equipment,
a target terrain model, and a guidance seeker package. The flight table provides the missile reference
frame from an inertial frame. All forces and moments on the airframe are calculated from this reference
frame. Division by mass properties (inertia) then gives the accelerations in the same frame. Integration
of these accelerations, then, gives the translational (u, v, and w) and rotational (p, q, and r) velocities
in this body frame of reference. These velocities must then be transformed to an inertial frame of refer-
ence to be correct for commanding the velocities of the three degrees of translation. Thus, by adding
the three degrees of translation, the true dynamic spatial relationship of the missile relative to the tar-
get is obtained. By having this angular and rotational interaction, the closed loop simulation permits the
computer representation of the aerodynamics, kinematics, autopilot and actuators to present the same dynamic
environment that the seeker experiences under actual flight conditions. Even launch dynamics and wind buf-
feting loads can be simulated with realistic forces being applied to the seeker under test.

The significance of the multi-feedback loops is that it serves to wash out the effects of many

of the errors that can occur in implementing the simulation. Some of the non-simulation errors are:

a) Aerodynamic coefficients and characteristics generally between 5 and 25 percent;

b) Normal manufacturing tolerances of the missile system introduce uncertainty il some param-
eters such as center of gravity and bias errors such as roll torque;

c) As a result of a), the velocity of the missile between 5 and 10 percent.

Although these date may seem gross, dynamic performance characteristics can be determined under a controlled
and repeatable environment with the utilization of a precision simulation facility.

Where seeker hardware, physical target, and simulated missile dynamics are operating in a closed
loop, an effect is introduced that is not present in open loop guidance. This is the dynamic effect that
can cause an uncontrolled oscillation if the phase shift around the loop becomes 180 degrees at the time
the loop gain is unity. These phase shifts are inherent in the various pieces of the overall loop and can-
not be designed out of the missile/seeker/target tracking task. Generally, the dynamics limit the flight
hardware guidance loop bandwidth to 0.5 Hz or less. For good following, the translational velocity loops
should be designed for at least 3.0 Ha in the longitudinal, vertical, and lateral directions. The rotational
rates and rise times are not adequate to simulate the short period motions of the airframe; however, this is
not required since the simulation is not intended to evaluate autopilots and flight control stability. This
limitation is accepted to reduce the weight placed on the movable sensor transport. If an autopilot/airframe
should have a combined bandpass significantly greater than 0.5 Hz, the problem must be programmed as essen-
tially a trajectory problem. Here only lift and drag cur%es are utilized to simulate the airframe. Account
must be taken of the angle of attack so that the missile centerline will have the correct angle with the
velocity vector.

The mechanical elements of the GDC are designed so that all structural vibration frequencies
will be above 10 Hz and thus out of the pass band of most guidance sensors. The structural stiffness permits
holding the extraneous angular motions due to vibrations to about 0.1 milliradlan. Optical sensors presently
being designed have linear regions of operation of about 1 milliradLan. The stiffness permits the system
investigation to separate the inherent difficulties In the guidance sensor from those due to simulator de-
partuzes from the ideal.
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hardware are used to drive the mathematical model simulated on the computer. The output of the math model
then provides input signals to the translational and rotational drives.

With all of these systems integrated, the GDC functions as one of the vital elements in the over-

Sall missile system development process. It allows rapid and repeatable testing of guidance components, sub-I

Ssystems and systems under realistic controlled conditions. As a precision laboratory tool, the GOD provides
• : the capability for

, > a) Evaluating breadboard and braesboard hardware performance,

S~b) Evaluating design modifications to hardware,

c) Establishing component parameters for optimum performance,

d) Evaluating tracking tasks,

a) Evaluating CEP studies, and

f) Final preflight check for development programs.

LABORATOR OPERATIO•

Simulation by definition is only an approximation of the real world. It is acceptable only
if experience proves it to be so. The laboratory just described was conceived, designed, and built at the
risk that it might prove useless, Its deasin was an extrapolation of the concepts explored by many others
and took advantage of the experience, good and bad, of the preceding attempts. Its final validation was
accomplished during 1967 when 16 missiles were evaluated in it and then fired to confirm operating charac-
teristics. No missile which has operated through the range of conditions possible to simulate in the ODD

S~has yet failed to perform duzing terminal trajectory flight conditions. It is being used by all of the U.S.
t services, other governments, and other conuercial contractors and has been in two shift operation almost

continuously. This style of testing has proven itself to the point where it can receive its most sincere vote
of confidence, it is being duplicated by others.

The final test of a laboratory is the economics of its operation. Two questions arise: Could
something less sophisticated and therefore less costly perform the function, ond if the investment must be
made, will there be savings to permit its recovery

9 
In answer to the first question, it has always been a

GD2C philosophy that no piece of equipnent should be tested in the GDC until it has worked in a dynamic en-
vironment against a two dimensional scene. Despite this requirement, no guidance unit, government supplied

or private contractor, has ever performed within its design specifications when tested through the range of
design parameters in the GUC, including units which have been captive flight tested. Therefore, no simpler
simulation has presently been established which can replace the GOD.
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The recovery of investment is a more complicated question. To accomplish the tests described in
the preceding section requires a program of the type shown in Figure 14. Typically, this effort would cost
approximately $50,000 and would establish the performance of one developmental unit or qualify one flight
test missile. Each additional missile would be qualified at a cost of $2500. A 20 missile program would
therefore cost approximately $100,000, exclusive of the costs of the hardware supplier in maintaining and
evaluating his equipment. Since the above program would require four months for completion, these costs
would be another $100,000 including data reduction and evaluation for a total cost of $200,000. Total test
time on the 20 missiles would be 600 hours. Experience has shown that a captive flight test program run
extremely effectively will produce 10 hours of useful data per week, being limited to daytime operation and
clear days. Assuming that the costa of maintaining the test range and aircraft are equivalent to those of
the GDC (rather conservative), the flight test program will cost $700,000 and take over one year to complete.
This implies that if we have both capabilities, 1/2 million dollars can be saved on each program. Since the
laboratory requires an investment of approximately 6 million dollars to duplicate, these costs can clearlybe recovered in a short time if multiple slectro-optical missile systems are being developed.

Weeks After
Contract
Go-Ahead

Tasks 12 1 14 5 6 7 8

Determine Test Variations 0
Establish Instrumentation Req se
Install Guidance Unit
Check and Calibrate Guidance Unit M--
Conduct Indoor Static Tests
Conduct Indoor Dynamic Tests see
Conduct Outdoor Static and Dynamiq Teats
Monthly Status Report
Test Data and Information (As Required)
Teat Log, Final (Or As Required)

Figure 14. Typical Schedule for 8 Week Evaluation Period

This analysis, however, neglects much larger potential savings. Since the cost of many programs
is established by the costs to develop the configuration before flight test, the use of the laboratory as an
evaluation tool to reduce development costs will have a much greater return. One recent electro-optical pro-
gram required an investment of over 300 million dollars in eight years. Of this amount, five years and 160
million dollars were spent before production. Three years were spent in prototype and pilot testing and aval-
,ration at a cost of 100 million dollars. During this time 60 missiles were built and fired. Of these fir-
ings, twelve were classed as "partial successes." Had these flight been saved, a cost reduction of over 10
million dollars would have occurred, thus recovering all lab expenses in lees than two years.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The past success of the integrated lab approach to electro-optical terminal guidance system test-
ing will ensure its application to other systems of the future. This approach is basically an extension of
inertial guidance testing philosophy and has been applied to other technologies, most notably IR. Efforts are
underway to solidify a similar approach to RF systems, The system laboratory with its inherent ability to
permit precise variation of system parameters, repeatable and timely testing, and lower development risks and
costs has become an accepted and required ingredient in guidance system development.

I - . . . . . . . . . ..
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GUIDANCE LAW APPLICABILITY FOR MISSILE CLOSING

by

Dr. Robert Goodstein
Manager, Guidance & Control

The Boeing Company
Aerospace Group
P. 0. Box 3999

Seattle, Washington 98124 USA

SUMMARY

Terminal guidance analysts use a small number of guidance law general types to
produce missile steering signals from sensed target information leading to suitably close
miss distances.

Miss distance variations for the different guidance laws are displayed for an
air target intercept as target and missile characteristics are changed.

A general comparison of guidance law applicability is presented for air and
surface targets.

1. INTRODUCTION

The selection of a guidance law or doctrine for terminal homing is in the
middle of the action in guidance and control system development.

Between the overall mission concept and the detailed selection of control and
avionics hardware, many trades and design decisions are made. A key part of the process
"is the selection of the analytical formulation for converting sensed target information
into missile steering commands. The analyst who selects the formulas must consider
miacion desires, avionics capabilities, and cost. He must make wise choices in counsel
with the other engineers and managers on the program.

The guidance law is a part of the guidance loop shown in Figure 1, which
depicts the intimate involvement of many weapon system subsystems. The three basic
types of guidance laws will be discussed. The sensitivity of the performance of the
guidance laws to guidance loop subsystem parameter variations will be displayed in typical
situations. Finally, factors considered and guidance law applicability guidelines are
shown for air and ground targets,

The typical sensitivity data and the guidelines are intended to assist analysts

in selecting future guidance laws for tLctical homing missiles.

2. GUIDANCE LAW TYPES

Three guidance law general categories can be named, into which all other guidance
laws can be forced to fit. Several modifiers may be required to name special cases, but
much nf the literature of the past twenty years refers to Line-of-Sight, Pursuit, and
Proportional guidance as the major guidance law types or categories.

The definitions used in Guidance, by Locke and his collaborators (Van Nostrand,
1955) are followed and illustrated in Figure 2 for the three guidance law types.

GUIDANCE LOOP GUIDANCE LAW TYPES

AIJIOILOT CONTROL. ,ORCI"flk
P lsItM AND MOMINTI MOTION111CS6N URUTPRIITOA

' 1/ / \¶/

/ 4*I

TA"QFT
MOTION i re_ i gure2

Figure 1 Figure 2
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A Line-of-Sight missile guidance law is one in which the missile is intended
to remain on the line joining the target and a point of control. The left drawing of
Figure 2 shows the missile on the line-of-sight at three positions in the trajectory. A
beam, optical or radar, for example, tracking the target could illuminate a receiver in
the missile ane. cause error signals to be created if the missile gets off the beam.

A Pursuit missile guidance law is one in which the missile velocity vector is
always directed towards the target. The middle drawing of Figure 2 shows the missile
velocity vector aimed at the target in three positions along the trajectory. The
direction of the missile velocity vector must be sensed to steer the missile with this
guidance law.

A Proportional guidance law is one in which the rate of change of missile
heading is made proportional to the rate of rotation of the line-of-sight from the missile
to the target. In the right drawing of figure 2, three positions are shown in which the
angular rate symbol on the line-of-sight signifies a missile avionics measurement of the
line-of sight rate. Lateral acceleration commands are proportional to the rate. For

* constant speed of the missile and target, and zero line-of-sight rate, the missile is on
a straight line collision course.

In the three drawings of Figure 2, the general shapes of the trajectories are
similar and all are intended to look like successful intercepts are being made. They
should look similar, since the purpose in all is to steer to intercept the target. To
distinguish different features, a closer look is required at the missions, target situa-
tions, and avionics required for each.

The line-of-sight mission has the target and missile in view simultaneously,
with steering signals proportional to the angle of the missile off the line-of-sight.
Missions are generally short range - hundreds of yards to a few miles - since the missile
does not track as it closes. A speed advantage for the missile is required, since there
is no anticipation or lead in the simpler mechanizations. Target maneuvers will throw

i' large excursions into the missile trajectory. The avionics for the missile are simple.

For radar tra.king, a rear facing antenna and the electronics to sort out left-right fromup-down displacements make up the guidance law implementation required items. For optical
viewing from the launcher, an unreeling wire attached directly to the missile can be used
to transmit left-right and up-dawn commands. With these Implementations, it is necessary
to have the launcher reference system or personnel in the loop continually from launch
to impact. Figure 3 summarizes the features of line-of-sight guidance,

With Pursuit guidance, a missileborne tracker is assumed. Missile range can
be up to tens of miles if guidance to acquisition is available. Lock-on ranges are
tracker limited to a few miles. Once locked on, the missile is on its own and any mid-
course guidance system attention can be discontinued. The direction of the velocity
vector V of the missile is intended to point at the target, and lateral acceleration a
steering commands proportional to the angular deviation 0 are issued to bring this about,
as shown in Figure 4. Inertial sensors, wind vanes, or angle of attack meters can be"used for velocity vector direction establishment. For small angles of attack, a modifi-
cation of pursuit guidance is to simply point the centerline of the missile, referenced
to the tracker, at the target. Non-zero lead angles can be mechanized to assist with
relatively fast ýargets or for proximity or altitude fuzing situations in which the war-
head position relative to the target is significant. Even with such mechanizations, the
act of simply looking and pointing can frequently be implemented with simple missile
processing.

LINE-OF-SIGHT GUIDANCE PURSUIT GUIDANCE
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Figure 3 Figure 4

Proportional guidance is the type used in somewhat more difficult guidance
situations. The rapid sensing and reaction to targyt maneuvering makes this law more
desirable. As shown in Figure 5, the angular rate 0 of the line-of-sight to the target,
determined by a missile tracker, must be sensed on the missile. Lateral acceleration a
is proportional to the rate. The proportionality constant K is varied to make the missile
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attain the degree of responsiveness which is compatible with its response, tracker noise.
target signal noise, and target maneuver capability. The requirement to measure line-of-
sight rate and produce steering commands In anticipated difficult tracking situations
generally causes a complex data processing task for the missile avionics.

The three laws described above will be applicable and selected in different
situations. Differences in their ability to produce results will be studied next.

3. GUIDANCE LAW SENSITIVITY

The use of a particular guidance law in a particular application depends on
whether it can provide small miss distances. Until the miss distances are small enough,
cost, complexity, and all the other pertinent parameters do not enter into consideration.

To show how miss distance can vary in a particular situation with guidance law
choice, a simulation was performed for an air target. The missile and target models used
represent no particular system, and the terminal sensor can be considered as a radar,

infra-red, or optical homer. A set of nominal conditions was selected for the start of
the final homing phase and different engagement parameters were varied for each of the
three guidance laws. In this way, the sensitivity of the guidance laws themselves can
be determined and displayed.

The nominal conditions of the engagement are displayed in Figure 6. The inter-
ceptor to the left is assumed to have a speed V : of 2000 ft/sec and be five degrees off
the line-of-sight to the target in a top view. The analysis i's for the horizontal plane
only. The range at simulation start is 10,000 ft. The speed V of the target at the
right of Figure 6 is assumed to be constant at 1,000 fps, at zelo degrees with the line-
of-sight, so that the nominal engagement time is about three and a half seconds.

NOMINAL CONDITIONS
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The parameters studied for their effect on miss distance as a function of
guidance law are shown in the boxes of Figure 6. They are: initial heading of the
target, varied off the line-of-sight; target speed; magnitude of target acceleration for
evasion capability, measured as a target turn capability to the target's right; sensor
bias in the measurement of the line-of-sight angle; sensor noise from all sensor causes
at two different levels of target generated noise; and the average magnitude of a wind
gust from one side whose instantaneous magnitude is a random function of time.

The simulation results will now be displayed. To obtain the data, the para-
meter whose sensitivity was under investigation was varied as indicated in the curves,
and several digital computer runs at several parameter values for each guidance law were
made. The root-mean-square (RMS) miss distance in the horizontal plane at closest approach
of several runs for each condition is plotted. The mean value of the miss distances can
be a very significant parameter but Is not reported. A tight grouping of miss distances
with all misses to the same side can produce far different target kill effects than a
scattering of misses with average value zero.

The sensitivity of the guidance laws to target heading is shown in Figure 7.
The proportional guidance law use of line-of-sight rate measurement produces larger
corrective action earlier than the line-of-sight law or the pursuit law. The latter two
respond too late when the missile is not going to come pretty close as the last few
seconds begin, For the case of the target at twenty degrees off the line-of-sight, if
both missile and target kept on straight line courses, the miss would be about 1500 feet,
indicating that eontrol authority is not limiting the reduction of miss distance.

When plotted to the scale of 100 feet for maximum miss distance, the sensitivity
of theguidance laws to target velocity over a range between zero and double the nominal
speed seems small, as shown in Figure 8. Close examination shows, however, that the
proportional guidance law, subject to the errors in angle rate measurement, produces a
larger miss distance than the other laws as target speed increases.

'•I.]
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If the target vehicle turns away from the missile, the proportional guidance law
ia able to command effective response to the target acceleration sooner than the line-of-
eight or pursuit laws. Figure 9 shows that as target acceleration increases, all the
guidance laws produce commands which lead to similarly increasing miss distance magnitudes /However, if the gain for proportional guidance is raised by one-third, the miss distances
fall noticeably, as shown in the lowest curve marked as having a higher proportionality
constant. Similar changes to the line-of-sight and pursuit laws do not produce similar
improvements.

For line-of-sight and pursuit guidance, which depernd on steering directly at
the target, increasing bias errors in line-of-sight measurement will cause increasing
miss distances. Bias errors in the line-of-sight measurement can coma from mechanicalinstallation, boresight procedures and changes, radome errors, electronic component
changes, and mechanical changes. The proportional guidance law, however, is essentially
insensitive to bias errors, since they produce no angle rate error. Figure 10 illustrates
the trends.

GUIDANCE LAW SENSITIVITY TO TARGET ACCELERATION GUIDANCE LAW SENSITIVITY TO SENSOR ANGLE BIAS
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While the proportional guidance law can handle a fixed or bias angle error, itis susceptible to causing erroneous steering signals from noisy a'gle sensing leading to
very noisy angle rate information. Figure 11 displays the effects of sensor noise on
mius distance, showing line-of-sight and pursuit guidance to be less affected by the
angle noise. The solid curves are for sensor noise with no glint or noise from the target.When target noise is added, which increases in angular effect as the missile closes, the
proportional guidance law miss distances are increased substantially, but the angle-only
laws are not affected, as shown by the dashed curves.

The slow response of the line-of-sight guidance law to wind gusts is shown in
Figure 12. With pursuit guidance, with its sensing of the velocity vector direction, and
proportional guidancef in which the line-of-sight rate change is detected quickly when
the missile is blown off course, there is less sensitivity to the wind.

The simulation and results described are of preliminary nature, since many more
details are added to the simulation of a particulax system and several more parameters are
varied. However, the trends are useful and can provide guidelines to the applicability
of the different guidance laws for air target situations.
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4. GUIDANCE LAW APPIICABILITY.

A tabulation of the results of a sensitivity study can lead to guidelines for
guidance law applicability. The study results for air targets are displayed in Figure 13,
with a performance rating assigned to the sensitivity of each guidanc'e law to the para-
meters varied.

The line-of-sight and pursuit laws are seen to have poor or average performance
in several categories. The avionics equipment cost and complexity is less for these laws
than for proportional guidance. The proportional guidance performance is good in all
categories except in its response to noise. Angle rate measurement noise, homing sensor
noise, and target noise all cause responsiveness which generates steering signals driving
the missile all over the ssy.

If the guidance constant is set for low gain in proportional guidance, performance
is poor against maneuvering targets. For high gain, performance is good against maneuvering
targets but poor against noisy targets, The simulation data required for such 'items as
gain setting frequently involves cross-plotting two sensitivity curves or applying more
than one parameter ohange at a time, The combinations are endless. One set of curves
which deals with gain constant establishment is shown in Figure 14. The increase in miss
distance from noise with increasing gain and the decrease in miss distance from target
acceleration with increasing gain suggest a compromise setting for the gain constant.

GUIDANCE LAW TRENDS FOR AIR TARGETS PROPORTIONAL GUIDANCE LAW CONSTANT SELECTION
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A guidance law analyst should select the lowest cost, simplest, guidance law
which can meet miss distance or kill probability requirements. Against air targets,
sImpler engagement situations can use line-of-sight or pursuit guidance. Proportional
guidance is employed for more difficult engagements.

When the straightforward implementation cannot provide sufficient performance,
modifications may be required, at the expense of additional equipment and complexity. Two
examples of modifications to proportional guidance are shown in Figure 15. There are
advantages to adding a bias to the steering signal, as listed. The bias can bring the
missile more nearly into a head-on situation, assisting against fast targets and missile
loss of speed due to control applicatior. Some targets are more vulnerable to warhead
effects from the top or bottom, and a correct bias can make the missile arrive early or
late - high or low - for an anticipated target and closing geometry. Another technique
in use is to change the guidance constant as a function of time-to-go to intercept. This
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reduces control activity and, with it, power consumption and speed loss. Fo' high gain
at the end, the missile calls for highest accelerations to cloqe or, the target. Many
other such variations have and will be conceived and used by guidance analysts.

In the same manner as sensitivity studies and aiprlicabhl1ty trenc's for guidance
laws with air target situations have been studied, studies of surface targets can be per-
formed. Target motion is not involved. The presence of the land or sea can call for war-
head detonation above the target in some cases, rather than impact, as an additional
consideration.

In Figure 16, a tabulation of general trends of guidance law performance against
surface targets is displayed. For line-of-sight steering to the target, the trajectory
tends to flatten and, for low approaches, raises the probability of clobber. Sensor angle
bias has a similar effect on line-of-sight and pursuit guidance. The over-all assessment
leads to pursuit and proportional guidance navin.ý similar performance. With smaller
avionics costs, pursuit guidance is frequently chosen over proportional for surface targets.

PROPORTIONAL GUIDANCE LAW VARIATIONS GUIDANCE LAW TRENDS FOR SURFACE TARGETS
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As with air targets, many va.:iatlnns are used. Applying a bias to the steering
signal when still far from the target ,-zn -ies a higher trajectory shown in Figure 17.
This leads to less chance of clobber, a better view of the target, and, in some cases,
much improved warhead lethality.

PURSUIT GUIDANCE LAW VARIATION
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5. CONCLUSION

In a tactical weapon system development, a guidance law must be selected and imple-
mented along vwitn all other hardware and software elements. The guidance law analyst works
with all members of the design team. He must be able to work from simple to very complex
analyses and simulations, to provide preliminary and firm requirements and designs.

The background of misaile system developments of the past twenty-five years has
shown certain laws to be applicable in air target, surface target, missile homing, and
surface tracking situations. Some of these have been displayed and discussed in a typical
example, For any specific weapon system, the details and desires will change but the
trends are likely to persast.

The greatest changes in guidance law selection for future systems will likely
result from the rapid advances in digital components and devices. Both surface pre-launch
data processing and on-board real time functions will be able to be performed with small,
low puwer, reliable computing elements. For the same or smaller power, weight and cost,
we will see guidance analysts supplying ever more sophisticated and flexible guidance
laws which will provide better missile performance and greater leeway in other subsystem
performance.
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SELF-CONTAINED GUIDANCE TECHNOLOGY

by

R.W. Acus, Jr.
Deputy for Development Planning
Aeronautical Systems Division

Wright-Pa.Iterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
USA

SUMMARY

Inertial technology provides a self-contalned guidance capability applicable Lu Lactical air-
to-ground missiles. The basic inertial system, which consists of accelerometers, gyros and a computer, is
immune to outside interference, and therefore ideally suited to military applications in a hostile environ-
ment. Inertial technology has progressed to a point where equipment size and cost are within reason for
use with the tactical missile. This paper tutorially presents the basic principles and limitations of
inertial guidance, including theory of operation, and physical and analytic coordinate system stabilization.
Sources of error, and the propagation of these error6 are described. Various methods of alignment, and
system mechanization are considered. The state of the art, and the research and development process for
inertial systems is discussed. Factors influencing the research and development process are identified
along with the relationship between inertial system reliability and cost,

1. INTRODUCTION

Guidance is the art of making modifications in the direction of motion and/or speed of a vehicle,

based on an estimate of present positiou relative to the desired destination. It may be as simple as riding
a radio beam or as sophisticated as utilizing the outputs of several measurcment sources in an optimal
fashion. For military applications, there are obvious reasono for specifying a guidance system which is
immune to outside interference, or at least highly resistive to such contamination. A self-contained system,
that is, one which does not require externally derived information for its operation, meets this requirement.
A guidance system based on measured airspeed, magnetic heading and a clock is an example of a self-contained
system. Circumstances often make such a system inadequate or unsatisfactory, and require externally meas-
ured quantities to be combined with those of the self-contained system. Although such a system may be less
immune to enemy interference, the likelihood of such disturbances occurring can be minimized by the proper
selection of externally derived information. As an example, a single radar position fix taken at a low
altitude offers little opportunity for an enemy to introduce spurious information into the system. Because
of the desirability of immunity to outside interference, the remainder of this discussion will be 'ocused
on self-contained systems and selected aided systems appropriate to tactical missile guidance.

Figure I is a generalized block diagram showing the functions necessary in missile guidance.
Starting with observations or measurements of quantities such as acceleration, range, time, elevation, etc.,
a particular state or status of the missile can be determined. This statp is then compared with the desired
or nominal state, and a command is issued to the vehicle reducing deviation between the estimated and nom-
inal states. For all guided missile systems these same functions must be accomplished, i.e. observations,
determination of state, deviation from the nominal, and initiation of corrective action. This process can
be of a continuous or intermittent nature.

hE .URELNT DE'TERMINATION

MEASU REMETS • OF STATE

VEHICLE STEERING
DYNAMiCS COMM1ANDI

GUIDED MISSILE FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 1
For a completely self-contained guidance system, the coumon observable quantities available for

guidance of missiles are pressure altitude, speed through the rr mass, magnetic heading, g) roscopih aLti-
tude, linear acceleration, and time, Pressure altitude and air speed re(luire compellsation 3.s a result of
changes in atmospheric conditions. Magnetic variations exist as -i function of geographic locatLon and arc
of limited use in the polar regions. While guidance systems utillZing these basic mteas~Irefrnt (IMuantitihs
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can have application to tartical missile guidance, the inherent accuracy limitations of such systems impose
strict range and operational constraints, As a result much interest has been focused on inertial sensors
which can provide an accurate indication of linear ecceleration and vehicle attitude relative to a stable
coordinate system. Inercial systems can also place constraints on the missile system end often require
externally derived inforiation for satisfactory operation. However, experience has shown Inertial compo-
nents and technology to be vital in a wide variety of missile guidance concepts.

Inertial components have been with us for more than forty years in the form of gyroscopic sta-
bilizers. but it has only been in recent years that this techaology has been applied widely to navigation
and guidance of airborne vehicles. Today inertLil sybtems arc used in commercial Airliners, space vehicles,
under water and surface ships, and military aircraft and missiles. A review of the basic principles asso-
ciated with inertial technology will provide a means of highlighting the problems and limitations imposed
by the requirements of tactical rissiles.

2. PRINCIPLES OF INERTIAL GUIDANCE

An inertial system consists functionally of accelerometers and integrators, gyros, d gravita-
tional computer and a time reference. The accelerometers are the primary sensing devices of an inertial
system. Nougravitationsl accelerations, as sensed by these devices, and gravitational accelerations, as
provided by the gravitational computer, are integrated with respect to time to yield velocity and position
information. A set of gyros is used to provide a computational frame of reference whose orientation is
known with respect to inertial space. Each of these functional elements will be further explained in the
following discussion,

The acceleromete:: can be represented as Indicated in Figure 2. it consists of a case or housing
and a test mass constrained by springs. A force applied to the case wi - cause a displacement of the mass
from its neutral or zero acceleration position. The magnitude of the displacement is proportional to the
force applied. An accelerometer is sensitiva to specific force, i.e. tMe forces resulting from lift, drag
and/or thrust, The accelerometer cannot sense gravity acceleration. This pol:,, can be visualized by the
following example, An ideal ace.elerometer placed in a free fall environment would indicate zero accelera-
tion, since the only force upon it is that due to mass attraction. This attraction creates an equal accel-
eration on both the accelerometer case and test mass. On the other hand, an accelerometer held stationary
with respect to the earth and having its input axis aligned with the vertical will Jndicate a one "g"
acceleration, i.e. the test mass will become displaced from its neutral position an amount equivalent to
one "g". The accelerometer is indicating the specific force or lift required to restrain the accelerometer
in a stationary position. Since an accelerometer cannot sense gravitational acceleration, gravitational
acceleration must be accounted for in the computation of velocity and position. the magnitude and direction
of gravity is calculated and added to an appropriate point in the system. 'this point will be clarified
further in the discussion on mechanizations.

K77777 i'
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FIGURE 2

Assuming an orthogonal accelerometer arrangement, velocity and position can he calculated as
shown in Figure 3, where A is acceleration due to a specific force, g is the gravitational acceleratlon,
V is speed and P is position. The subscript X, Y, and Z identify the particular component while the sub--
script o defines the conditions at times equal 0. The accelerometers provide the necessary measured data
to compute the system's velocity and position In a cartesian coordinate system. Notice that the component
values of g must be known, or calculated. This coordinate system must be Isolated either physl :ally or
analytically from the pitch, roll and yaw motions ot: the vehicle. Most aircraft and missile Inertial navi-
gation systems have used the physical isolation approach and will therefore be discussed first,

The characteristics of rigidity and precession exhibited by a gyro provides a practical method
oIf aaittalning this coordinate system isolated from the dynamic behavior of the vehicle, Remembering that
a gyro [a sensitive to angular rotation, Figure 4 illustrates symbolically a single channel stabilized
cUofpUtait onal system. the gyro sens'ws rotations induced by the vehicle and provides a signal to the actuator
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which repositions the platform so that the stablo platform and thus the accelerometer input axis remains
fixed relative to inertial space. Three gyros placed orthogonally on this platform, along ;ith additional
gimbalJ and actuators, would provide complete isolation of the platform from vehicular motion. The resulting
computational coordinate system fixed in inertial space would permit X, Y, and Z components of velocity and
position to be calculated. Since the inertial componevos are essentially rotationally fixed with respect to
inertial space they need not be designed to tolerate large angular rotations. This is an important point
when comparing gimballed and atrapdown systems, as will become evidcut in later discussions. For convenience,
the position and velocity data could be converted to an earth-coordinats system through the solution of
transformation equations. Anotner approach would be to control the platform's orientation such that the
input axes of two of the aelecumaeters are maintained in the horizontsl plane, while the third remains
vertical. In addition, the platform could be rotated about the vertical such that one horizontal acceler-
ometer is always pointed in a north direction. This mechanization provides for direct computation of posi-
tion in an earth-centered latitude-longitude coordinate system. This mechanization, culled a north-seeking
local-level system would have advantages and disadvantages relative to the previously described space-
oriented mechanization. Before proceeding with the description of the tangent plane mechanization, which
is quite appropriate for short range tactical missile applications, several points can be made concerning
space-oriented and local-level mechauizations.

I. x
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

The first point concerns the :alculation of acceleration due to earth's gravity. As mentioned
previously, gravitational acceleration must be accounted for prior to determining velocity and position.
In the local-level mechanization the vertical channel is the only one requiring compensation, since the
platform is continuously torqued such that the gravitational vector is coincident with the vertical sccel-
erometer input axis. The space-oriented mechanization on the other hand can experience gravitational accel-
eration in each of its axes. Therefore this mechanization requires a computer for gravity compensation in
all three computational channels. While errors in inertial components have not been discussed as yet, it
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is appropriate to mention at this time that the rotation of the gravitational vector relative to the com-
ponents axes also require a more sophisticated inflight calibration procedure to minimize error due to g
sensitivity. This source of error, as well an others, will be attended to in a later section.

Let us now return to the tangent plane mechanization. In this system the stable element or
platform is maintained in its initial orientation, with respect to an earth fixed point; the launch point.
For the tactical missile application this mechanization has as advantages, (1) the target is fixed with
respect to the computational reference, (2) the torqueing rates are reduced over those of the local-level
system, And (3) the tangent plane system is more compatible than the space-oriented system when being air-
borne aligned with a locally-level aircraft inertial system. The selection of a mechanization foc a par-
ticular tactical missile system requires a detailed investigation of the various advantages and limitations
of each. Table I provides a comparison of some of these considerations for three coemon mechanizations.
Having reviewed gimballed mechanizations, which provide a physical method of isolating the computational
reference system from vehicle motion, it is appropriate at this time to examine analytical isolation or
"the strapdown system",.

A strapdown inertial system is one in which the basic inertial sensors are mounted directly to
the vehicle structure. In this case it is evident that the coordinate system in which measurements are
taken is constantly changing due to vehicle motion about its axis systems. In theory this presents no
problem. Gyro's mounted orthogonally on the vehicle structure can directly measure vehicle angular rates.
This output, when integrated yields vehicle attitude with respect to the initial attitude. Knowing atti-
tude, the accelerometer outputs can be converted to a desired computational reference frame through a
coordinate transformation. Several practical problems exist, however, in the implemenLation of a strap-
down system for tactical missiles, Aa was mentioned in previous discussion, systems which incorporate a
stable platform isolate the precision inertial components from vehicle roll, pitch, and yaw. The strap-
down system requires its components to function over the full dynamic range of the missile. Angular rates
of several hundred degrees per second can be experienced during launch and separation. The conventional
strapdown technique would require torqueing of the gyro at vehicle rates to prevent the gyro from exceeding
its inner gimbal limits. The error drift rate of these components will increase significantl.y with in-
creased torqueing requirements. Errors on the order of 2-3 parts per million might well be experienced.
Concepts relying on electrostatic gyros and/or laser gyros, which do not require torqueing, may well pro-
vide the solution to this problem of high vehicle angular rates.

The electrostatic gyro is basically a spinning sphere electrically suspended in a housing or
case. Just as in conventional gyros the spinning mass tends to maintain its position in inertial space.
Providing an all-attitude read out to locate the case position relative to the spinning ball yields a
direct indication of vehicle attitude and eliminates both Lorqueing and integration on angular rates. Just
as in the space-oriented mechanization discussed earlier, this indicated vehicle attitude is with respect
to a coordinate system fixed in space. This same instrument shows promise as a multi-sensor, i.e. it can
be designed in such a way as to also provide acceleration information. This could be an attractive concept
from a cost standpoint. The laser gyro offers many of the same advantages as the electrostatic gyro, how-
ever, it Is totally different in concept.

The laser gyro operates on the principal that the apparent path lengths of two counter rotating
laser beams will differ in proportion to the inertial rotational rate of the instrument. Figure 5 depicts
the basic laser gyro. Two oscillators, one that has energy traveling clockwise, and one that has energy
traveling counterclockwise, along with reflectors and light amplifying material comprise the laser gyro.
Rotation of the laser assembly about its input axis changes the effective path length for each oscillator;
increasing path lengths for the energy traveling in the same direction as the assembly rotation, and de-
creasing the path length for that energy traveling opposite to assembly rotation. This difference in path
length creates a frequency shift in the oscillators. Using phase shift detectors, the direction and magni-
tude of assembly rotation can be determined. Since there is no torqueing involved, the laser gyro, like
the electrostatic gyro, may provide the necessary capability for strapdown inertial guidance of tactical
missiles.

LASER INPUT AND
PHASE SHIFT
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LASER GYRO SCHEMATIC

FIGURE 5
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Elimination of gimbals through the use of a strapdown system could well result in a reduction
in system cost and size. If a crossover point does exist, as suggested by the curves of Figure 6, strap-
down systems could well be the system of the future for tactical missiles.

PLATFORM

STRAPDOW

DRIFT RATE - -

COST TRENDS

FIGURE 6

3. ERROR SOURCES AND PROPAGATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

As described in a previous section, an inertial system consists of acceleration selsors, inte-
grators, a stabilized coordinate system (physical or analytt.c) and a gravitational cooiputer, The errors
involved in the catimation of present position, velocity and attitude can be divided into two general
classificationai instrument or sensor errors and initial condition errors. Figure 7a represents a block
diagram of a single-axis Inertial system. Figure 7b is the error block diagram for the same systemo showing
instrument and init'al condition errors, Initial condition errors represent the uncertainties which exist
at the time navigation is inJtiated. For a ground aligned system, initial condition errort; are usually
small and relatively unimportant compared with instrument type error sources. A simple error model for the
accelerometer is shown in Figure 8. It should be noted that the accelerometer error model is sensitive to
accelerations ati! therefore to the trajectory. The gyro in also sensitive to fixed bias errors and tra-
jectory induced accelerations. Three gyro error sources considered in determining the performance of an
inertial system are bias drift, mass unbalance and mnisoelasticity.

doi R + UsAi + UiAs + SAlAs,

where 0, is drift rate about an input axis, Ai, A. are the components of specific acceleration
along the input and spin axes. A is a bias error which exists independent of trajectory. The
propagation of error duo to the remaining two error sources, mass unbalance, U, and anisoelas-
ticity, S, is dependent on trajector-, and has units of degrees per hour per g and degrees per
hour per g2 respectively,

Referring to Figure 9, consider a gyro whose :enter of mass is displaced along the spin reference axis, SPA,
and which is being subjected to an acceleration normal to the output axist OA. The error torque about the
OA resulting from this r~ass unbalance will vary depending on the acceleration experienced by the instrument.
Similarly, a mass unbalance along the input axis, and an acceleration along the spin axis will create an
error torque about the output axis. An~poelastic errors result from a shift in center of mass under Lhe
influence of acceleration. Referring to Figure 10, the gyro center of mass is displayed along the SRA by
an acceleration along this axis. Acceleration normal to the output axis results in an error torque as die-
cussed for mass unbalance. Again the mass shift could occur due to an acceleration along the input axis,
and in this case an error torque would result if an acceleration were experienced along the spin; axis. An
equal or isoelastic shift along both the spin and input axis would result in a zero error torque. In all
cases, an error torque about the OA results in drifting about the IA.

The error models as described here represent but a few of the total errors which contribute to
inertial system error propagation. They do not point out the importance of trajectory on component error,
and suggest that in the presence of high g's there may be some advant:age to preferential orientation of the
platform to minimize error. As an example, anisoelastic and mass unbalance error can be eliminated if the
gyro is positioned in such a way as to experience acceleration along only its OA, Such an orientation is
shown in Figure 11 where two of the three gyros are positioned with OA along the line of acceleration.
Considerations of this type become important especially in missiles which experience high g's during boost,
Having introduced the major sources of instrument error, it is now appropriate to discuss airborne alignment
errors, which are very important in the tactical missile system.

To align an inertial system means to orient or position the coordinate reference system con-
tained within the missile with respect to a known reference system. For a strspdo.n system the coordinate
reference system exists within the computer. For our discussion assume the missile coordinate reference
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system is a stable platform aligned horizontally and having one of its horizontal axoe pointing north. An
inertial system is capable of being aligned without the benefit of outside sources of information. The
horizontal accelerometers'can be used to level the platform in the same fashion as a bubble level would be
used. The platform is positioned such that the horizontal accelerometers have a zero output. Referring to
Figure 12 we see that this condition exists when platform tilt is zero. The steady state angular platform
error is essentially determined by the accelerometer bias error. A 104g bias error would permit alignment
of the platform to about 20 arc seconds, i.e., with the platform tiltad 20 arc seconds, the component of the
lift vector sensed by the accelerometer would equal the accelerometer bias error, leading to the erroneous
conclusion that the platfom is level. Having obtained level, the earth's rotation in inertial space can
be used to align the platform relative to the earth's spin axis. A gyro mounted on a platform located at
the equator and fixed in a level position will experience a rotation with respect to inertial space of
approximately 15 degrees per hour (earth rate). This is true only if the input axis of the gyro iv coin-
cident with the earth's spin axis, i.e., pointed in a north direction. Thus, the north earth rate component
in a level platform can be used to determine the platform's azimuth orientation. This process is called
gyrocompassing. Figure 13 depicts the azimuth uncertainty achievable as a function of gyro drift rate and
reference velocity error. This figure introduces one of the serious problems of airborne alignment and
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that is the errors which result from uncertainties in velocity. Inflight alignment presents a major prob-
lem to the missile designer and can be the subject of a long and detailed discussion. For the purpose of
this paper three of the more common methods of inflight alignment are listed in Table 2 along with comments.
They represent three different qualities of alignment. The most accurate, utilizing a star tracker mounted
directly on the missile or immediately adjacent to it, is limited to clear weather operation and carriage
such that the tracker is unobscured by the structure of the carrying aircraft. It is also a costly system.
Acceleration or velocity matching provides a medium accuracy capability relying on the comparison of out- I
puts from thi maatcr (aircraft) and slave (missile) platforms during a vehicle maneuver. Estimation and
prediction technlq~ies have improved upon the capability of past matching schemes and have reduced the re-
quired time to porform this operation. Figure 14 shows the theoretical uncertainty in determining azimuth
orientation using acceleration matching and a 3g maneuver. Applying estimation and prediction techniques
to gyrocompassing provides improved performance; however, the time required to achieve a given capability
is considerably more than is required for matching techniques. Figure 15 depicts the azimuth error re-
sulting from gyrocompassing using estimation and prediction techniques. Initial position and velocity
transfer easily and their accuracy depends upon the external sensors such as a doppler navigator or ground
mapping radar.

3g H{ORIZONTAL MANEUVER
10 3g ACCELEROMETER ERROR

10.0 1/4 D8G/HR GYRO DRIFT

I0.

0.1'
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
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FIGURE 14
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Having introduced the major error sources associated with self-contained inertial systems, the
obvious question which arises is "How do these error sources contribute to position uncertainty?" In
general, for low g environments such as would be experienced in a transport aircraft, accurate inertial
navigation places a more stringent requirement on the gyro performance than on the accelerometer. The high
g environments experienced by tactical missiles require higher quality accelerometers with less emphasis on
gyro quality.

There are several techniques for determining error propagation for the various sources of error,
One method would be through simulation. Equations are written which describe the navigation system. Atti-
tude, velocity and position are computed as a function of time. This computation provides a standard solu-
tion which can be compared with results obtained when am error such as gyro drift, is introduced into the
computations. Another method involves numerical integration of error equations over the nominal trajectory
using errors as forcing functions. A third method uses normalized integrals of acceleration which are de-
rived for the specific mechanization. Each error coefficient is then multiplied by the appropriate nor-
malized integral to obtain the velocity error. Position error can then be approximated by a second inte-
gration. Table 3 shows position error sensitivity for two representative air to surface missile trajec-
tories. This table permits a comparison of the influence which each instrument error source has on the
positional error at impact. Examples of error propagation will also be provided in the paper entitled,
"Application of Inertial Technology to A-G Missiles".

4. STATE OF THE ART

Inertial systems which might be appropriate for tactical missiles exist today in some form with
accuracies anywhere from one tenth nautical mile per hour to several hundred miles per hour. For purposes
of state of the art discussion I would like to define three qualities of inertial systems; high, medium
and low quality.

The high quality inertial unit is characterized by a one tenth nautical mile per hour perform-
ance rating. This high quality performance is not easy to come by and as a result is relatively large,
costly, slow reacting, and limited in its availability. The medium quality unit is typical of inertial
systems used in hundreds of commercial and military aircraft. It is cdmmon and readily available from nu-
merous sources. While reduced in size compared with the high quality unit, it remains a relatively expensive
item of equipment. The smallest and most recent entry in the inertial field is a series of "low cost" sys-
tems which are lumped together into the low quality classification. Most systems which fit into this class
are in the early stages of development. Their claim to fame is primarily one of low cost and small size.

Table 4 lists the characteristics of these three classes of equipment and gives! a gross type of
indication of state of the art. A word of cautiont It may be impossible to actually procure a system which
meets all of the characteristics defining a particular quality inertial unit. This table is a composite,
derived from numerous system descriptions, and as a result represent typical characteristics. It is in-
tended only as a guide in estimating what might reasonably be available for systems of the future. A direct
comparison between classes is risky. As an example, the medium class of equipments has been produced in
fairly large quantities and thus our estimates of this system are quite reliable. The low quality system,
on the other hand, is still in the development stage and may or may not achieve all of its goals. This
brings us to our next topic, the Research and Development Process for inertial systems.

5. THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The development process for a complex system such as a tactical missile starts considerably be-
fore the initiation of effort on the actual missile design. New missiles often incorporate the most recent
subsystems and components in their design. These subsystems and components have already gone through a
process of Research and Development, R&D, starting with fundamental ideas and proceeding through the anal-
ysis, design, fabrication of laboratory models, teating, etc. Their status at the time of their commitment
to the missile design will vary greatly. A missile with a requirement for an order of magnitude improvement
over other similar systems may have to rely on subsystems and/or components which are relatively unproven
and not well understood. The time and resources required to further develop these items sufficiently for
use in an operational missile may be larger than that required to modify off the shelf items for a similar
design. In the area of inertial guidance we can make coarse estimates concerning the R&D process. The R&D
cycle typically will vary from 5 to 10 years in duration, and historically has cost from 5 to 10 million
dollars. The R&D cycle as used here terminates with the fabrication and flight test of an engineering model.
At this point the inertial unit has been demonstrated In a simulated or actual airborne environment. The
testing usually is not axtensive, and additional design, testing and product improvement would be required
to qualify the inertial unit for inclusion in an operational missile system. The estimate of what is re-
quired to develop a particular idea or concept into a working engineering model depends on many factors.

An estimate of R&D schedule end funding is just that; an estimate. Many events can modify these
estimates. As an example, inadequate funding at critical points in the development cycle can cause the pro-
gram to be extended, causing the R&D coat to increase. All programs experience technical problems. However,
attempting to achieve too great an advancement in too short a time can result in a more costly development
cycle. Changing program requirements during the development phase often increases cost and causes slippage
of the schedule. Lack of experience may contribute co inaccurate estimates of anticipated program cost,
however, the magnitude of the under astimation due to this cause usualli' decreases and becomes more realistic
as the development process proceeds. One significant contributor to miscalculation of anticipated cost of
developing a system is competition.

It is a well. known fact that competition in a particular product line will tend to keep the
price of that product at a minimum. This phenomenon also holds true for systems "to be developed". The
subsystem contractor, or in our case, the Inertial hardware vendor, must promise to deliver hia system at a
price and within a schedule competitive with other vendors in the Uiel;. As a result he ih forced to be
optimistic In estimating development and production cost for his potential system. He may deliberately
estimate low, or "buy in" to ensure that he be considered by the customer for future business. This same
aituat., occurs in the organization responsible for the intende(! weapon system, i.e., the total weapon
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system under development must be competitive with other systems already in the inventory or under develop-
ment, The result is that the projected cost of many syatems and subsystems are based on overly optimistic
estimates. Unfortuuately the real world doesn't always support this optimism. Our record during the last
decade is not good. Major U.S. system acquisitions during the 1960's experienced a 40 percent cost growth
and a 15 percent schedule slip. While these results are for major system acquisitions, it can be assumed
that the guidance subsystem contributed its fair share to this record. Before discussing the coat associ-
ated with the ownership of inertial systems, let me introduce some ideas concerning "what is being developed"
during an R&D program.

The creation of an inertial system starts with a concept. This concept may be the modification
of an existing idea, or a completely new untried principle. This concept has inherent qualities which de-
scrlbe it. Theme qualities would include the physical proportions, the cost of the hardware, the perform-
ance, and the limitations associated with the concept. Time and money can be allotted to the improvement
of one or more of these qualities, but in almost all cases limited developmental resources requires emphasis
to be placed on one or two specific qualities. Due to the relatively recent emergence of inertial technology
for airborne usage, resources have historically been allocated to achieving improvements In performance with
a secondary concern for reduction in size. Relaxing the requirements on performance and size permits de-
velopment of new techniques, procedures and principles which reduce acquisition and maintenance cost. There
are efforts in this area currently underway, and results to date have indicated a general trend toward re-

ducing the cost of certain "lower quality" inertial systems having application to missile guidance, Hope-
fully this trend will continue and also appear in other classes of inertial systems.

Having introduced several ideas or observations concerning the R&D process for inertial systems
let me summarize what I consider to be important points. At the beginning of an R&D program, a concept
exists and its status is described by a set of qualities which can be identified as performance, physical
proportions, limitations, and cost. Liamited R&D resources are applied toward the improvement of one or
more of these qualities. Historically emphasis has been placed on performance. The resulting system or
engineering model represents an improved capability and is ready to be considered for weapon system appli-
cation. I would like to further identify this engiLteering model as an "unreliable engineering model". My
contention being that because of the limited resources available and the need to be competitive, little
real effort can be expended on including reliabiliey into the design. Reliability is introduced at this
time because it is an important factor in the consideration of cost of ownership. Past experience has re-
vealed quite painfully that cost of ownership during a single year can exceed the initial unit cost of an
inertial navigator. It is important then that we understand and consider this aspect of system cost.

G ESURES
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FIGURE 16

6. ESTIMATING TOTAL coST

It is obvious that a more reliable system will cost less to maintain and is therefore more cost
effective. Or is It? Let us examine the impact of reliability on cost. In most cases there will be a
mission reliability reqiirement imposed on the total weapon system, and therefore on each of its subsystems
and all of their components, This mission required reliability can be related to mean time between failure,
HTBF, and effective mission duration T, by following simple relationships.

R =

Using the reliability requirement, as imposed on the navigation or voidmice subsystem by the overall weapon
system, and an effective mision duration, n K'lib requitement can be estab-',hed for the subsystew, How
does overall cost vary with this MTBF requirement?

Overall cost is deflued as the sum of development, hardware and suoport cost over th.3 lir*tlme
of the system. Development cost, as used here, coisticts of three components; cost of developing an "',ire-
liable unit", the cost (if deve loping reliabilIty into the mystem, and the development cost of a-.rospact
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ground equipment, AGE. Hardware cost includes the inertial system's acquisition as well as the AGE equip-
ment acquisition. Support takes into account the cost to repair and the cost of providing spare parts.
Reference 5 provides a moans for eetimating these costs for avionics systems. With modifications to so-
count for a specific avionle system, ioe.. an inertial system, the methods of this reference are used to
generate cost data as a function of MTBF. Table 5 presents the relations'Aip used for computing the costs
which are depicted in Figure 17 for a "buy" of 100 units. It should he noted that for this example a MTBF
of about 250 hours yields the lowest overall coat. The sensitivity of cost to underdesigning in terms of
MTBF, as compared to overdeaigning, can be seen in this plot. Generally speaking, as well as for this
example, designing too little reliability into a system is more costly in the long run than overdesigning
an equivalent amount. Table 6 sites specific cost for an assumed unreliable system costing twenty thousand
dollars 3nd having an effective lifetime of five hundred hours, The shape and magnitude of the cost versus
MTBF curve for a specific system can vary drastically from the example of Figure 17 depending on the qual-
ities describing the particular concept, the effective life, site of the buy, repair philosophy, etc,

We have discussed briefly the principles of inertial guidance, errors and their propagation,
the state of the art, the development process and the relationship of reliability and cost. With this as
background we are now prepared to look at the application of inertial guidance technology to a standoff
tactical missile system, which is the title of the paper which follows.

COST ITF14 COST EXPRESSION

DEVELOPMENT

Unreliable 100 Cu
System

Reliable .5 (MTBF) Cu
System

AGE 50 Cu

TOTAL (150 + .5 (MTBF)] Cu

HARDWARE

Inertial (1 + .003 MTBF) N Cu
System

AGE .5 N Cu

TOTAL (1.5 + .003 MTBF) N Cu

SUPPORT

Repairing .2H N Cu
Inertial MTBF

Repairing 300 N Cu
AGE MTBF

100 + .3 MTBF N CuSpares MTBF NC

TOTAL (H assumed to be 500 hrs) 500 + .3 M TB F N Cu
MTI3F

Cu Cost of unreliable inertial unit

N Total number of inertial units

H Effective lifetime operating hours per system

MTBF Mean time between failure

COST RELATIONSHIPS

TABLE 5
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SYSTEM COST EXAMPLE
TABLE 6 '

DESIGN MTBF (HOURS)

COST
ITEM 100 250 400

Development 4.0 5.5 7.0

Hardware 3.6 4.5 6.4

Support 10.6 4.6 3.1

TOTAL (Millions of Dollars) 18.2 14.6 15.5

!L

H = 500 Hours

Cu - $20K

5000

I000 - ___________ ---

5200 , ;OMET______

' I 00

50

2080

02000

NTAV HiOURS

NORMALIZED COST VERSUS MTBF

FIGURE 17
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APPLICATION OF INERTIAL TECHNOLOGY TO A-G MISSILES

by

R.W. Acus, Jr.
Deputy for Development Planning
Aeronautical Systems DivisionWright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

USA

SUMMARY

Inertial technology is particularly attractive for airborne, stand-off tactical weapon systems,
both as a midcoures guidance system, and when used in conjunction with a terminal guidance sensor. The
capabilities of pure inertial guidance are examined as the mideourse guidance system for a stand-off mis-
sile. The relationships between enemy defenses, aircraft capability and missile performance are used to
define a hypothetical mission, and a set of guidance system requirements. Error magnitudes are selected,
and missile positional error is determined as a function of range. The stand-off range of this particular
weapon system is limited by the performance of the midcourse guidance system, Various methods of improving
midcourse guidance performance are explored. The advantages and limitations of an aided inertial system
are reviewed with emphasis on retaining the advantages of the self-contained system.

The application of inertial technology to the stand-off missile, as discussed here, is not
intended to establish present or future cnpability. The intent is to identify the various factors which
influence capability, and suggest those aceas in which improvements might be expected.

I. INTRODUCTION

an the preceding paper we reviewed the basic principles of inertial technology, state of the
art, the research and development process and some aspects of cost. With this information, as a background,
I would like to describe a potential application of inertial guidance technology to a tactical mission.
The application is an air-launched stand-off missile. A stand-off missile permits the manned aircraft to
launch its weapons without the need for completely penetrating the enemy defenses. This is highly desir-
able, especially when attacking heavily defended, high value targets, As will become evident, there is a
need for some type of terminal guidance system in order to achieve impact errors appropriate for tactical
missile applic.AtLons, Figure I depicts some of the considerations necessary to determine the required
stand-off range, They include ground and airborne defenses, both enroute and in the vicinity of the target,
and range capability of the launch aircraft. An additional consideration would be missile range capability.
One of the factors which influences the range over which the missile can operate is guidance system per-
formance. Upon arrival in the vicinity of the target, the stand-off missile's guidance system must satisfy
certain requirements as dictated by the terminal guidance sensor and the maneuver characteristics of the
missile. These midcourse guidance requirements may be in terms of position, velocity and/or attitude. For
the purpose of this illustration assume missile positional uncertainty in the target vicinity to be the
dominant guidance requirement.
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2. THE MISSION

In order to explore the guidance possibilities for a stand-off missile, a sawple mission is
postulated. Assume a launch aircraft range capability as shown in Figure 2. Further assume ttie distance
from the aircraft takeoff point to the target to be 300 NM. Figure 3 combines the effects of 14rcraft
range with those of remaining below the line-of-sight of ground-based defenses. For this Limited situation,
we can see from these curves that a stand-off range from zero to 125 NM is required, depending on penetra-
tion altitude. As an example, aircraft penetration at five thousand feet altitude would provide undetected
flights to within approximately 75 NM of ground based detection systems located along the gr,)und track of
the penetration aircraft. Aircraft range at this altitude is limited to approximately 200 NM which would
require a missile stand-off capability of about 100 NM. Since the guidance system could conceivably limit
the achievable missile stand-off, let us switch our attention to this matter. We must first determine the
positional uncertainty requirement placed upon our hypothetical midcourse system. Upon arrival in che
vicinity of the target, the terminal guidance system assumes control of the missile. Commands are gener-
ated within the missile system to correct missile trajectory errors which may exist. The magnitude of the
corrective maneuver achievable by the missile can determine the accuracy requirements of the midcourea
guidance system. Ajauming that a near vertical terminal trajectory is desired, let the maneuver envelope
shown in Figure 4 represent the capability of a stand-off missile capable of operating out to 125 NM from
the launch point. The inertial system must be able to provide sufficiently accurate guldance to place the
missile within this terminal basket. It is further assumed that the terminal sensor(s) will not impose
additional or more stringent requirements on the midcourse guidance system,

2U.
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FIGURE 2
We have defined a mission and established a requirement for the midcourne guidance aymteln.

We can now apply inertial technology to providing the necessary midcourse guidance system performance.
As pointed out in earlier discussions, trajectory, or more accurately acceleration, can greatly inftuence
the performance of inertial components. Therefore, in addition to range and itme of flight, the typL or
shape of the trajectory flown by the stand-off missile will affect the midcourse guidance system's par-
formance. For convenience our considerations will be limited to semi-ballistic missile trajectories.
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FIGURE 3
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3. ERROR PROPAGATION

The ability to accurately direct an inertially guided air-to-surface missile from its launch
point to a point in the vicinity of the target, where terminal guidance is initiated, depends on several
factors which are nearly independent of missile inertial guidance system design. These factors ere the
inherent uncertainties associated with the launch aircraft navigation system, and the operational con-
straints associated with a deployed system. Specifically, the position, velocity and heading uncertainty
of the missile inertial system, at launch, can be no better than that provided by the launch aircraft
navigation system. Perfect inertial guidance from missile launch to the terminal acquisition point will
not eliminate the error caused by improper initial conditions. Similarly the manner in which the system is
used in the fiald may greatly influence system performance. Ideally, the missile would be launched imme-
diately after a position fix is taken by the launch aircraft, thus avoiding the inevitable build up in
launch aircraft position uncertainty after fixing, However, terrain features or other considerations might
wall make this inpractical.

Table 1 lists the major error sourcec associated with an air-launched missile system, and gives
the error magnitude chosen for each. These error magnitudes have been selected as being representative,
and also to demonstrate, by example, the trade-offs and interrelationships of missile and aircraft. Fig-
ures 5 through 8 offer a few examples of this interrelationship. While not stated explicitly, these
examples suggest even further trades involving such considerations as the relative merit. of different fre-
quency radars, flight path constraints to assure availability of cultural und terrain features to achieve
position fix, aircraft avionics cost, and many others. Let us now examine the impact of these errors in
terms of miss distance.
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Cn 1.0

0.

0,.4

0,2

0.1
1 2 5 10 20 50 0oo

RANGE - NAUTICAL MILES

RADAR POSITION FIXING ERROR

FIGURE 5
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ERROR SOURCE ERROR MAGNITUDE COMMENT
(1 Sigma)

Initial Position 680 Ft each axis X-Band Radar at 10 NM Pange

Initial Altitude 200 Ft Arbitrary

Initial Velocity 2 fps each axis Doppler Radar

Initial Altitude Rate 2 fps Arbitrary

Initial Attitude 1 arc Min each axis Consistent with assumed inertial
component quality and prediction
and estimation techniques

Initial Azimuth 10 arc Min Includes A/C Heading Reference and
In-Flight Transfer Error

Gyro

Bias 2°/Hr

Unbalance 1*/Hr/g Low Cost
At .0015*Hr2/S> 2State of the Art
s c ,Inertial System

Accelerometer

Bias .5 x l0 3g

Scale Factor .2 Percent

ERROR SOURCES

TABLE 1

AZIMUTH 2 2 1/2

ERROR [ [(HEADING REFERkNCE ERROR) + (TRANSFER ERROR) 2 M2IN

10

0 5 10

TiRANS;FER ALIGNMENT ERAOR M [N

HEADING REFERENCE AND TRANSFER ERRORS

FIGURE 6
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It is appropriate at this time to group the error sources previously described into three cate-:•.• gories; aircraft navigation errors, transfer alignment errors, and missile inertial errors. This grouping
'• permits a more perceptive examination of miss distance. Figure 9 displays the positional error which

would exist in the vicinity of the target it the aircraft navigation system's error contribution is the
• only one considered, i.e. attitude transfer and missile inertial navigation are performed perfectly. This

positional error, expressed as circular error probable (CEP) is shown as a function of range,

AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION

6P - 680 FT

AAV - 2 FPS

1i000

0 25 50 75 i00 125
•I' RWOE -NM

POSITIONAL ERROR ATrRI BUTABLE TO AI RCRAFT NAVI GATION SYSTEM

FIGURE 9{r

In a similar manner, the aircraft's and missile's contribution to position error is assumed to
be zero and only those errors associated with transfer alignment are considered. Figure 10 depicts this
situation for the assumed attitude and azimuth errors.

TRANSFER ALIGNMENT

VERTICAL I MIN

AZIMUTH 8 MIN

13000

0
0 25 50 75 lOU 125

RANGE- NM

POSITIONAL ERROR ATTRI BUTABLE TO TRANSFER ALIGNMENT

FIGURE 10'

Ae has been pointed out in our previous discussion, the performance of an inertial system is
dependent on the acceleration environment to which it is exposed. For this reason acceleration profiles
were generated for semi-ballistic trajectories which are appropriate for terminally guided tacticevI mI~s-
silos, Using these trajectories, the error curves of Figure L1 depict the positinal error whIch exi*.,.
in the vicinity of the target as a result of missile inertial component errors alone.

i The positional error, In• tile vicinity of the target, which results from errors In the aircraft

navigation system transfer of attitude information, and inertial instrument errors can be combined stat Is-
Stically. This combined or total position error represents the capabi|ity uf the midcours guidaut-o system.
-Converting this information to a probability circle of 99.8 percentt, the total positional error is depicted
..in Figure 12.
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INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
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FIGURE II
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FIGURE 12

Returning to Figure 4 which depicts the terminal positional accuracy requirement for the hypo-
thatical missile system, we see that for initiation of terminal guidance at an altitude of twenty thousand
feet, the proposed midecurse guidance system is unacceptable. For ranges in excess of 85 NM, the midcourse
guidance error exceeds the terminal maneuver capability of the missile. Several alternatives exist at this
point, and will be explored in the following section.

The first and most obvious alternatives would be to review the contribution of each error
source and determine which are major contributions, These error sources could then be examined to deter-
mine if they can be reduced in magnitude, and, if se, what additional cost, constraint or other penalty
would be experlenced by the system. A second choice would be to increase the terminal guidance initiation
altitude, missile structural litnit, or the size of the aerodynamic control surfaces. These changes could
Increase the terminal maneuver envelope of the missile, but the penalties of doing so must be examined in
terms of more stringent terminal sensor requirements, reductions in stand-off range, increased grose weight,
c(tc. The third alternative, and the one of real interest here, is updating th, missile guidance system
through the use of externally derived information. As we shall see this can result in considerable im-
provement in perfo'mance,
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4. AIDED INERTIAI GUIDANCE

An explanation may be due at this time as to just what is meant by updating. r-ossibly the

simplest form of updating would be to re-initialize the positiul integrators with newly acquired positional

information. Assuming the newly acquired information Is better than that contained within the navigation

system, the imediate result is an improvement in knowledge of position, but no improvement in the rate

of error build-up. Figure 13(a) depicts position error of such a brute force updating system as a function
of time. If in addition to positional information other forms of sensed or measured information were

available, such as velocity, not only would position uncertainties be reduced by updating, but the rate of

position error build-up would be reduced somewhat. Refer to Figure 13(b). Simply resetting position sand/
or velocity as shown in Figure 14 does not make best use of the available information. The application ofi prediction and estimation techniques can provide significant improvements over the brute force methods.
S Before exploring these possibilities let us review some potential sources of updating information,

" I I / / /

/ / / / /"
z I / // /

00

It,~ t
i TiME TIME

(a) (b)

UDUPADA'.E

INERTIAL SYSTEM UPDAT.G

FIGURE 13

EX'EPNAIL LXTICRNAL
VELOCITY POSq I'rON
RESE'T IRE SI"T

ACCELERATION VELOCITI ''O IT0

BRUTE FORCE UPDATING

FIGURE 14

Radio navigation lends itself to updating of tactical missiJe systems. The misaileborne
equipment can be made relatively small, ii. expensive and rugged, 'The short term sensitivity and accuracy
of the inertial system and the long term stability of the radio system are complementary. Line-or-sight
frequenlies in the 100 to 5000 M{z range can provide accurate posi tion Information ou demand. Equipment

operating in the noisier 100 KElz region provides a su
4
Istantial Increuse tn coverage area; however, accuracy

is degraded somewhat and more time is required for integration or smoothing. World-wide coverage cul be
obtained with a few statious operating in the 10 KIlr frequency region, Trrasmitting sttLatis locatud on
the ground, in aircraft or in urbital vehicles ore posstib Lties for an aided system. Updatlog can bk, It
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discrete or continuous process over all or only a portion of the missile's flight,

On board sensors canl also be used to improve upon the midicouraa guidance capability, A dop-
pler radar canl measure ground speed. A reappliug radar, infrared or televisi~on sensor could provide an
indication of terrain and caitural features for obtaining a position fix. Such a system could perform all
computations and processing on board the missile, or transml~t Information via a data Link to at ground or
airborne processing station, Thle selection of a particular updating concept must include consideration of
enemy countermeasures since a heavily defended target would Incorporate extensive countermeasure equipment
directed at degrading stand-off missile guidance capability. other important considerations would be the
system's vulnerability to attack, and of course the impact onl the missile design,

To illustrate the potential Improvement using updating, thle following example is giveon. AsNOMI
two ground-based distance measuring stations separated by 50 NM, forming a baseline Iin a range-range
positioning system. The ground stations are interrogat~ed by the missile, determining relative range and
range rate. This information is processed and used to update the missiles' estimate of position and
velocity. The solid line of Figure 15 depicts impact positional error as at function of time to the target.
at last update. Updating is accomplished by brute force. No attempt is made to calibrate the mystem or
its comaponenats. The missile inertial system is similar to tile one previously proposed for thc unaided
midcourse guidance system, The range and range rate errors used in thle generation of this error curve are
as shown.

84 NM STAN-O-FF TRAJECTORY

Ak- 50.0 FT

20d AR - 5.0 F118
BRUTE FORCE POsITION
AND VELO)CiITY UPDATE

- - - ~ "....KAIMAN Fl ILT]kiNi;

0 2550 7 lUU125

TrIME HE.FoRE IMPACT' SIXC

POSITION ERROR AT IMPACT

FIGURE 15

The dashed line of this figure Iis an est imate of Lith! potential ach levab Ic using Klalman fil ter,
theory, In additiont to improving pos ition and velocity through accurate upuat ing, Kalman filtering impro-

*system performance by effeictively reducing Component errors, thlue improving greatlyV onl the short term
aCcuracy of thle System. Practical considerations s~uchi as coulputer splce, memory capacity, and missiodel in;
makes achievement of optimum results unlikely. The design of a Kalman fil ter requires accuriat knlowiodge
of system dynamics, the muasuremunt process and till error co-variancus, it the engineering problelms asso
ciated with the practical Implementation of Kalman filtering canl bo .4olvd for tile air-to-surface missile
and if thle guidance concept Is adequatcly rca istive tO coutiticrieasures, significant improvmentuls over the
attainable with thle brute. force aided system could be achievo.d.

* -A source of error which hids not been menitioned up to this point is thel uncertaiinty in knowiel
of thle target's location, A portion of this error can he reduced by tile proper seloctioý, of thle mideours-
updating method. Ltn the previous paper we discussed the computational coordinate ;ysteml Of the, tact icill
missile. The target's position must be located in tHis Coordinate system. Then target fis Iintially ocat
Iin thle coord'nates of the targeting system. riais coordlinatL systeom May or may not ho the slame coord in. ',

system its used in thle tactical missile. As an example, if targeting Is accompl ishild from a vliiicie an -

gating in at radio network and attack is carried out In at keographIc coordinlate system, then an error
exist between these two coordinate systems and will contribute to milss iLL Impact error. Iin the Lxampit
cited previously, inert tat system updating Is achieved with a ground-based taLlcowave dhistance measuring
system. tt target reconnaissance is also conducted [a thiLe same measuring system, one importantt potent i
source of error can be greatly reduced, '11111 it Canl h' seen thai by thle cc [cot ion or a1 coummon voordinatt
system for targe ting and strike, the uncertainaty of locaingliy the target cani ho alinimi cod.

5. CONCI.OSION

Lnert. a I gui dance of ataoiical stand(--off alasiLies ca Cii prOyid0 a Compl'Ietel it y sef-contained mill
course capability to r at.tack lag heaviily de fendud targets, Thiis capibl.ii iy lit -1pendint. nlot onlly on ir
Component qual ity , but depends1 to a large extent, on tile quality of a i rcrailf nay igat. Ioni and airb~orne p*.
form alignment. Thte aided IneortiaL sy.itctm can p~rOyidV si go if iCalt. improvements Ini performance o~ver that.
achiuvabie withi an unaided system, hi addit ion tO t~i.lls Imlproved performance, enrouit updatinug can pr-ovi-
both targeting antd strike In a common coordion teL syst~eml these.5 advallt ages coulid r'esikl Itnl 4i go ifiant

00~ IN I
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reduction in position error, and suggest a potential capability which could eliminate the need for addi-
tional terminal guidance. Pealization of such a potential is not Inevitable. The aided inertial system
for tOctical stand-aff missiles is in attractive concept. As indicated in the preceding paper, a concept
has inherent qualities associated with it, and development of one or more of these qualities, as required
for a particular air-to-ground application, requires the authorization and expenditure of resources toward
this end.
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Efl':ODOLOGY OF RESEARCH INTO COKX&ND-LIME-OF-WSIO1T AND HOmING ,UIDANCE

by

E Heap
Royal Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough Hants UK

SUMMARY

This paper reviews a methodology of research into oomand-to-lin.-of-sight (MLOB) guidance and
memi-actlive homing missile systems. It discusses the kinematios of various guidance laws from CLMO to
pursuit courses and proportional navig-ation from a fundamental point of view. The interaction between the
guidance requirements and the missile system is covered and it is shown that the autopilot and sensor effects
need to be considered in hybrid computer simulations. The implications on computer requirements for optimusi
filtering are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Missile guidanoe problems have a number of aspects in common, whether they be related to homing,
beam riding or line-of-sight following. Firstly, the basic need is to obtain information on the state
variables of the object to be guided, namely the missile, and the destination point, which might be moving,
eg the target. Seoondly, instruments have to be used to measure this information. Theme instruments may
be limited with regard to what can be measured, the aoouracr with which measurements can be made, and where
the measurement can take place, is on the ground or in the missile. Pinally the missile has to be manoeuvred
in the best possible manner by means of a guidance law, from where it is to where it is desired to be. This
brings in not only the kinematics of the movement of the centre of gravity but also the dynamics of the
missile about its centre of gravity resulting from its response to a aemanded manoeuvre. The guidance
problems of command-line-of-sight and homing therefore have some similarities. The target movement and
missile response characteristics can be basically similar. Thoy have different guidance laws because in
homing the missile itself has to track the target with its self-contained sensors, whereas in command line-
of-sight or bosim riding an outside reference point is used, sny on the ground, for tracking both the missile
and the target. In the homing situation the fact that the missile position is not readily available to the
missile itself implies that only relative information can be used. In beam riding guidance the measurement
of the distance off a line-of-sight from the ground to the target eg a radar beam, is measured in the
missile, so it has elements of a mixture of the two basic guidance principles.

This parier review- current methodology for research into guidance laws of the command line-of-sight
and homing types. 't is Aiown, after the basio laws have been discussed, how some aspects can be
investigated in a noise-free situation, eg trajectories of flight in homing. It is then shown how it is
sometimes important to consider the noise characteristics of the sensors being used# typically the effects
of target glint on radar measurements, when miss distances and missile lateral acceleration criteria are
chosen. The studies with noise have interacting effects with the kinematics and dynamics of the engagement,
is the navigation law, approach direction and tho ratio of missile to target speeds. The necessity of
"filtering these signals is then discussed, and this leads to the consideration of the statistical
optimisation of filters, eg of the Wiener and Kalman types. These theoretical optimisation techniques
require the construction of a mathematical model of the engagement and it is necessary to investigate their
sensitivity to changes in both the assumptiono made in the derivation of the optimum solution, eg on the
assumed target glint characteristics, and to changes in the actual ststem itself, eg unpredictable target
manoeuvres. Also sub-optimal solutions may be preferable on a costeffective basis.

It is shown how the powerful tool of hybrid computer simulation, which was developed in an earlier
paper, can be used to evaluate many of these uncertainties in both homing guidance and command line-of-eight
following. Although theme .two guidance laws necessarily require two different simulation models, aenj of
the features of the simulation processes are similar. Illustrations derived from practical experience in
one field can be applied directly to the other. The implications on missile autopilot design and oOMpuier
hardware requirements for the implementation of typical guidance lawm -.re also discussed.

2. BASIC GUIDANCi LAWS

Command line-of-eig.ht (CLOS), homing guidance and beam riding can be consoliidated as shown in
Table 1 according to the source of the measurements made or parometers estimated and according to whether
the o.mputation of the guidanco manoeuvre demand is carried out in the missile or on the ground. A typical
system state used in GLOB or beam riding is the error off the beam g suitably filtered by a transfer function
S(p) to give the demanded lateral acceleration. This filter should contain at least some phase advance for
stability reasons, bi+ it can be of sophisticated form if statistically designed with regard to the sight
line noise. Beam riding and CLOS are essentially the same dynamioally except that the error off the beam is
detected in the missile in beam riding, whereas in CLOS ground radar sensors measure it, compute the
acceleration demand and transmit this by radio link or wire to the missile. The cosand link can be regarded
as a sophisticated wire connection in a beam riding missile. In the homing guidance laws the relative

* parem,-ters of sight line spin i 5 , closing speed V0 and look angle L are used together with estimates of
missile speed Vm. Basic 0M0 and homing guidance laws will now be discussed in more detail separately.
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TABLE I A31C •DANflEm LAWS

2.1 Command-to-line-of-sight

T A number of tactical missiles in the surface
to air end surface to surface modes are guided on the
line-of-eight principle. The missile M of Fig I is
guided so as to be maintained on the might line OT.
In an actual moving situation the guidance signals
transmitted to the missile are the demanded lateral

VM accelerations in two ames at right angles to the beam.
These demands are resolved into missile axon within
the missile, The demanded acceleration in each plane
in split into two termes-

a) an error compensation term endeavouring to

/ keep the error off the beam s equal to

m zeror, and

T / b) feed forward bias terms corresponding to

M a moving beam.

0 REF A simplified guidance loop which combines
thene two demandi is shown in Fig 2. They will now be
discussed in more detail. Consider firt the error loop.

2.1.1 Basic Guidance Concept

Suppose that the error & of Fig 1 can be
FIG.I .COM AND LINE OF SIGHT measured either directly or by means of the angulardifference between OT and ONt together with some

GUIDANCE of missile range Rm, then .- (ST,, 0,,m).
If this error off the beam is used as an acceleration
demand nD, it needs some damping so that good response

oharsotarlstios are obtained. A dynamic equation of the form k"- a1  + 021 needs to be satisfied,
where q1 and 02 are constants. This necessity leads immediately to the consideration of a filtered
error. / In the presence of noise on the night-line, and hence on the error €, such a filter design
in not simple and becomes a compromise between requirements for smoothing the noise and giving an
adequate response to a demand. Modern techniques allow filters to be designed statistically if some
knowledge of the noise charactsristics in available or can be assumeod. Figure 2 shows the position
of such a filter S(p) in the guidanoe loop. It includes a gain 0, and the acceleration demand is
nD " S(p)a " S(p) Nm (0 T -- ). The missile transfer function in represented by A(p) and when the
achieved acceleration Is doutly integrated and divided by Rm it represents a now measure of the
missile beam angle 

0
m, thus olosing the loop when differenoed with the target beam angle ST-
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2.1.2 Feed-forward terms

Consider the situation of Fig 1 in which OM
FEED FORWARD TERMS - i coincident with OT, but that OT in rotating due to

engagement kinematics of the target relative to 01 eg
A. Idue to target masnoeuvre. If ý iS the angle between

MS the missile flight vector and the might line then
FIV,, Vm Mee • and - Vm sin 0. The lateral

SW URk uc aocelsraticn (latex) which must be applied to the
Ap W £ missile for it to stay on the rotating eight-line is

.. (R~ 9 + 2 (R%) _0 - - mT 2) i

I . ÷i 2 -21 + Rm2 &'\

Now cos -Vm sin and if 0 is small

Am Vm cogT V0an"%- Vm- gin NoA

FIG,2 CLOS SIMPLIFIED GUIDANCE LOOP Lo (RW mT + 2 V, - R(Vm -

m T V 0 +

Vm2 
26)/Vm

Line of sight guidance systems are usually used for point defences against air attack, or against
slowly moving gn-und targets, eg tanks, in both of yhich the sight line rAhes of rotation are low,
hence the angle , is small. The terms in a • end 0 can therefore be neglected and the feed
forward terms become

If e wrt p% ;Tor i L &(Rm p 0

some kni~wiedge is require: of Th9misie rneRmV /t) velocity Vm and t~e ratio Of a~cceler~ib~on

(or deceleration) to the speed (Vm/Vm). The sight line rate of rotation OT and accelerationalso need to be measured or estimated.

The total acceleration demand is the sum of the error demand and the feed forward terms.
Whilst this concept in simple for a CLOS or beam riding guidance situation it is by no means as
clear in homing how a guidance law can be devised in the absence of information on missile and
target positions. Let us therefore look at what use can be made of relative information.

2.2 Homing Guidance

Consider now homing guidance in which one has to formulate the guidance command from
information only available in the missile, ie without knowing practically where the target is.
It was shown in Table. 1 that the traditional homing law called proportional navigation uses the
sight line spin rate IS of the target relative to the missile. It is well established as an
effective guidane technique for a system which has to derive the basic parameters from measurements
made within the missile itself. Fig 3 shown the flight paths of the target and missile relative to
a space reference. If this space reference direction is available in the missile by means of a
gyroscope, and a homing head can be looked to the target such that its rate of rotation measures is,
this spin rate can be factored by K, the navigatinn constant, to produce a required flight path
rate for the missile •ip. The practical implementation of this law requires that th? missile speed
should be known or estimated such that the demanded lateral acceleration is nD . Vm5 F. L is the
look angle, see Pig 3. If sero missile incidence is assumed, the look angle of the homing head
im the angle between the missile flight voctor and the sight-line to the target.

The simplest attack situation in the so called collision course which arises when missile
and target speedmare constant and the target flies on a straight course. The approach direction
of the missile io towards a future position of the target in such a way that at the intersection of
the two straight courses impact occurs. In this situation it can be shown that is is sere and the
look angle L in conetant.

Homing guidance laws are aiming to reach this condition eventually, even when the
velocities and target flight paths change. This, of course, will in general demand a change in the
guidance parameters used.

Variations in the proportional navigation law can be formulated:- for example (a) when
K - 1 we have pursuit oourses: pure pursuit when the look angle L is zero, and deviated pursuit if
a constant look angle is used, (b) corrections can also be applied to the K factor to allow for the
effect of look angle L, closing speed V and missile speed Vm. For the above mentioned collision
course situation it can be shown that i the aooeleration at right angles to the sight-line in the
presence of disturbances is ohosen to be K1VojSt where K1 is the kinematic gain and V0 is the
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closing speed, then this technique tends to minimise
the necessary corrective acceleration of the missile,
partiqul&rly if K1 is properly chosen. The component
of Vmflp at right angles to the sight line is
V con L so

Vm oco L •I I K1V0*8
I ~or f F KV

In corrected proportional navigation the lateralT acceleration demand to the missile becomes a function

of relative parameters only since r-, - -M

F 4• Depending on the oomplexity of instrumentation in the

misuile, Vo can be either measured or estimated as wellREF as the look angle, L, and spin rate is. The kinematic

gain K1 can be selected according to engaement
conditions and noise variations on is.

3. •SI&RORH IHODOLOGY

Having outlined the basic guidance laws the
*'. current methodology of research in these fields will
'r = k +S now be discussed. This methodology consists of the

application to missile guidance problems of the
technique, given in an earlier lecture, of hybrid
computer simulation. By setting up a mathematical
model of either a homing or CLOS situation on a hybridFIG. 3 PROPORTIONAL NAVIGATION computer it is possible to study the effects of
different guidance parameters and determine which

HOMING factors in the engagement significantly affect the
flight trajectory and miss distance performance. A
number of examples from recent studies of a fundamental
nature will be given to illustrate the power of these
computing techniques. It will be shown, for example,
how many statistical engagements can be completed in
the form of a laboratory experiment. Noise free runs

can give &A initial insight into the effects or certain parameters on the missile trajector2, and a
significant pay-off arives when noise on the sensors has to be taken into account. As stated before, hybrid
oomputer* can be used to simulate noise in a controlled manner and on a known probabilistic basis. For
exsmple it is possible to represent target glint by a sequence of white noise signals passed through a
filterl the white noise itself being generated by either analogue or digital means and being variable from
engagement to engagement, but rapoatable from, say, bloc'- to block of a number of rune.

Consider first of all some noise-free studies in the homing field, to be followed by investigations

with naome.

3.1 Nnise-free Studies

AS an example of the extent to which noise free runs can be varied parametrically to
give considerable insight, many missile trajectories have been evaluated for proportional
navigation and other homing laws. The results of mcem of this work are given in Pig 4, and were
obtained by hybrid computation of a digitally controlled analogue model. The trajectories of the
missile relative to the target were plotted by computer in sequence as the parameters were changed
automatically. Nine diagrams are shown in Fig 4 for eacn of threeospeed rgtioe of missile to
target, v - 1.2, 1.8 and 2.6, and initial look angles L. of 0, 221c and 45 . hash diagram shows
"relative trajectories from sixteen azimuth directions relative to a non-manoeuvring targot flight
path, for three navigation constants K m 1, 2 and 4. The target directions of motion are always
to the right of the diagrams. Consider the diagram for a speed ratio of 1.8 and zero initial
look angle. It can be seen that when K - 1, for pure pursuit, the trajectories all approach the
target finally in the tail-on poeition, whereas for higher values of K, say K - 4, after an
initial turn towards the target the relative approach is finally on a constant bearing oolliston
sourse, shown by straight lines on this relative plot. The diagrams tighten up with increased
speed ratio, and when an initial look angle is introduced become non-symmetrical about the flight
path of the target. When the initial look angle is lai-s eg Lo - 45 0, and v is still 1.8, the
curves for I - I are now deviated pursuit curves end spiral in to the target. The central diagram
for L - 2" and v - 1.8 shows that some initial conditions of azimuth and look angle are
fortuatoeuly ouch that from the outeti the missile is on a oonstant bea&ing collision course, so
no further missile manoeuvre is required. They occur at angles i - sin (vY in Lo)to the
starboard beem of the target. The three diagrams for .<, - 22•° Lhow that thesseangleeapproach
the beam-on condition as the speed ratio increases, beiag typically 62.70, 46.5° and 5,8° for
Y - 1.2, 1.8 and 2.6 respectively. They finally disappear whenv sin Lo - 1. This condition
occurs, for example, in the la.it hand diagrams for Lo - 450, between v - 1.2 and 1.81 when V would
be 1/(Ain 45Q) - ,2 - 1.414 to be precise.
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Simultaneous pitper tr'ace pen recordings were obtained of the x, y oo-ordinatei, missile
later'al acceler'ation and look angle during each of the runs, each on & time basis, and could be
used fnr detailed inspnotion. This technique could be extended easily to stud~y guidance laws in
the presence of target matnoeuvre, even in the noise free situation# to see if homi.ng head maximum
look angles are adequate.

3.2 Studies with Noise

3.2.1 sample Sizes

I'!•: When noise must be incoluded in at simulation study one of• the first things to establish
is the sample size of the number of' runs f~or an adlequate statisltical net of' results. Tn tatilShoming particularii neosa f practical r-spsse t I ke/ he .ample

, size an low an possible becautse of the long running times of the simulated engagements. If rms
: ~mine distancoe in the criterion, sorme preliminary resultsl are required such as those show¢n in
i: lFiguare 5 f'or homing. This figure shown two sets of results for samples of 20 and 100 runs
•' ~renpeortivelyr contributing to each rms value. They: are plotted for eatch of three speed ratio$,

-:. 1.2, 1.8 and 2.6 and tight inittial azimuth directions from head-on to tail-on and heso--on again.
On1 the basis of those resul'ts a sample mssz of 20 would be acceptable an showing the trends
64"squat ely.

3.2.2 Noise sensitivity 3tudies

" ~In studies with notese there is also at necessity to investigate early the sensitivity
of• the criterion, may rms mine distance again, to the level of noise included in the simulation.

t" An example of this can be seen in Fig 6 where, for one speed ratio of 1.8, the middle curve of
i ~the upper diagram of Pig 5 has the noise increased atni decreased by 50%.
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3.2.3 Parametric Variations ":

Preliminary parametric variations were
obtained during the sample size and noise
sensitivity studies. For example Fig 5 shows the

m2 effects of speed ratios and azimuth direotions for
DISTANCE / • nM20 homing. ZIt also shown how the miss distanoes for

MISS oonstant K inorease in the tail-on approaches
espeoially at low speed ratios. The results were

S / obtained for only one guidance law, proportional
mI0-_ \ navigation with a navigation constant of 3. At this

KEY 10 5111" O'. stage it might be interesting to know whether the rsoe"
RATIOS characteristics would be obtained with other paramiter

...... ,,' values. Having established a reasonable confidence
- i in the simulation it becomes poesible to pursue this

¶V.2.$ HEAD ON TAIL ON HEAD ON in extensive parametric studies. Single and multiple
parameter changes ar relatively ea*y in hybrid
computer simulation. For example we can investigate

./ the possible interacting effects between say eight
MI n-0 azimuth*, three speed ratios, six K f'acotrs either

m i with or without might-line noise. Taking a sample
H MS IST size of 20 for each combination the results of such

MIS% DISTANCE +a study would be as shown in Fig 7. This diagram
serves the purpose of illustrating how extensive

Cj * uxnumbers of statistical runs ca be reduced to an

m /*2 x 20 a 5760 computer rums, usefully summarized.
The upper diagram of Fig 5 an be ean in Fig 7 a..... lone of the family of characteristic cuvs, at K m 3.
Each small diagra has the some keyv and axonas P ie 5,

4EAO ON TAIL ON IIEAD ON vim ms mins distance v azimuth direction. From the

more extensie parametric diagrams such as those in
Fig 7 significant interactions can begin to beFIG,5 SAMPLE SIZE EFFECTS FOR discriminated. For ex~ample it turns out -that +,he

PROPORTIONAL NAVIGATION effset of noise depends on both the K factor and the
"speed ratio. When K - I and the speed ratio large,
for example, the miss distances are large near to
head-on for kinematic reasons, irrespective of the
noise, but in tail-on conditions K w I is advantaeous
whatever the speed, both with and without n3ite. High
values of K are advantageous in noise free situations
for any speed ratio, but with noise the advantages are

+5 isonly shown for head-on approaohem, ie the left and
RMS .I right hand sides of each sub-diagem. Tail-on

MISS DISTANCE STANDAR -% approaches with noise show various effects with speed
ratio, the miss distances increasing with K factor
when the speed ratio is low.

S.. ....... It can be seen, therefore, that diagrams such
0H as Fig 7 can be used to exotraot interacting effects

HEAD ON TAIL ON HEAD which require deeper investigations in further oomputerruns. The results of Pig 7 refer to -the umse of a
constant K factor, which would not be the case for
current systems. The diagram is given for illustrative
Spurposes only. The study could be taken further usingthe above onmputing techniques for other rAvigation

"'laws, e those with varying K factors.r'., FIG,6 NOISE SENSITIVITY STUDIES
NI E T Y U Instead of pursuing this further for homing

guidance it wtill be shown how similar parametric
studies can be carried out in the context of CLOS with
sight-line noise. For example the combined effects of

target glint and manoeuvre on mo mine distance and missile lateral acceleration are illustrated
in Fig 8. The guidance loop simulated is that of Fig 2 without the feed forward terms, but with
a number of non-linear elements in a hypothetical missile representation. For practical purposes
the filter 8(p) simulated was a double phase advance, which itself had been previously optimised
by exteunive parametric variations. Fig 8 shows the parametric effects of (a) zero, 50% and 100%
of a nominal glint mre value, and (b) zero, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 5 and 1Og me target manoeuvre. There
is a double line drawn at 1.5g whore the manoeuvre values change scale in the carpet plot. At
each point in the carpet the rma mine distance is -that of 100 separate noisy runs of combined
target glint and manoeuvre. It was possible to increase the sample mize fro 20 to 100 for the
MLOB studies because a short, fixed flight time of 5 @sos was simulated whereas in the previous

homing runs, particularly with tail chases, much longer running times were involvdd. The basic
glint noise characteristics were different fron run to run but repeatable from block to block of
100 runs, and scaled in glint rm amplitude from point to point in the carpet. The manoeuvre of
the target was constant within each engagement run but the 100 runs represented a Gaussian
distribution with the ne value quoted. The diagram therefore contains the results of 100 runs
for each of three glints and six manoouvres, or 1800 simulated engagements. Many more variations
were found tc be possible since the computer waN Lble to rim at 100 times real time, thus completing
the amount of information shown in Pig 8 in about half an hour. Typical parameter values which
coild be changed easily were the glint bandwidth nnd missile paremeters, for example.
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The curves in the upper diagam of Fig 8
showinoidentally, that when the target manoeuvre is
low, may less than 5g rem then the variatlons in both
mime distance and latax due to glint afe more signifi-
cent than those due to manoeuvre. When the manoeuvre

I A A A A is greater than 5g rie, howevert the misc dietancee
I I increase mignifimantlyl much more than the variation

_a l due to target glint. When the target manoeuvre to
MI large, therefore, the missile manoeuvre capability in

0 this example is almost all uaed up to satiefy the feedTFL forward requirements of a high target baea rate,
imZ leaving little latex in hand to reduce the errore offA 3T ml the beam. In designing a missile to a given latoz

limit, therefore, the limit must be sufficiently large
-to inolude a capability to meet the feed forward toierse

, . r_ which must be satisfied first$ together with a
It Rresidual capability for dealing with the errors off
0 / 1R5 the beam. The specification of this residual

M" - - MISS DISTANCE atheleration will then form the bui. for the design
of an optimum statistical filter 8(p) to replace the

0 .... . ••(SEE F phase advance filter used in the above example.

3 _____ OP KLY) We shall therefore proceed to consider the
- ml research mothodoloff further by investigating Wiener

0 ,•and Kalman filters in missile guidance loop design.

4 - m2 4. OPTIMU FILTEIGO
ml

NOAE0 The theory of etatistical filtering is
FAC70 NC IT NO SE complicated and has been treated extensively in thu

literature and will therefore not be given here.
Instead a simple example will be used to illustrate

FIG. 7 NOISE EFFECTS FOR PROPORTIONAL how the technique can be applied to GLOS missile
guidance systems. Without going into great detail

NAVIGATION the process im as follows. When both the target glint

noise and manoeuvre can be speoified on a statistical
beaui and linear assumptions can be made about both
the miesile transfer function and the kinematics than
linear theory enables an optimum filter to be designed
so am to give a minimum rms mist dietanos subject to
an assumed limit to the available lateral aooeleration.
Instead of a hard limit to the Ig' capability it is
also necessary to assume a statistical distribution,
msay Gaussian, with a further assumption that the given

0iC limit is only exceeded on a low peroentage of ocoasions,
typically 5%. Wiener filter theory can cover steady

'4 .state conditions in the region of a given missile
MISSILE range Rm. If the aerodynamic or kinematic conditions

A.MS. miSS change during flight a series of Wiener filters can be
DISTANCE conceived in which the parameters are sequentially

switched so an to be optimum throughout the engagement.
This could be done by an analogue tmputing technique
in an adaptive manner. The more om ]plex Kalman filter
can cover time varyinp conditions more easily since it
is expedient to compute it digitally and reoursively,
-to combine estimates and measurements optimally.
Wiener and Kalman filters can be shown to be identiocl
in stationary conditions so Wiener filters can be

*5 'considered to be forms of sub-optimal Kalman filters if
IOO/,Of OMNAL usd in their place. There is a distinct advantage
"VALUE in carrying out research with Wiener filters, however 1SO5 0 TARGET GLINT because of the ability to compute by analogue means.ANOEUyE (9) The advantage is that the statistical output of the

simulatione can be significantly increased compared
RM,S, MISS DISTANCE with digital computations. This in the methodology

G, being recommended in this paper for application to
MISSILE missile guidance filtering research. With Kalman

M100% OF NOMINAL filtering research it has been found necessary to slowSLATAK 161 G and the statistical output of the research programme
is reduced. It is reoognised that ultimately theTARGET practical implementation of the optimum, or sub-optimum

01 1 0 5 0 filter will be by digital computer but there is still
0EIUVRE (9) so much to learn about doesig processes that multi-

variatoe apecrts of guidance problems require a
b R.M.S. ACHIEVED LATERAL ACCELERATION statistical output which cannot yet be met by a purely

digital approach. The use of a hybrid computer forr FIG. 5 CARPETS OF R.M,S. MISS DISTANCE AND research studies enables a smooth transition to take
place between analogue or hybrid investigations and

RM.S. ACHIEVED LATERAL ACCELERATION digital implementation, Computer hardware can be
included in the simulation during development, for
example.

.VA,ý
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Design processes are not always clear cut, as can be seen from an example that arisen with
Wiener filters. Some optimuw filters of thin type have long time oonstants if only guidance along a
MLOB beam in considered. This may not be practically conducive to the gathering phase when a missile
has to be brought into a guidance beam quickly after launch dispersion. On the other hand this
characteristic may not be general, but may differ from missile to missile, and the solution may only be
obtained after extensive parametric studies of a oompromising nature. There are many such compromise
situations arising in guidance and control problems, eg conflicting requirements for operating at high or
low altitudes.

As an example of the use of this methodolo•y
when applied to filtering research we can consider
further the CLOS situation discussed earlier for glint

PHASE ADVANCE ___ and manoeuvre variationse Fig 9 shows the results of
FILTER further simulations comparing two types of filter

WIENER FILTER S(p) for CLOS. The order of improvement in miss
distanoe and latex: which can be obtained by using an
optimum Wiener filter instead of a phase advance type

miss is shown. In the complex simulation of the GLOB
DISTANCE missile guidance loop only the filter S(p) was changed

whilst extensive numbers of runs were repeated over
oo 15o the same glint and manoeuvre variations. The design

00 points for the phase advance and Wiener filtersre
- TRGT GNT shown by the asterisks at nominal (100%) glint and (1g)

fl. 1manoeuvre conditions. The differences between the two
1 0 .5 O0 asterisks in each diagram show the improvements in rma

TARGET HANOEWRE miss distance and rme latex respectively which are
(RH,S.O offered by the Wiener filter compared with phase

*FILTER DESIGN POINTS advance. For system changes in glint end manoeuvre of
0, 50%, ioo0 and 150 and 0 -o.5, 1.0 and 1.5g

94 ' respectively, carpets are plotted for miss and latex.
Only the carpets for the Wiener filter are labelled,
the pattern being identical for phase advance. These

MISSILE % - overall carpets show that the nominal improwments'at
,S, the design points continue to be achioved for a constant

() .filter design over a wide variation in glint and.

r-- ;P0 manoeuvre, different from the nominal values asumed for
.1 each filter synthesis. This type of diagram, therefore,

-IDO provides a means of comparing the sensitivity of each
0 so,,0• of two filters to system changes. In this erample the

Wiener filter comes out with a distinct advantage.

By, extensions of the simulation technique it
is possible to measure experimentally the sensitivity
of the system to changes in the filter design

parameters. The simulation model of the system is kept
FIG.9 CLO,5.1 WIENER e.f. constant whilst one or other of the filter values is

altered. As an example of this type of sensitivity

PHASE ADVANCE FILTERS analysis Fig 10 shows the results of varying each
parameter defining a Wiener filter. The lower part of
the diagram shows an analogue foem of a Wiener filter
consisting of four integratore and nine potentiometers

(a) to (i). The small upper diagrsms show sensitivity curves for both me miss distance and mms latex which
were obtained for blocks of 100 repeatable noisy runs in which the potentiometeor wear changed one at a time
by up to + 50% about their nominal design values. It can be seen that, although it was designed to be
optimum oia a linear basis, it is not fully optimum when modelled in a non-linear guidance and control
simulation of the real system. Some further refinements are possible, eg an increase in the value of
potentiometer (b) to approach the minimum point of the miss sensitivity curve. It is possible from this
type of display to assess how complex the filter tjrthesis needs to be and what penalties are incurred by
neglecting and limplif~ying certain parts of the design. Using this technique the above filter had already
been reduced from sixth order to fourth order, for example, without significant effect.

It would not have bsen possible to carry out -this quantity of statistical design work in the
purely digital mode, say for Kalman filtering, unless considerable expense was inouired in production
running. There is therefore still much to be gained by exectting preliminary research projramies on
guidance filtering in the purely analogue or hybrid omputing modep reverting to the digital formulation
later on wben the system performance is more clearly understood and the practical implementation of the
selected design is required to be digltal.

Before leaving the subject of optimum filtering a brief comment needs to be made in relation to
its application to homing guidance. In homing the situation is slightly different from OLO. The equations
for the kinematice and dynamics might be linearised only with time varying coefficients so that optLinum
statistical filtering may not apply if based on linear theory.

5. ATYOPILOT IMPLICATIONS

Although trajectory evaluations and optimum filters can be derived using low order mathematical
models of the missile ynamioc. it is necessary to test the theoretical filters or guidance laws for real
systems In a simulation which includes much more detail of the missile and sensors. In particular,
important non-linearities in the missile autopilot, homing head or ground radar representationa should be
simulated. or example the missile transfer function used for the Wiener filter derivation was that of a
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quadratic lag, whereas a more detailed representation typical of a numler of missile autopilots would
include lateral acceleration demand limits, fin limits, instrument feedback gains and suitable
shaping networks.

6. COMPUTfER IMPLICATIONS

Miorominiaturisation techniques are leading towards the possibility of utilising digital
computers in a variety of guuidanoe and control applications. Flexibility in mode of operation would then
*rise from software variations only. Missiles with multiple roles might be developed in which significant
changes would be made only by different computer progrssmes in the guidanoe system. These techniques might
lead to a widening of missile component production tolerances with an associated saving in missile cost.
The cost of the computer , however, may be influenood by the storage seis and acouracV requirements.
Limited word length aspects are already known to cause instabilities. Any computer limitation will therefore
affect the performance of the overall system and should be considered in its own right am a sub-system
demanding appropriate study.

7. CONOLUMIONS

A methodology of applying hybrid computer simulation techniques to the study of missile guidance
laws of the CLOB and homing typews has been outlined. Dasic guidance laws have been reviewed and simulation
studies have indicated that an understanding can be obtained on their effectiveness in both noise free and
noisy situations. It has been shown how linearimed models can be used to devise statistically optimum
guldanoe filters for simulation in non-linear missile systems. These simulations can then lead to a choice
of particular oharacteristios for engineering design.

In optisiuation procedures, however, it should be remembered that theoretically designed filters
should always be tested experimentally by simulation techniques to see if they are robust enough to be used
in envirornent• which are less certain than the assumptions used ini their design. stringent filters of the
Wiener or Kalman types can give good optimum solutions for the assumed model conditions but should be checked
for sensitivity variations. It could be that sub-optimal solutions are more acceptable.

In the early stages of research into filter design an analogue approach using stationary Wiener
filters io preferable to a digital Kalman filter approach because of the increased statistical output from
simulated engagemunto. In the later stages a digits, L implementation may be preferred and hybrid simulation
should continue to be used to evaluate the dominant error contributions in all fields of missile guidance and
control, thus leading to good cost-effective solutions being selected at the feasibility staee.

Crown Copyright, reproduced with the permiesion or the
Controller, Her Majesty's Stationery Office



PULSE DOPPLER MISSILE GUIDANCE - REPRESENTATIVE PARAMETERS
AND ASSOCIATED FIRE CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS

by

Henry Zuerndorfer, Howard Lynn, Gordon Kettering
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SECTION I

This paper will be concerned with the prinaipal problems and solution options available to
the designer when addressing the all-weather attack of small tactical targets. At the outset, it should
be noted that this is a nearly unexplored area of weapons technology and the considerations given herein
are generalizations to some extent. Although but few example. of operational systems of this type now
exist, there is little doubt that the advances in microelectronics and data processing devices will shortly
bring about a marked increase in the utilization of such techniques.

The requirement for all-weather operation against relatively small and possibly mobile
targets dictates the utilization of a microwave terminal guidance sensor. More specifically, it is gener-
ally accepted that the optimum region of the electromagnetic spectrum for this purpose is in the X to Ku
band vicinity (wavelength of 0. 1 to 0.05 feet respectively). (Some special purpose devices have been used
at higher and lower frequencies but these are of limited value in the general context of this paper). There
exists, of course, a wealth of data describing the theory of operation, performance parameters, and
means of implementation of radars operating In these frequency bands, but this information is almost
exclusively devoted to the problem of airborne targets. As such, the historical radar problem ham been
the maximum range detection of isolated reflectors limited primarily by radar-generated noise ,,nd
available power considerations. The tactical target poses a new problem element, in that this target is
usually immersed in a backgrouwd of unwanted, but usually strong reflectors with sometimes very
similar radar reflection characteristics. This paper therefore will largely skirt the more conventional
radar considerations and instead will stress the peculiar problem aspects associated with thr detection
and subsequent tracking of clutter (unwanted reflector) submerged targets on the earth's surface.

In order to contain this extended area of discussion to tractable limits, this paper will first
examine the problems of detection add, in tho second half, the trackivng and fire control considerations
associated with the attark of three generic types of tactical targets. Fou convenience all numerical
examples will be treated for X band only.

The mission, for purposes of this discussion, is defined to be the attack of either mobile
elements (tanks, trucks, vtc, ), or stationary. relatively small objects such as buildings, bridges, etc.
It is further assumed that a reasonable missile-to-target location uncertainty exists at the initiation of
the terminal guidance phase. Hence, in all instances, the system must first facilitate a search over a
finite "acquisition window'" and then provide means for the designation of the target with a high degree of
confidence in its identity.

The circumstances under which target cearch is initiated may ,ary consideably depending
on the nature of the attack vehicle. This vehicle could be a semi-ballistic or a cruise type missile, It
could operate at subsonic or supersonic speeds and be either ground or air lao.vvched. A0 such the arev, of
target location uncertainty, and consequently, the minimum detection range is a finction of theite specifics
coupled with the dynamic or response limits of the systems. Still, experience 4ndicatea that most
problems will ultimately pose a minimum acquisition range vequirement of appiroxinittely 10 nautical
miles.

The mission, therefore, requires the
radar to search over or map the suspect target
area at relatively long range. The question then
is whether the resulting imagery is adequate to
Sermit detection. This questlon can be quantized
interms of the diffraction or resolut)on limit of
the sensor as illustrated in Figure 1-1. The
diffraction limit of a conventional (non-pulsed
doppler) radar in defined by the inherent focus-
ing capability of the radar aperture and its range
discrimination capability (AR). Thus, the minf-
mum resolution cell dimensions achievable with
a beamwidth (p3 in radians) is pR feet in azimuth, " s
where R is the imaging range in feet and AR feet
in range. Hence, the surface area within which
the radar cannot differentiate between echo Figure 1-l. Conventional Radar Resolution Area
sources is pRaR ft2 .

To illustrate the point, consider that the beamwidth for a practical missile radar aperture of
1-foot is about 6* or 0. 1 radian, and the range gate width (AR) may be on the order of 100 feet (determined
by practical transmitted power limitations). In context of a 10 nautical mile range requirement, the
elemental resolution cell is a 6000 X 100 foot rectangle or a 6 X 105 ft 2 surface area. The aggregate of
unwanted returns (clutter) from such a resolution cell must be small compared to the target return or at
least differentiable from its return if target detection I1 to be accomplished. Thub to detect a target, it
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"is necessary that the radar be able to measure specific physical characteristics of the qurface complex
and discriminate against unwanted returns. Size, shape and/or motion may be used as disc rininants A
of the target relative to clutter.

Speciiically, the problem can be con-

sidered in the context of the three generic
surface target cases illustrated in Figure I -2.

CASE I, is a fixed, high contrast surface

FIXED, VARIAHLE reflector of small spatial extent. This tactical
•.. FICONTRASTAL target could be a bridge, building or parked air-

CASE I craft. Importantly, such a target Is usually
surrounded by similar objects (other buildings,
aircraft, water towers, etc.) which are of equal
or greater radar reflectivity.

CASE II, is a high contrast target which

ISOLATED, HI-CONTRAST exists in a field of relatively low radar
CASEII reflectivity. A single tank in a field is a

characteristic example.

MOVING TA1GET CASE III, is a small, moving surface
CASEm target, again in a background of scatterers with

relatively high reflectivity. This situation is
Figure 1-2. Generic Surface Targets represented by vehicular traffic such as a truck.

When this target array is examined in terms of conventional radar technology the detection
problems become readily evident. Take the Case I target as a parked aircraft. If the resolution cell is
6000 feet by 100 feet, it is apparent that the cell width of 6000 feet will realistically include other aircraft,
hungars, and buildings and land background whose total radar area could be orders of magnitude larger
than the target desired. The target is undetectable principally because of the relatively poor spatial
resolution in the cross-range direction afforded by the radar antenna focusing capability. Even if the
range gate, A R, were reduced well below the 100 foot example the same limitation exists. To detect the
Case I target, the cell size must first be reduced to separate other nearby cultural background reflectors.
In addition, the order to identify the desired target its shape must be somewhat discernible versus other
objects in the radar imagery. A subjective quantity but a useable rule of thumb for shape discrimination
is that the cell dimension be no larger than 1/10 to 1/3 of the target's "descriptive physical" dimension.
Further, the resolution cell should be of equal azimuth and range resolution to be independent of target
aspect relative to the radar. Case I target detection capability then is a function of the geometric
resolution of the radar.

The Case II target may be a tank whose radar area could be as small as 100 ft
2

. This
target's shape need not be determined, but its radar return must be significantly larger than the return
in any other resolution cell in the searched zone. These radar returns from clutter are a function of the
clutter's reflectivity constant, Dr (which is a function of depression angle, thus altitude, at the chosen
10 nmi. range) and the resolution cell size, Represent-. tive a° variations as a function of altitude are
shown in Figure 1-3. For the illustrative resolution cell at 2000 feet altitude o"may be as high as 10-3

resulting in radar echo area of 6000 ft
2

. Considering also that automatic detection requires signal to
clutter ratios of the order of 10:1, it is clear tlat the missile attack of this target is realizable only by
reducing the resolution cell size. The additional clutter returns from vertical surfaces such as rain
further limits the effectiveness of the attack again resulting in reduction of cell area. Lower contrast
targets would required reduced cell size, thus improved resolution.

The Case Ill target (a truck, for
instance) can be detected only on the basis of I

motion since its reflection characteristics are
assumed to be indifferentiable from other I ..1
ground scatters. A change in the return from L.ANO

the resolution cell as the target moves through --
it could be observed, Thus a successive 00 I0
subtraction of fixed returns to cancel clutter REFLECTIVITY

could be used to find a moving target, but (f 63/flt) 6d i --

this approach is usually impractical for all I

but very large, very fast moving targets. A 64
much better solution is one which senses
velocity directly and does not depend on spatial 1'- 5L p
resolution for movement detection. o0 o0 2000 4000 5000 IOPO0 20,000 40,000

ALTITUDE(ft) AT 60,000 t RANGE

Figure 1-3. Typical Reflectivity Variation
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Summarizing the detection capabilities of conventional radars to the requirements of the
sample generic targets, it becomes apparent that only in specialized instances can a target be reliably
detected in the presence of unwanted clutter returns. For general effectiveness of small aperture radars,
significant reductions in the resolution cell's azirnuthal extent must be obtained and a direct method of
velocity differentiation must be introduced. These can be obtained by using a coherent radar on a
missile.

A coherent radar differs from normal
pulse radars in that the phase of the transmitted
signal is a systematically time varying, repeatable, #TRAM-Asi ft wl -Ains(I*,)

and well-known quantity. Hence, as shown in
Figure 1-4 the phase change between transmitted .- -- '
and received energy corresponds to a constant ' j I '1 I /
time delay if the radar and target are stationary. . . I
(OREC = A• sin w (t + r ) (r = target range round RADAR • -"TIME DELAY TARGET
trip time). If, however, the radar-pathlength
is a changing parameter the transmitted-
received phase characteristics will similarly
reflect this time-varying path length change.
When constant apeeds are involved, this becomes
the well-known doppler shift effect. Before
leaving this subject, it should also be noted that if the transmitted waveform has a pulsed-coherent
nature the radar is capable of measuring the incremental phase shifts occurring at any stipulated time
delay and therefore range.

The coherent radar is therefore able to measure and record the phase and amplitude of the
energy returned from an ensemble of points located within a given range slice and bounded by the radar's
aperture (ordinarily the diffraction limit). In turn, these recorded phases ran be analyzed or filtered
after a sufficient number of samples have been obtained thereby providing a means of differentiating be-
tween elements lying within the diffraction limits of non-coherent radars.

With the target-oriented discrimina-
tion criteria in mind then, consider an array of
fixed points on the ground as seen from a moving
platform such as a missile (Figure 1-5). When
these points lie at the same range, the velocity
magnitude to each eleim nt is V = Vm cos e
hence a function of Its angular displacement from
the missile velocity vector. In fact, total
equivalence between angular displacement and
approach velocity exists such that a co-range
spatial extent ox, on the surface can be described
by a velocity interval, AV - Vm sin 0(Ox/R).
This inferred velocity - space relationship is

Av.s.W60) fully determinate when only a single point (the
vehicle) is moving. If the target is also moving,
a relative "shift" of clutter and target in velocity -
space takes place. Both of these properties are
exploited in a coherent radar to achieve the
detection properties required for surface target

Figure 1-5. Beam Splitting Using Doppler attacks.

The velocity increment 4V = Vm sin 9 (Ox/R) of an element of azimuthal extent (ox) equates
to a doppler bandwidth

2ZV sin 0 2 V cos 9m rn
AfD = a R ox (Hz) at a center frequency of fd =

(assumning a doppler unambiguous wave form). The radar must therefore accumulate a sufficient number
of return samples to facilitate a search over the return spectrum for the purposes of isolating returns at
the range of interest in terms of bandwidth and center frequency.

This is accomplished by accumulating return samples for a minimum period Ti seconds where
Ti is equal to 1/af (Af expressed in HI), and by subsequently passing this sample history through a bank
of contiguous filters, each of which is tuned to a bandwidth Af.

The additional dimension, bandwidth or frequency increment, is depicted in Figure 1-6. As
indicated the returns from a given range are spectrally analyzed in the filter banks as shown at the bot..
tom of this figure. Thus, these are essentially orthogonal to the range dimension. The return from a
target of narrow bandwidth will "pile up" in a single (or few doppler cells) while spatially distributed or
wideband returns will distribute their returns among many filters. The filtering process then is one of
velocity and velocity difference (frequency and bandwidth), but its significance in detection depends on
the source of such velocity distributions.

The result of this spectrum analysis is to separate spatial returns from fixed points whose
azimuthal extent is

AR feet.xO 2 Vrnin T e

"".A



This spectrum analysis "splits" the radar's phy.-
ical beamwidth by a factor equal to

P .3,2 Vpsin 0 T, i, ... _ • __._._

•x

This can achieve a beam sharpening effect of -
several orders of magnitude.

Another frequently used term to de- RA.N ,
scribe this beam spl.tting effect is the term R1 Ry

"synthetic aperture" or p3. This in deiined to
be the physical aperture necessary to achieve
the same spatial resolution. The value )f Ps
is

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
Tx _ ATM, R, AT

- or

and since the physical beamwidth is defined as Figure 1-6. Coherent/Non-Coherent Comparison
S= \/D (where D is the physical aperture
diameter) the "diameter equivalence" of synthetic apertures is Dg = 2 V sin a Ti. As shown in Figure
1-7 a synthetic aperture is twice the straight line path distance flown normal to the target line of sight.
The same relationship can be established from an aperture rather than a velocity point of view, the
multiplier 2 Is then attributable to the fact that transmission and receipt of energy is conducted over
spatially isolated points rather than the whole ersemble.

The ground scatterers were considered
fixed in the foregoing, if a scatterer Point A

G ~moves over the ground it therefore has an
VMsO•I .-- additional radial velocity component toward the

radar, thus its center frequency is shifted
with respect to the ground. As a result, a

moving point will appear either in competition
___a _ _with the return of a spatially offset ground
485 ZVM 8resolution cell or, if its radial velocity com-

ponent exceeds the velocity increment enclosed
Figure 1-7. Synthetic Aperture by the radar's physical beam, the target will

appear free of clutter.
Further, if the elements of a desired resolution cell exhibit relative motion, such as ocean

waves, they may occupy more of the doppler spectrum that that due to radar motion only. Another ex-

ample of this "doppler spreading" is the roll motion of a ship which will be enlarged upon later.

Thus, the coherent pulse doppler resolution technique potentially has the attributes neces-
sary to detect surface elements in a much more general sense than the conventional radar.

This ability to resolve elements several hundred times smaller in azimuth than a physical
beam and the sensing of surface motion will now be applied to the generic targets to project detection
performance.

The general fixed ground target (Case I) demands that the radar separates points of varying
contrast which exist in close proximity in one range gate. Thus, spatial discrimination is the important
parameter; rx should be as small as possible, since shaje identification may require that an object be
broken into 3-10 elements. There is no theoretical limit to reducing T., but practical considerations
resulting from reasonable size and cost do come into consideration. These will be discussed later.

Figure 1-8 is an example of radar
imagery as seen by the spectrum analyzer. Here L'I

two targets lie in close vicinity to each other (much
less than a beamwidth) and are co- range. As expected, I'
they appear separated in doppler since they are slightly _J
angularly displaced with respect to the mapping radar's CL
velocity.

4
Case I requires that the radar pro-

duces a continuous radar map of sufficient reso-
lution to facilitate the detection of a target. Such 4
a map is produced by spectrally analyzing one
or more range slices and to fly the radar over

the suspect area such that each ground element
passes through the range slices under investi-
gation as the vehicle progresses down range.

Figure 1-9 is a small section of FREQUENC
such a radar map. This sample has a spatial Figure 1-8. Co-range Targets
resolution of approximately 50 feet, it was pro-
duced from an aircraft at approximately 200 knots and with a squint angle of about 30'. (The quality of
the imagery shown is constrained by the limited dynanidc range used in the recording). This is a coherent
radar "map" in that a fixed range interval from an aircraft platform was moved over the surface as shown
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Figure 1-9. Thames River

by the geometry at the left of the imagery. The abcissa ib doppler frequency and the energy in each
doppler filter is presented as an intensity modulation. Contiguous range "slices" were displayed avid the
doppler spectrum in selected slices are shown on the right. The area mapped is the shore of the Thames
River in Connecticut. The upper spectrum on the right shows water return and the abrupt increase in
reflectivity at the land boundary. The second and third spectra show a boat in a cove in closely spaced
range slices. Of interest is the predominance of the reflector over the low level water background and
two different slices of shore indicating the relative complexity and reflectivity of ground. Two parallel
bridges are seen in the map and two representative range gates in the lower two frames.

Further examples of water/land boundaries are shown in Figure 1- 10 (Boston), and finally an
example of truly high resolution is shown in Figure 1-11. These samples are included to demonstrate
the potential of the coherent radar and also indicate the inadequacy of incoherent approaches for the
purpose of ground target detection. It must be remembered that this imagery is largely contained in a
single physical beam and thus is not resolvable in straight pulse devices.

JA A4 67 -°4

SW ATH " S ,,, S

SHIPS BNDE Ot.

MAPPED

SWATH

Figure 1-10. Boston
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Figure 1-11. High Resolution Radar Map

The second of the generic class of targets (Case 11, a tank in a field) requires as a milnimnum
that the return from the target's cell clearly exceeds returns from other clutter sources. Thus, the cell
resolution size need not be smaller than the target of interest. On the contrary, little in gained by
"splitting" the target's energy cauoing several resolution cells, rather the radar should be designed to
include the target a full extent in azimuth and range, and most importantly be wide enough to Include the
tank's natural bandwidth. By mapping the target at a reasonable squint angle, it is possible to split or
spread clutter (of large spatial extent) among many filters while the target remains efectively in one
filter. Examples of clutter as measured along the radar's velocity vector O'benalig versus squinted
clutter (30*bearing) are shown In Figure 1-12. The zero bearing spectrum shows that the natural band-
width of rain clutter is considerable and of the order of 150 H-z (at X Band), targets, on the other hand,
rarely exceed bandwidths of the order of tens of cycles. Realizing that at higher speeds and squint angles
the clutter spectrumn can be spread over kilocycles (resolution cell size reduced) as shown in the 30
oearing spectrum one concludes that the amount of clutter energy a target must compete with can be
reduced by several hundred times in this fashion.
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BEARING 0 BEARING 300
Figure 1-12. Clutter vs Aspect Angle

Figure 1-13 shows a small target located in clutter. This process allows the detec-
tion of even very small targets at significant ranges and depression angles; however, the range gate or
detection pattern must be tailored to the clutter suppression characteristics offered by the coherent
approach.

Figure 1-13. Small Target

The moving target situation of Case III is illustrated in Figure 1-15. The velocity of the
target observable along the radar line of sight has caused a shift of its doppler frequency designation.
As mentioned earlier, if the ground speed of the target is larger than the bandwidth of the physical beam,
the target will be shifted out of "main lobe clutter". This condition is shown in the figure. The radar
generated noise (normally much lower than surface clutter)is the only contaminant of the target energy
at the target's doppler frequency (assuming closing targets) so that the target has high contrast, In this
case, it is a relatively simple matter to filter all clutter from the detection process.

In Case III then, velocity resolution as opposed to spatial resolution is the important param-
eter. If the target is a truck which exists in the presence of high contrast clutter land, sufficient motion
must be presented to remove its coherent signature from that of the physical beam.

The preceding is intended to provide some "feel" for the measurements which a coherent
radar makes available for the detection process. This is further elaborated in the following.

The problem of directing the missile to begin its terminal attack on a specific target entails
the search process as previously outlined, detection of the target from its background, and the require-
ment to mark or address the target to the missile so that the terminal phase may begin. This marking

ki
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of the target can be done automatically or through an operator interface depending on the target typeas shown in Figure 1-16.

DISPLAY

CMILUTTE ., AGCJAJS -- COHERENT

L / PROCESSIN G RADAR

Vr- u.RtAOR /COHERENT SINAUR
AT TARGET AG THRESHOLD

ESINAION--TRGE

RANOGEDOPPLERFigure I.-I5. Moving Target Detection DESIGNATION

PRiEPA REDMA-TCIn the case of a target (Came II) which REFERENCE - MAP-MATCH
exists as a high contrast point over the background SCENE -gig
target marking can be performed by thresholding. A
number of cells (the doppler filters in several range
gates) are examined to determine a background level. Figure 1-16. Target Designation
By the knowledge of the relative contrast expected, a

threshold level can be set to assure a high probability of detection, Usually this "alarm" can be evalu-
ated several times (in successive integration periods) to assure that a spurious identification does not
occur. All this is performed in the missile since the processing requirements are not restrictive in
size and cost. When the target is verified, its range and doppler coordinates are designated to the
radar tracking circuitry and terminal homing begins.

In the case of a complex land target (Case I), the simple threshold Is inadequate since non-
target ground objects can provide a larger signal return than the target of interest. This implies that a
spatial signature of the target must be used, This can be performed automatically by inserting into the
missile an a priori representation of the target and its surroundings which serves as a reference for
map match correlation of the sensed target scene. Manually, an operator can observe the missilegenerated radar map of the target area and by manipulation of cursors designate the target to the auto-
matic tracking circuits of the missile. Operator designation, of course requires that the map data be

available at the launch vehicle, inferring a data transfer link. The processing could be performed on
the launch vehicle and the cursor designation is sent back to the missile as a single range-doppler
address.

Case III targets having sufficient approaching motion to displace their doppler signature
from clutter (discussed previously) are high in contrast since radar noise is the only contaminant.
In this case automatic threshold detection techniques can be used aboard the missile, once the clutter
return is removed by doppler filtering. Observe that automatic detection and designation allows launch-
and-forget operational capability.

Independent of the method of target designation, it results in providing the doppler and range
coordinates of the target as they existed when the target was sensed, thus the process is not real time.
If threshold detection is used the time delaAmay be very short, but for operator designation the delay
may be tens of seconds, thus the target coordinates have, in fact, changed. This problem is solved by
using the mid-course inertial instruments to up-date the target coordinates for use in the attack phase
which will be discussed in Section II. The next paragraphs are intended to provide some insight into
the limitations of current coherent radars.

As has been implied by the foregoing paragraphs a pulse doppler radar can vary from an
extremely simple device to a relatively complex device. This is a function of the target and background
for which the radar must be capable of providing discriminants. Basically frequency resolution (thus
spatial resolution) and search area are the fundamental radar parameters affecting sensor complexity.
Three areas which can present limitations to a missile borne radar are transmitter power, motion
compensation, and doppler processing capacity.

The transmitter power required for any application arises from the necessity to have suf-
fiLienL power on each resolution cel' of the search area to detect the target at the required detection
range. This can be calculated using the conventional radar range formula but taking into consideration
the coherent processing gain of a pulse doppler radar. In so doing the formula can be expressed in the
form

P K --- watts.
AV crx

Thus it can be seen that the average power required is directly proportional to detection range (R) and
the square of the search swath width (S) and inversely proportional to spatial resolution. The constant
of proportionality is a function of the signal to noise ratio required, target echo area, missile speed
and squint angle and radar constants such as noise figure, Figure 1-17 is a plot of average power ver-
sus spatial resolution for sonic typical missile radar search parameters. Presently available trans-
mitter tubes suitable for missile application are capable of 50 watts average power.
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Missile motions which cause accelera-
tion along the radar to target line-of-sight cause
phase distortions of the return radar signal, thus
If these motions are not compensated in the radar
system, a blurring or loss of resolution in the -- -

desired radar map can occur. These accelera- iPAV, -I-
tions art caused by missile acceleration resolved -L P-s.0

along the line-of-sight and centripetal acceleration. - -. 12.o000t\ KI. *I0". 5d5

dVm (Vi sin )Z -- N [ -

a d-t-- cos 0- - (.

The first term is measured by an accelerometer o0 -

while the second depends on knowledge of the S/N, *5d5(GASs)
velocity vector. Errors in these parameters -

then can be expressed in terms of phase errors 5-;
and resolutions. If A /16 phase error (22 1//2') is 1 0 10o0
allowed, the acceleration measurement accuracy AVERAGE POWER(PAv(WATTS$
and velocity undertainty are

S2V Figure 1-17. Coherent Resolution Power

a fpR Requirements

V m sin 2 0o 2

O V g-- - , fps.

The allowable variations of these terms are shown in Figure 1 -18 as a function of spatial resolution for
typical missile parameters. Low cost accelerometers are available better than I x 10-

3
g. The velocity

accuracy available from low cost inertial platforms are of course a function of the time of flight of the
missile and its acceleration profile. Limitations on the doppler processing capacity could be expressed

in various terms depending on the method of pro-
RISOLU ON (axIIf.l cessing (digital, hybrid or analog). A rather

common basis is in terms of memory size required.
_In order to attain a doppler resolution (correspond-

i__g to a spatial resolution) each resolution cell must
be sampled for a period Ti seconds. Two samples
for each resolution cell are required. This

_____ 1-co_•__ necessitates that a memory for these samples be
5 'implemented such that subsequent doppler filtering

- can be performed. Figure 1-19 shows the plan
geometry as may be used to generate a search map.

51

10 -S (0~ 1 0* 10 100 1000
ALLOWABLE ACCELERATION ENRON (q) ALLOWABLE VELOCITY ERROR (ips)

be .
2

Y.t
2
00 ,

2  
aS. VM 0I1 ,z

Figure 1-18. Coherent Resolution - Motion Com- W 2NAN,

pensation Requirements V = 1000 ZV.T,
fps, 0 = 30'. R = 60, 000 IV. " " .I

The number of resolution cells required in the

range dimension is determined by the missile
distance (V TI) flown during the sampling period
(TI) dividedfby the resolution cell as modified by 4--

the non-orthogonality of the resolution cell to the
missile track (Ox/cos 0 ). In the radar's azimuth
direction the number of resolution cells required Vsc9,6 T,
is the swath width desired (S) modified by the non- ",
orthogonality of the azimuth direction to the missile
track divided by the azimuth resolution (S/Irx cos 0).

The total number of words then is Figure 1-19. Plan Geometry for Search Map

2 VTtS

woLi1 • 0Ki|III
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This can be rewritten in a more enlightening form by substituting for TI thus

ARS
a, a in 0

This equation is plotted on Figure 1.20 using the spatial resolution (Cx as the Independent variable.

1000

R - -0,OO0 ft
S .1I,O0000

100 &a 0,30" IBM .

RESOLUTION(e'xi~ft) - •- - - :: :

-L l10C 10 . -I '

102 lOS IO I- OiO
WORDS (W)

Figure 1-20. Processing Memory Requirements
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SECTION II

The previous Section treated the detection of targets in various forms of clutter background.
This section will address the attack of such targets. Here again the effects of unwanted returns and their
minimization will be of primary intereat, while only peripheral concern will be given to the more con-
ventional radar related miss distance contributor.

The homing phase of attack in all terminal guidance problems is similar in that motion of the
vehicle with respect to the target must be determined and controlled. Most particularly, the components
of the relative motion perpendicular to the target line of sight must be driven to zero at impact to achieve
the high level of accuracy required of tactical missiles.

To highlight the special aspects of such applications, the problem Is examined in terms of
the most conventional implementation method, a tracking approach,

In a tracking terminal guidance system, the radar beam center (boresight) is accurately
"fastened" to the target for portions of or throughout the homing phase, thereby providing a means of
determining the required guidance parameters. These parameters are missile to target range, range
rate, angle and angle rate. To assure precision of these measurements it is, of course, mandatory
tti -t the radar line-of-sight remain very accurately fixed on the desired target despite the existence of
unwanted reflectors in the radar's field of view. This, in turn, is the fundamental limit of the ground
attack problem and is the main subject of the following discussion.

The tracking problem starts where detection left off. Detection required that the target be
spatially or contrast distinguishable from other reflectors located within the same beam and range gate
width. This was shown to be possible by the utilization of a relative velocity discrimination approach.
It was further shown that the desired spatial resolution was obtained by "viewing" the target at some
squint angle or at an angle with respect to the velocity vector. Since tracking requires continued
"visibility" of target during horning, it follows that the squint angle or "head angle" (angle between target
line-of-sight and missile velocity vector) must be retained. On the other hand, impact on a non-moving

target requires closure of this angle, hence the
need for special guidance considerations. These
are indicated in Figure 2-1. At the initiation of
terminal guidance, the target is shown to be at____ 9 1T some squint angle e. At that time the spatial

- . XrT resolution of the target area (in azimuth) is

Y x 0vs Tj

Discrimination requires that this level of spatial
resolution be maintained, while target impact
(without overshoot) requires that e be reduced to
zero at or before R equals zero. A slight re-
"ordering of terms in the spatial resolution equa-
tion yields the desired answer. Consider the same
expression in the form

V sine

This form indicates that constant spatial resolu-
Figure 2-1. H-lomi•rg Trajectory tion is maintained indeed, if the cross line of

sight component of velocity is reduced linearly
with range, or equivalently, if the line of sight rotation (w) is maintained at a constant and deterministic
value. The resulting trajectory is that of a bead on a string moving constant angular velocity, as shown
in Figure 2-1 and is an arc of a circle for a vehicle with constant velocity. The resulting attack plane
guidance law is the conventional proportional nevigation law modified by a bias

Note also that this guidance law modification is required only in the projected horizontal plane (assuming
largely horizontal scatterer extent) while elevation guidance remains conventional. A further point of
interest is that this 'curved path' approach should theoretically be continued at least until the desired
spatial resolution element fully fills the physical beam (R = -x /P). However, this later requirement is
modified in practice by system lag considerations.

The foregoing are general considerations; now how are these implemented? Consider the
problem illustrated in Figure 2-Z. The radar beam is shown to illuminate a substantial surface area
which quite naturally can be expected to contain a number of surface objects, yet the beam must be
accurately centered on the desired target rather than the centroid of radar returns. To achieve this
objective, nll :eturns but those originating from tne desired resolution cell must be "gated out". Towards
this erd consider Figure 2-3. This figure indicates the ground imagery which had been available prior
to target acquisition, it was mapped with the radar beam in a known angular relationship with the vehicle's
coordinate axis. The target, by virtue of a designation piocess, was 'dentified to be located at a specific
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RANGE
(TIME DELAY)

(DOPPLER FREQ)

Figure 2-2. Target Tracking Figure Z-3. Radar Imagery

range and doppler address on this imagery. Thus, three basic gating par1%meters (after appropriate
updating for change in position, speed, etc.) can be inserted into the system to define the target. The
system must now center the beam on the returns emanating from the stipulated angle, range, and doppler
coordinates.

Towards this end, the beam Is steered so as to Initially maximize the return coming from
this cell. Subsequently, the system continues to maximize the return in this nartow band but permits the
values of doppler, range and angle to change as the missile changes its relative displacement with re-
spect to the target. Three discrimination loops are used in the process.

The first is a range tracking loop;
this could be a split range gate as shown in

* 31ONAL Figure 2-4. Two contiguous gates are used, an
IGearly gate and a late gate. The received target

radar pulse is sampled by each gate and the
difference in energy outputs between the gates

I = result in an error signal to reposition the gates
with the sign of the error signal indicating the
direction the gates are to be repositioned. The

GAU.5 second, the doppler tracking loop could operate

L KtmLATE, in an analogous fashion. Here two fixed bandpass
.- , filters could be used as opposed to the range

"TED0 13111W gates. The target designation is used to set the
G Goutput frequency of a voltage controlled oscilla-

tor which is mixed with the target's doppler
such that the resultant frequency lies in the
range of the contiguous filters. An error signal
is generated from the difference energy between

U the filters and it is used to correct the oscillator.

These tracking loops can continuously
Figure 2-4. Split Gate Range Tracking drive a slaved range gate and doppler filter which

is centered over the target. The next step is to
drive the antenna in angle to maximize the return
through these filters.

Angle tracking can be implemented in a number of ways. For purposes of illustration phase
comparison monopulse will be discussed. Thin type of angle tracking is analogous to the interferometer
devices used by radio astronomers thus it is sometimes referred to as interferometer radar tracking.
Figure 2-5 represents the technique in one plane. TARGET

The antenna aperture is divided into
two parts (per axis) where the distance between
antenna 1 and the target is R,. The distance
between antenna Z and the tal~get is R. where (
R =R I + duine. The phase difference, A4, I

&I received at the two antennas is the difference -g
in distances times (27/A ) to convert into phase R, &S6 2ri-R,}
or Zi/ . dsine where h is the radiation wave-
length. Thus for small angles (sin e ,W) (e$n.)
A0 A (2wd/X) 0 and the phave difference is ,,-
proportional to the desired angle. This phase
difference signal can be measured by a phase
detector, whose output can then either be used
as a direct reading for guidance or it can be used Figure 2-5. Phase Monopulst
as an error signal to drive the antenna system Angie Determination
to a null position.
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If angular data is required in two planes a second orthogonal set of measuring axes is
required to determine the orthogonal angle. In practice the four antennas are a iaingle antenna struc-
ture of four phase centers as shown in Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6. Monopulse Antenna Hardware

At this juncture, it is appropriate to provide a broader view of the variety of guidance informa-
tion-yielding schemes currently untier investigation. These are largely still in the early stages of develop-
ment and thus not suited to extensive discussion at this time. However, some appreciation of the power
of the pulse-doppler approach can be gained by even a superficial treatment of these. They fall into two
basic categories, both use the multiplicity of scatterers contained in the radar's field of view to improve
the accuracy of guidance information with respect to the targets. The first category recognizes that re-
turns from non-target scatterers (assuming a fixed target domain) can be spatially related to the target
by virtue of doppler and range differences, Hence, the apparent target return can be greatly improved
by permitting the monopulse system not only to balance the target's return but also to balance the
normalized returns from equi-angularly displaced secondary scatterers. Possible methods of implemen-
kation depend on tactical circumstances but it is evident that the "aim point" contrast can be significantly
improved in this manner.

The other school of thought essentially dispenses with the angular information yielded by
tracking. This approach recognizes that while the target doppler represents only a velocity scalar, other
reflectors can be used to derive other velocity vector components thus establishing a sort of velocity-
space frame of reference. Possible schemes to extract guidance information from such a field of points
vary and as such are subject to various limitations. Just to be a little more specific, one of these
approaches is now somewhat further developed. As shown in Figure 2-7 the target's doppler is a
specific component of the vehicle's velocity;
namely, V cos e . It can also be inferred
from the diagram that, for a diving vehicle
some scatterers (assuming that these are
illuminated) will be exposed to the vehicle's
full velocity, hence return a doppler of V.
These later scatterers then appear at V.
maximum doppler. If both values are
measured (the accuracy of measurement
is extremely precise due to the high level
of coherence), the ratio of

~dtarget V__coo__
r____ V cos 0

cosV
max

can be determined. Now, knowing both a and
V• the cross component of velocity or theT
component of velocity leading to a target
miss namely V sin 0 can be computed.

Figure; 2-7. Terminal Geometry

j,_
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Next, the inertial orientation of this "undesired" velocity component can be established on the basis
of secondary methods and finally it can be inserted into the vehicle's midcourse system. The net
effect of these steps is to "velocity update" the vehicle's on-board inertial sensors with respect to
the target line of sight. It should be evident that these Inertial components can be subsequently used
to steer the missile to this target line of sight subject only to inertial acceleration biases. The key
to this approach is the extremely accurate scaler velocity measurements inherent to this sort of
doppler measurement.

The foregoing was intended only to broaden the audience's insight into the general utility of
the approach and in the process, to establish the close relationship between the radar and inertial
measurements required for narrow band sensors.

Returning to the more conventional method of guidance, angle tracking, it is now time to
consider some of its limits. Usually one of the system objectives is to use the narrowest tracking
gate possible commensurate with the target of interest (usable tracking bandwidths may also be
limited by implementation constraints). The target bandwidth is limited in its narrowness by both
target spatial and motion considerations. The spatial aspects of the problem have been previously din-
cussed; the motion considerations are caused by apparent acceleration or differential velocity along the
radar-target line-of-sight. Thus, for example, if a target moves normal to the radar beam, a line-of-
sight acceleration occurs and hence a time increasing (or decreasing) target doppler (or chirp). Another
example is a target consisting of an ensemble of scatters which have rotational motion about some meta-
center. Here the target has an instantaneous bandwidth defined by the relative velocity of the target's
component scatterers relative to the radar. Incidentally the component scatterers relative velocity
effect is also responsible for the instantaneous bandwidth of extended flexible scattering surfaces such
as rain clutter as was shown in Figure 1.12.

To this point the doppler tracking filter has been treated as a perfectly matched filter to the
target bandwidth. Previously the requirement for motion compensation and practical limits thereof and
the spectrum widening of moving targets were discussed. The essence of this then is that the exact
shape of the received waveform is not known perfectly, and even if it were, no assurance exists that a
perfect matched filter could be constructed to handle the target spectrum of interest. Therefore the
tracking filter will In practice necessarily have to be some compromise. If the filter is too narrow it
will lose target signal, if too wide the increased bandwidth results in increased noise and the inclusion
of unwanted background energy thus reducing both the S/N and S/C ratios. In addition to these effects
some more subtle effects in angle tracking are caused due to our imperfect filters. For example, con-
sider a filter whose width at its half power represents the radar's spatial resolution in azimuth.
(Figure 2-8). A competing radar reflector having the same amplitude an the target and spaced 1/2

filter width away from the target (3 db width)
will bias the monopulse angle sensing circuit

0. 1/4 the spatial resolution away from the target.
"-��S PATIAL RESOLUTION The effect is t~o bias the aimpoint of the angle

tracking circuits thus it can be called target
RESPONSE wander. If the target and/or near target points

scintillate in amplitude the problem in further
aggravated as more or less of the target and/or
background energy fall within the doppler track-
ing loop creating noise. At least two possibili-
ties to handle this aimpoint problem exist. The

ECHO TAT UNWANTED first is to continue to redesignate the target
ENERGY EREFLECOR during the terminal trajectory. This is possible

since the homing trajectory allows continuous
mapping of the target area. Second, it is
possible to smooth the aimpoint noise since the

APPARCNT MARGT radar sensing rate Is usually high compared to
ENEsGY f0sItI0s the missile's requirement for guidance data.

ps Both target fade and radar glint or
f, phase scintillation are caused by the coherent

phase addition of radar returns from the radar
reflecting surfaces in the target area of interest.

Figure 2-8. Aimpoint Biasing Radar glint or scintillation can be thought of as
a phase front distortion. Since our radar angle

measurement using either a phase or amplitude type comparison system is in reality only measurement
of the phase front, this results in angle noise; i. e., the random motion of the apparent position of the
target about its physical center as seen by the radar. Target fade is an amplitude effect in which the
amplitude of a complex target due to its multiplicity of reflecting surfaces varies as a function of the
phase addition of complex returns.

The classic experiment to demonstrate the effects of angle noise uses two radar reiil ,vsr
as shown on Figure 2-9. The phase front of the two reflector targets can be determined by finding t'"
phase difference at the radar as a function of the angle I . The approach is to determine the differez.
in the round trip range, radar to reflectors to radar, and convert to phase.

AR 2 L sin 4'

Tr 4 " L min')'
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This phase difference represents a phase front
distortion or an angle error to the angle tracking

RIErLCCTOO circ uits. Highly complex targets such as air-
craft have been modeled by Dean Howard (Ref, 1)
as producing a Gaussian distributed angle glint
of zero mean where the 3+ sigma limit is the length
of the target; i. e., a = L/6. Experiments have shown

y, that the standard deviation of angle glint ranges
k- -from 0. 1 to 0. 3 of the target length. These

experiments imply that by taking several inde-
pendent samples of the distorted phase front one

M •O can estimate the true target position. One pvob-
ler1 then is to provide some change in the geometry
of the situation such that several independent
samples can be measured. This can be done by

SL 601,n changing the transmitted frtquency or wavelength,
RADAR A, as a function of time. A radar that does this

is called a frequency agile radar. From the
Figure 2-9. Two Reflector Target Glint equation A4 = (4 i/X) L sin I note that this tech-nique has maxim-um efficacy when the reflectors

are separated in range, i.e. , / = 900, and is
insensitive to separations in azimuth. Another method of doing this is by imposing a velocity to the radar
as shown in Figure 2-10. The velocity (if the velocity is not directed towards the middle of the apparent
separation of the reflectors) changes the 4# angle an a function of time thus = (4r/X) L cos 4i where •
is the turning rate about the target. This can
be rewritten using the missile velocity and
range to the target as SfFLECtO

4r Lcos V ino

Recalling the trajectory requirements for con-
stant target contrast (resolution) it was
necessary that V sin O/R, the LOS rate, u, be
a constant. This trajectory which is necessary
for target contrast, speeds the glint rate much "
in the same manner an frequency agility. e -

Figure 2-il shows the power spectral density • /' L 04V"'M
of glint (or both a non-turning trajectory and . L ePI
one with a constant turning rate of 0.03 L%
radians/second. These runs were made
against the same target thus the total energy
of the two spectras are the same.

Figure 2-10. Two Reflector Target Glint
Finally this leads to the possibility of Pulse-Doppler

guiding the missile through use of a pulse-
doppler updated inertial implementation. Such
an implementation attempts to capitalize on the long term accuracy of the radar and the short term
stability of inertial devices.

NO LOS ROTATION RATE LOS ROTATION RATE 0 03 rUdts.t The inertial system's accelerometer
outputs wilbe utilized to smooth the radar
tracking noise, Figure 2-12 is a simplified
diagram of such a radar-inertial tracking system.

- The tracking radar essentially keeps

the target on the boremighted antenna axis while
measuring the antenna gimbal rates necessary to
do so. In addition, range and range rate to the

2- •target are measured. The radar', angle track-
ing loop as has been discussed suffers from
noise due to target scintillation and other effects.

0. We define an antenna coordinate system, A, with0 o 2 3 4 0 a 3 4 the x axis along the antenna axis withy and z
rmOUENCY iN Ht FREQUENCY IN Mr axis to be the orthogonal gimbal axes and let tj

Figure 2-11. Glint Reduction and 0 be the rotation angles of these coordinates
relative to the body frame, B, about the z and y

axes, respectively. The radar measurements are ,, ,1 R1, 1,P.J. The velocity of the missile with
respect to the target in antenna coordinates is given byi

vA ktV A
x
AV r

vA Rt i
* a

B
and the coordinate transformation TA B between antenna coordinates and body coordinates is given by the

Sangles V and 0.

Ref. I Merril I Skolnik, 'Radar Handbook'. Chapter 28 McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1970
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BODY 1-= CONSTANT
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Figure 2-12. Radar-InertiaT Tracking

The accelerometer measurements are made in platform coordinates which are related to the
body coordinates by the measured platform gimbal angles.

To understand the radar inertial smoothing filter operation, consider the channel shown in
Figure 2-13.

S~The acceleration, a, is measured by the inertial
__system and resolved along one of the antenna

0 -- ; -Vo frame axes, V• is the radar velocity measure-
ment along thaiaxis, and V is the filtered
velocity indication along thai axis. V is given
by t~he express~ion: 0

Since a is the time rate of change of
velocity VA as measured by the inertial system
accelerome~ters; we can write a =SV.

A

And, the expression for V can be rewritten as

VR R •(1 + )1 VA (• S )
Figure 2-13. Signal Channel V0 = V I+V

The velocity as measured by the radar can be written: V R= V +VT+ N

Where: V is the actual missile velocity
m

V AstTeO

VT istetrget velocity

N is the noise of the radar system

Also we can write for the inertial velocity measurement:

VA: =vm+ ,5V Best Available Copy



This phase di~ference represents a phase front
distortion or an angle error to the angle tracking

W-FLECT00r circuits. Highly complex targets such as air-
craft have been modeled by Dean Ho.vard (Ref. 11
as producing a Gaussian distributed angle glintI of zero mean where the 3* sigma lirait is the length
of the target; i.e. , a = L/6. lxperimrents have shown
that the standard deviation of a.rgle glint ranges
from 0.1 to 0.3 of the target length. These
experiments imply that by taking several inde-
pendent samples of the distorted phase fror:t one
can estimate the true target position. One prob-
lem then is to provide some change in the geometry
of the situation such that several independent
samples can be measureI. This can be done by

a#-2 , 6.changing the transmitted frequency or wavelength,
AWAR, as a function of time. A radar that does this

is called a frequency agile radar. From the

Figure 2-9. Two Reflector Target Glint equatbonAO, = (4r/X) L sin b note that this tech-
nique has maximum efficacy when the reflectors
are separated in range, i.e.. = 900, and io

insensitive to separations in azimuth. Another rvethod of doing this is by imposing a velocity to the radar
as shown in Figure 2-10. The velocity (if the velocity is not directed towards the middle of the apparent
separation of the reflectors) changes the 4o angle as a function of time thus ( = 47r/X) L cos • where ,s

is the turning rate about the target. This can
be rewritten using the missile velocity and
range to the target as RE LC TOR (D

A l L cos -ý V

Recalling the trajectory requirements for con- - -

stant target contrast (resolution) it wasr
necessary that V sin a/R, the LOS rate, g,,, be
a constant. This trajectory which is necessary
for target contrast, speeds the glint rake much
in the same manner as frequency agility.
Figure 2-11 shows the power spectral density 4. L __"-

of glint for both a non-iurning trajectory and
one with a constant turning rate of 0.03 L c*

radians/second. These runs were made
against the same target thus the total energy
of the two spectras are the same.

Figure 2-10. Two Reflector Target Glint
Finally this leads to the possibility of Pulse-Doppler

guiding the missile through use of a pulse-
doppler updated inertial implementation. Such
an implementation attempts to capitalize on the long term accuracy of the radar and the short term
stability of inertial devices.

NO LOS ROTATION RATE LOS ROTATION RATE 003 roT nss e
- - -The inertial system's accelerometer

"_o 1 outputs will be utilized to smooth the radar
-. tracking noise. Figure 2-12 is a simplified

-diagram of such a radar-inertial tracking system.

- The tracking radar essentially keeps

- - the target on the boresighted antenna axis while
measuring the antenna gimbal rates necessary to

woi do so. In addition, range and range rate to the

3711 I I I I target are measured. The radar's angle track-S*- ing loop as has been discussed suffers from

11.noise due to target scintillation and other effects.S! .... tlll! ... it, .... !...... l "We define an antenna coordinate system, A, with

I0 , 2 4 3 , 3 4 the x axis along the antenna axis with y and z
FREQUENCY IN Mr FREQUENCY IN M axis to be the orthogonal gimbal axes and let 4i

Figure 2-11. Glint Reduction and 8 be the rotation angles of these coordinates
relative to the body frame, B, about the z and y

aAes, respectively. The radar measurements are kp,ý, E46, IRI. RfI. The velocity of the missile with
respect to the target in antenna coordinates is given by:

vA=k
x

A Best Available Cop'
AV =R.

z

t transformation TAB between antenna coordinates and body coordinates is given by theand the coordinate tasomto Abtenatnacodntsadbd oriae sgvnb h

angles at and 0.

Ref. I Merril I Skolnik, "Radar Handbook", Chapter 28 McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970
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Where 6V is the inertial velocity error. Combining these two expressionp with the expression for
V0 yields:

Io=V + I' + +T ) + + 6V ( ` SV° =Vn ( + 1 + S + I ) (.

which reduces to

V° = V + VT + N I + 6V K
S+l () S+ I

From this expression it can be seen that the missile's inertial velocity which is measured
by both the radar system and the inertial system is passed directly through the filter. The radar system
noise and the radar target motion measurement are passed through a low-pass filter. The inertial
measurement noise is passed through a lead lag or high-pass filter.

In this way the long term or low frequency stability of the radar system and the short term or
high frequency stability of the inertial system are taken advvatage of while the low frequency drift errors
of the platform and the high frequency noise of the radar ai-e suppressed.

The constant K is determined by the drift characteristics of the platform and the radar tracker
noise characteristic.

If an accurate model of the radar sensor noise and the platform driving noise characteristics
are known, V could be an optimum estimate of the true velocity generated by a Kalman filter. In this
case K woulde time varying and would be generated by the Kalman filter based on conditions existing at
a particular time.

In conclusion then, we have noted that the attack of small targe' . in complex bac-grounds
requires r.•thsr massive and time consuming sampling of the target-dynamic radar signature. The
sampling intervals associated with the problem can be significantly longer than that desirable for flight
control; hence, one needs to marry the radar sensor and the inertial sensors to derive an optimum hybri;d
system, rather than a separate determination of each. In short for optimum design one must use vehi.ie
motion, phase sensing by the radar sensor, and the short term motion sensing by the inertial sensors
analogous to the considerations usually reserved for optimum filtering techniques of other systerns.

Best Available Copy


